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Discovery
Questions to Discuss

(Note: these questions cover several classes)

1. What are some of the reasons that we permit parties to engage in discovery before trial? (We
will talk about at least three primary reasons)

2. How is the scope of permissible discovery defined in the federal rules? (Related question:
What are the major changes to the scope of discovery under the version of Rule 26 that went
into effect in December 2015?)

3. What do we mean by nonprivileged matter?

4. What is the “American” rule with regarding to discovery?

5. What are parties’ mandatory initial disclosure obligations under the federal rules?

6. What other mandatory disclosure obligations are there under the federal rules?

7. What is the purpose of Rule 27?

8. Can you explain difference between interrogatories, requests for production, requests for
documents, and requests for admissions?

9. When it comes to information generally (including electronically stored information), what
are a parties’ preservation obligations?

10. Under the new version of Rule 37 that went into effect in December 2015, what are the
potential sanctions available if a party failed to take reasonable steps to preserve information
that should have been preserved in anticipation or conduct of litigation?
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DISCOVERY IN FEDERAL COURT
BY CHRISTOPHER V POPOV & UANE NOBLE

— I

fORJHE

TRIAL LAWYER WHO PRIMARILY PRACTICES in of the action for failure to prosecute.5 Because there is no
state court, litigating in federal court can feel like yen- corollary., to the initial’ planning conference requirement
turing to a foreign land.. But at least as far as discovery is under the .Texas rules,6 litigators who find themselves in

concerned, federal courts-speak the same basic language that federal court should familiarize themselves with Rule 26(f)
is spoken in state court. Indeed, the stated goals of discovery and be prepared for the conference at the outset of the case.
in both state and federal court are to allow parties to obtain During the - initial pretrial conference,-. parties must: (1)
full knowledge of the facts and contentions, to preveut trial by consider the nature and basis of their claims and defenses
-ambush, and to promote fairness.’ And under both systems, and the possibilities of settlement, (2) make or arrange for
litigants have the same basic discovery mechanjsms at their the exchange of initial, disclosures, (3) discuss preservation.
disposal: requests for disclosures, - - ‘ ‘

:. - - of discoverable information, and (4)
interrogatories requests for admis- . ‘i.. :- - develop a proposed discovery plan
sion requests for production, and --;

- Think of tJ differ c t..,en. for submission to the court.7 . ,•

depositions state and federal discovery
as different dialects of the The requirement in federal court

Nevertheless, ther are important difL . •- same language. •- : ‘ that the parties themselves develop
ferences in how discovery is executed a discovery plan also marks a
in federal court The failure to recog- significant departure from Texas
nize these differences can be embarrassing for tlj.e infi?eqiient discovery practices In Texas state court [e]very case
federal practitioner and can even have imphcations on the must be governed by a discovery control plan “ and the
success of a case. Think of the differences between state and rules provide-for different levels of discovery depending on
federal discovery as different dialects of the same language. the. amount in controversy or the complexity. of the case.-.- .

This article highlights some of the differences ,between’the Level -1- discovery rules apply to expedited actions under.
two systems and serves as a quick and informal primer for Texas’s recently’amended Rule 169, Level 2 is the default

- I
those who are not experienced federal court litigators. It discovery plan,’° and Level- 3 applies when so ordered
serves -as the state court practitioner’s “phrase book” for use by the court, either on -the parties’ motion or .the court’s
in federal court initiative In contrast there are no default discovery plans

in federal court parties practicing in federal court must
I The FederaIRujs PiI4 rartts frmServing develop a proposed plan on their own Indeed a partys

Discovry)ii a failure to participate in good faith in developing and
submitting a discovery plan may lead to the imposition

A key distin of Sanctions.i2 This plan must state the parties’ viefs and;. -
is the requini proposals regarding the following: (1) changes to disclosure
conduct. an procedures, (2) discovery scope and deadlines, (3) issues ;;

begin. related to discovery, of electronically stored information
the -and (4)-claims of privilege - and protections.’3-.
contrasts with I miust file with the court a written report outlining
period begins at ti plan 14 days after the 26(f) conference A
generally advised ioralize the parties agreements into

follow an order under Rule
Rule 26(f) requires parties to confer as soon as 1practicable -

and apartys failure to do so can lead to sua sponte d,smiss -
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II. Initial Disclosures Are Mandatory and
Automatic Under the Federal Rules.

Another unique feature of the federal discovery rules is
the mandatory and automatic nature of initial disclosures.
In Texas, a party may serve on another party a request for
disclosures pursuant to Rule 194.16 In contrast, the federal
rules require that certain information be voluntarily disclosed
without a discovery request.17 The purpose of this nile is to
accelerate the exchange of basic information and to eliminate
the paperwork involved in requesting such information.’8
Mandatory disclosures in federal court ocëur in three stages:
initial disclosures, expert disclosures, and final pretrial
disclosures. Initial disclosures are generally made within’ 14
days after the Rule 26(f) conference and must include informa
tion regarding potential witnesses, documentary evidence,
damages and iñsurance. Expert disclosures must be made
by the date set by court order or agreed to by the parties.20
final pretrialdisclosures mustoccur at least 30 days before
trial and. must include information regarding witness identity,
deposition witness identity, and document identity.21.

,‘

. ‘ ..

III. Limitations on Written and Oral Discovery Are Found
Throughout the Federal Rules, as Opposed to Being

Dictated by a Particular Discovery Level. f.

A state court litigator should also note that the federal rules
impose different . limits on the other forms of discovery,
and that those limits on discovery are found in different
places throughout the federal rules. Unlike the Texas rules,
which set forth varying limits on oral and written discovery
depending upon which of the three discovery control plans
apply, the federal rules apply a more uniform set of limits
that are specific to the type of discovery (e.g., requests for
admissions, interrogatories, or depositions), as opposed to the
type of case or the amount in controversy. With respect to
requests for admissions, for instance, the Texas rules impose
a limit of 15 requests for Level I cases,22 but do not limit the
number of requests in Level 2 or 3 cases. The federal rules do
not limit the number of requests for admissions, but a court
can impose a limit by order or local rule.23 With respect to
interrogatories, the Texas nils impose a limit of 15 forLevel
1 cases and 25 for Level 2 cases.24 For level 3 cases, absent a
court order, interrogatories are subject to the Level 1 orLevel
2 limitationsdepending on the amount of relief requested..25 In
contrast, the federal rules limit the number of interrogatories
to 25 in all cases; absent leave or stipulation.26 Finally, with. respect to requests for production, the Texas rules impose a
limit of. 15 requests for Level 1 cases,27 but do not limit the
number of requests in Level 2 or 3 cases. Th federal rules do
not limit the number of requests for production for any case.28

The federal restrictions on deposition practice are also more
uniform than the multi-tiered approach set forth in the Texas
rules, In state court, regardless of the discovery control level,
no side may examine or’cross-examine a witnéss.for more
than 6 hours, excluding breaks.2 Additionally, for Level 1
cases, each party has 6 hours in total to examine and cross-
examine all witnesses, but the parties may agree to expand
the limit to 10 hours.3° In Level 2 cases, each side is limited
to 50 hours to examine and cross-examine opposing parties,
experts designated by those parties, and persons subjectto
those parties’ control.3’ Additional time maybe allotted if
more than two experts are designated. In contrast, the federal
rules.simply limit the parties to 10 depositions per side and
limit each deposition to one day of 7 hours absent leave or
stipulation.3. :‘‘ . .‘ . ... .- ..,•,. ‘2 .

‘:‘ ,:‘....‘ ,‘‘ ‘. ‘.

The deadline by which parties must complete discovery is
also typically easier to calculate in federal court. In Texas;
the discovery period varies based on the discovery level.
In a’ Level 1. case closes 180 days after. the first request for
discovery of any kind is served.33 The discovery period for
Level 2 cases closes on the earlier of 30 da9s before trial, or
nine months after the earlier of the first deposition or the
due date. of the first response to written discovery.’4 Level 3
discovery periods end in. aãcordance with Level I or Level 2
depending on the amount of damages sought ‘and’ the issues
involved.. Conversely, the deadline for discovery in federal
court is simply determined by court orden.

,

‘

The’ mcre’ unifOrm nature of’ the federal limits on discovery
has its advantages and disadvantages. On the.one.hand,’ the
federal rules make it less complicated to calculate ‘deadlines,
time limits, and limitations on requests. On the other hand,
under,the federal rules, individuals litigating a single, $76,000
claim will be governed’ by the, same default’ discovery limits
as two multi-national corporations litigating a’ complex $76
million suit. In other words, the federal rules may impose or
permit discovery that is disproportionate to the needs of the
case, which highlights the importance of thinking critically
about the needs’of the case’at’the outset, and using the 26(0
conference to set a scheduling and discovery control order
that makes sense for a given case;. . “‘‘.;. ., “L .1’ ;‘•; ‘.

IV. The Federal Rules Make It Easier. to Compel
Discovery from Out-of-State Non-Party Witnesses.

The federal rules provide sOme advantages to parties seeking
discovery from’non-party witnesses who work or. reside out
of state. Tex. R. Civ. P. 20L1(a) permits parties to take deposi
tions of witnesses located outside of Texas, but the.litigant
must first determine the requirements of the other’ state’s
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courts This could involve the use of letters rogatory letters federal rules place the burden on the respondent to notify
of request, a commission, or he filing of an ancillary action. the requesting party that it is withholding information and
The requirements vary from state to state and sometimes ‘even automatically serve a response that includes a privilege log.47
by county. In contrast, Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(a)(2) authorizes a ,

.,

‘ ., 3

federal court to issue a subpoena to any witness in the United Second, state and federal courts handle differently the
States, ‘subject tothe limitation that the witness can only be inadvertent disclosure of privileged information. In Texas,
compelled to appearfor deposition within 100 miles of where Rule 193 contains a snap-back provision, under which par
the subpoena as ‘served - :“.., ties who inadvertently disclose privileged information are

1’::. “, ,

“‘; .‘• ‘ ,., permitted to amend their withholding statements within 10
\J. The FederaiRules Require Automatic Disclosure of days of discovery of the accidental production.48 Materials

Expert Witnesses and Expert Reports. must then be promptly returned. Federal Rule 26(b)(5)(B)
Another -important distinction between federal and state similarly requires prompt return, sequestration, or destruc
discovery procedures involves the discovery of expert opin- tion of any inadvertently disclosed privileged information,
ions. While the federal rules require parties to automatically but it goes even further and includes additional protections.
produce expert’ reports, there is no such ‘requirement in Under the federal rule, the recipient of an inadvertently-
Texas’ state court. Rathet, a party in state court may request disclosed privileged document is prohibited from using or
the ‘report of an opposing party’s ietthned teirifying expert disclosing -the information until the claim of privilege is
through its request for disclosure.3 ‘The responding party resolved. The recipient is also required to take reasonable
may then ‘either produce the report or- tender the retained steps to retrieve the inadvertently-disclosed information if
expert ‘for ‘deposition.6 Additionally, a party may move for the recipient has disclosed it to a third-party before being
a court order requiring ‘production of a retained testifying notified of the privilege claim. Moreover, the federal rules
expert’s, reoit.37’; ‘“ - . .. , ;-‘:. “

, .‘ contemplate enforcement of ‘additional “quick-peek” or
claw back arrangements betweti the parties as a way to

In contrast the federal rules require that certain expert dis avoid the excessive costs of pre production review49 Under
‘àerybe ôluntri1y disclosed’without a discovery request.38 a quick-peek agreement, a responding party provides certain

These mandatory expert disclosures as briefly described materials for initial examination without waiving any claims
above, rnust,be ‘made by the; date ordered by the court, the àf privilege, the requesting’party reviews the information and
date stipulated by the parties, or, at least 90 days before’the designates the documents it-wishes to have actually produced,
trial date.39 Unless otherwise stipulated or ordered, this and the responding party conducts its privilegereview on only
mandatory disclosure of any retained testifying expert must tlose specified documents.° Under claw-back agreerfients,
alsobeaccompanied by a written report.40;Whfle parties are production without intent.to waiveprivilege or protection s
not required to produce the reports of non-retainedtestifythg not a waiver so long as, the responding party, identifies the
experts they must provide a disclosure summarizing the facts documents mistakenly produced, and the’rece1vlng party s
and opinions to which the non-retained witness is expected documents are returned51 . -

to testify4i It is also important to note that while drafts of
expert reports are discoverable in statecourt, the federal Finally the source of substantive privileges law differs
rules t]eat draft expert reports as pnvileged worW’product342 between state and federal court In Texas many privileges are

3 ‘4
3- codified in the Rules of Civil Procedure or Rules of Evidence

VI The Federal Rules Set Forth a Differert3Necbanism The ulesjcontain specific provisions governing work product
for Asserting Privilege and Challenging. ‘‘‘ ttorney client privilege, spousal privilege, trade
State court litigators should also ‘be aware oWh , “ rgy privilege, physician-patient privilege,
federal-state distinctions related to ‘the discdveryôi irtprmation privilege.52 ‘Conversely, the
information. First, the proce’duré for assertiri’g’a’’ ‘ ure and Federal Rules of Evidence
different in federal court. In state citin ordei ,,, the same way that the Texas rules
privilege, a party first withholds th infornai law governs these concepts in
a withholding statement.43 Then the reqi.s’ , question jurisdiction.53,’In federal
request a’piivilege log.44 The respondent :i+iüt’i jurisdiction, state law privilege
a privilege log within 15 days of the request In comrasc
under the federal rules it is not necessary to request a pnvl- 3

lege log when the responding party asserts a privilege 46 The

-H:-,’:.



VII.. The Federal Rules Apply Different Standards for
Obtaining Protective Orders

Parties in both federal and state couth ma3’file a motion for
protective order to limit the scope of discovery, but litigants
in federal court must be prepared to show good cause. Texas
courts will issue a protective order to protect against undue
burden, harassment, or the invasion of a protected personal,

V..... constitutional or property right.5 federal courts require an
.additional showing of good cause,5 In determining good

[.‘.‘ caUse, many courts apply a balancing test to determine
whether the producii3g party’s burden of productio, an4.its
privacy interests outweigh the right of the opposing party
and the public.56 . . .

Parties may also seek’b,limit,the disclosie of privileged or

confidential materials exchanged through a sealing order.
Under the stringent sealing requiernents of Texas Rule of Civil.
Procedure 76a, a party must file a written motioI specifying
the grounds for protection, and must, post a public notice
stating the time and place pf the hearing and’ inviting .the
public to intervene and be heard.57 In federal court, records
maybe sealed without public notice, and a sealing order may
often be obtained where the parties agree on confidentiality.58

VIII. The’ Federal Rules Envision a Two-Tiered ‘ “

Approach to E-Discovery.
The federal rules and supporting case law create a thore
comprehensive scheme for electronic discovery. In Texas, a
single e-discovery rule, Rule 196.4, requires responding par
ties to produce electronic data that is “reasonably available.”59
If the party cannot produce the information requested, it must
state an objection. If the court orders the responding party to,
comply, the court must also order the requesting party to pay
the reasonable expenses of any extraordinary steps required
to retrieve and produce the information.60 ..

Whereas Texa e-discovery is governed by a single rule and
a single substantive Supreme Court case, federal e-discovery
provisions are integrated throughout the federal rules and
there are a plethora of decisions interpreting those rules. The
federal e-discovery scheme ‘envisions a formalized two-tier
approach with less court intervention. Under the first tier,
a “party need not provide discovery of [1511 from sources
that the party identifies as not reasonably accessible because
of undue burden or cost.”61 If there is a ‘dispute, the rules
contemplate that the parties will meet and confer before filing
discovery motions.62 If, after a conference, the parties are still
in dispute, the second tier of federal e-discovery is initiated.
Under the second tier, the responding party must show
that the information requested is not reasonably accessible

because of undue burden or cost. If that showing is made,
then the requesting party must show good cause for the
prdduction.63 ‘Whether practicing in state or federal court,
advocates should attempt to. address e-discovery issues in
the early stages of thelitigation:

. “ . ‘.
,.“ ‘t,., , ‘ .‘.‘ . ,.,,

IX. A Federal Court May Appoint a Magistrate judge to
Set a Scheduling Order and to Rule on V.,

Discovery Disputes. ‘“
..

Another facet.of federal pr’actice likely ta affect the discovery
process is codified in 28 U.S.C. § 636’ (b(1)A, under which
a federal’judge may “designate a magistrate judge to hear
and determine any’pretrial matter pending before the court,”
including the resolution of discovery motions. Indeed, many
judges refer all discovery motions to magistrate judges for
resolutidn.64’Althdugh parties may initially be taken aback
when they learn their discovery dispute is being decided ly
a judicial officer other than the Article III judge to whom the.
case was assigned, this practice. may actually be beneficial”
to the litigants. Disputes can often be decided more quickly
by magistrate judges, who routinely deal with discovery
issues and who often have more flexibility on their dockets
for oral hearings. ‘‘- “-‘

. ‘,.‘,.,,. , . . . .‘

X.. A Federal Court’s Làcal Rules Can Modify the,
Discovery Rules in Material Ways.

Another essential consideration when conducting discovery
in a federal suit is the interaction of the district court’s local
rules with the federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Evidence.
For instance, the Local Rules irr the Northern District ‘of
Texas contain filing requirements for discovery materials:65
The Local Rules in the Western District of Texas contain
additional notice requirements for oral’ depositions, limits
on the number of requests for admissions, and pre-approved
interrogatories for which objections will not be considered,66
In the Eastern District of Texas, the cdnt runs a discovery
hotline answered by a judge to rule od dIscovery disputes.7
While state district courts in Texas promulgate and enforce
local rules as well, they typically do not substantively alter
discovery limitatidns in the same way,

XI. ConclUsion ‘ ‘• ‘‘‘ “

To the experienced state court practitioner, discovery in fed
eral court should not be a completely foreign ánd’unfamiliar
experience. By and large, trial lawyers in state and federal
court will have the same discovery tools at their disposal.
There are, however, some nuanced differences, including:
the Rule 26(0 conference requirement; mandatory initial,
expert, and pre-trial disclosures; different limits on the
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I

Various fonrs of disaory (see l7zgure 1 below) more expedi relevant distinctions but rather a preliminary reference point
tious exchange of expert vidtc&’ different substantive and for newcomers to federal discovery practice The reader is
procedural rules regarding ptlvileges and a more formalized encouraged to consult the federal Rules of Civil Procedure and
two-tier approach to e-discovery with less court intervention Evidence as well as the districts local rules before proceeding
Tlis article is not meant to provide an exhaustive list of all with discovery in federal court

‘ J I 3 I

y After parties c... a When smt i_ d —

Rule 26(f) conference
FED R CP F 26(d)(1)

_________________
__________________

________________

A ordedl by the 180 days after the first Earlier of (1) 30 days before Absent discovery con-
court or ared by the request for discovery is trial or (2) nin tmonths trol order refer to Level

1 pa±es served Tex R Civ P after the erlir f (a) the 1 or 2 depending on
190 2(b)(1) first oral deposition or amount of relief sought

(b) the due date of the
first response to written

.“1. I. . •I3i.discovery Tex R Civ P

__________ ________________ __________________

1903(b)(1)

_________________

Disclosures Mandatory disclo- Not maidatory must be requested under Tex R Civ P 1942
sures m three stages May request disclosure No other limitation No other limitation

1
initial expert and of documents not con
pre trial FED R CIV sidered a request for
P 26 (a)(1) production Tex R Civ

_______________ ________________________

P. 190.2(b)(6). . .:. . . . . .

500

Requests for
Admissions.

Interrogator
ies.

Requests for
Production.

PEp. R. Civ. P. 36
does not set a limit on
number, but a ourt
can impose a limit by
order Or local rule.

Absent leave orstipi
lation, no more than
25. FED. R. Civ. P.
33(a)(1).

No Limit. FED. R. Civ.
P. 34.

No more than 15 written
requests for adrnissiofi
Tex. R. Civ. P. 1Q2(b
(5)

No moie than 15 Tex R
.Civ.R..19d20X3).

No more than 15. Tex. R.
Civ. P. 190.2(b)(4).

No Limit

J.
.

No more than 25. Tex. R.
Civ. P. 190.3(b)(3).

No Limit. . .

No Limit.

Absent discovery con
trol order, refer to Level
1 or 2 depending on
amount of relief sought.

No Limit. .. .

.
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In re Alford Chevrotet-Geo, 997 S.W.2d 173, 180 (Tex. 1999)
(“The primary objective of discovery is to ensure that lawsuits are
‘decided by what the facts reveal, not by what facts are concealed.”);
Atvarado v. farah Mfg. Co., 830 S.W.2d 911, 913-14 (Tex. 1992)
(goals of discovery are “to promote responsible assessment of
settlement and prevent trial by ambush”); Clark v. Irailways, Inc.,
774 S.W.2d 644, 646 (Tex. 1989) (“[R]ules regarding discovery

were designed to . . . ensure fairness.”); Shelak v. White Motor
Co., 581 f.2d 1155 (5th Cir. 1978) (discovery rules are designed
to prevent “trial by ambush” and “that sort of emergency litigation
which could degenerate into ‘quick-draw hip-shooting”); Burns v.
Thiokot Chemical Corp., 483 E2d 300, 304 (5’ Cir. 1973) (“Properly

used, tthe rules of discdveryl prevent prejudicial surprises and
conserve precious judicial energies.”).
2 fED. R. Civ. P. 26(d)W. Exceptions to this rule include discovery
conducted before suit by the filing of a verified petition under
FED. R. Civ. P. 27, discovery conducted with leave of court after
suit is filed butbefore the Rule 26(f) conference, and discovery
conducted in certain proceedings exempt from the Ri.ile 26(0
conference requirement as outlined in FED. R Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(B)
and the 2000 Notes to FED. R Civ. P. 26, at ¶15:

Broom v. Arvidson, No. 04-00-00214-CV, 2001 WL220058, at *5
(Tex. App—San Antonio 2001, no pet.) (trial court properly denied
continuance because plaintiff’s delay in serving discovery requests
over three months after she filed her originaJ. petition indicated
a lack of diligence); see also Patrick v. Howard, 904 S.W.2d 941,
946 (Tex. App—Austin 1995, no pet.) (promptness of discovery
requests is an indication of diligence).

FD R Civ P 26(0(1) The conference must occur at least 21
days before a scheduling conference is to be held or a scheduling
order is due under Rule 16(b). Under Rule 26(0(4), courts may by
local rule require an expedited schedule for the conference and
written discovery plan report. ‘‘

See Spencerv. United States, No. C-11-122011, WL 1158552, at’
*3 (5 D Tex Mar 25 2011) (dismissal for failure to prosecute was

Depositions. No side may examine or cross-examine a witness for more than 6 hours,
excluding breaks. Tex. R. Civ. P. 199.5(c).

___________________

FED. R. Civ. P. 30
sets a limit of 10
depositions per side,
but can be increased
with leave of court or
stipulation. Limited
to one day of seven
hours, absent leave or
stipulation.

Each party has 6 hours
in total to examine and
cross-examine, all, wit
nesses, may agree to
expand to 10 hours, but
not more without court
order. Tex. R. Civ. P.
190.2 (b)(2).

Each side has 50 hours
to examine and CraSs

opposing., parties, experts
designated jy those parties,
and subject to those parties’
control. No timelimit on
deposition of, witness not
subject to either party’s
control. If side designates
more than 2 experts, other
side has 6 hours more for
each additional expert. Tex.
R CwP 1903(b)(2)

Absent discovery con
trol order, refer to Level
1 or 2 depending on
amount of relief sought.

Discovery
Subpoenas
for Third
Parties.

Federal court may
issue subpoena to
any witness in• the
United States, but a
non-party witness can
enly be compelled to
appear for diacovery
within 100 miles of
where he resides. FE.o.
R. CIV. P. 45.

Tex. R. Civ. P. 201.21(a) permits deposition of out of state witness, but the
provision is subject to the requirements of the other state, which may involve
filing for a commission, letter rogatory, or ancillary action. A witness can only
be compelled to appear within 150 miles of her residence or where she was
served. Tex. R. Civ. P. 176.

Chris Popov is a partner with Vinson & Elkins, LLP. He has tried
commercial cases in both state andfederal courts. Prior to joining
thefirm, Chris served as ajudicial clerk to the HonorableJames L.
Dennis on the United States Court ofAppealsfor the Fifth Circuit.

Liane Noble is a litigation associate with Vinson & Elkins, LLP
?rior to joining thefinn, Liane served as a judicial clerk to the
Honorable Fred Biery on the United States District Courtfor the
Westeni District of Texas. *
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LIvING DAILY WITH W[EKLEY Hots
BY KENNETH [ WITHERS &MONICA WLSEMAN tTlN:

INTRODUCTION
Tecas led the nation in 1optin a specific procedural ruic
addressing the disc very of electronically stored information
lESt). Tex. R Civ, P IQ&1 has been with us since W9.
and although It was a nev and navel role. there hiwi been
reniarkably rv appellate oprntorts addressing the subjcet.
Alicr ten years. the Texas Supreme Cc’un took the opportu
nity presented by In ic klcy HornesZ ixi provide a detailed
bbaeptim. [or tequettn ESI That blueprint elerly Is not
from a pattern book, Discovery of ESI requires custom legal
carpentry for good reasons It takes thoughts planning, and
ennmuncauori hetwccn opposing counsel to avoid turning
tcocry of 5l into a money i While Rule N64 provides a
procedural trarnework for patties who insist on [orniaf motion
practice, the cost and deby of litigating EStdtceovery issues

Ø can be significantly reduced—or eliminated ahogcthc—wtth
SOItIC tm0fl*flSi COiiTK’tuLU)fl btven oppOsing counsel
to dcvclop a lair and proporuotial discove h1tIing plan
be kite hreakmg ground

hi this article, we diseus discovery ci ESI i& differcttt
[torn the discovery of paper to which lawycrs were accustomed
l,elore the 1999 ainetidnients. and how the Texas Rules or
Civil Procedure address these dilterences in Rule t961. Then
we review the background faet of Wedtk lames and erplore
the Supreme Couns application of the eul We also see how
Wd [bows has bccn applied in subsequent appetbic court
decisions FinnILy we look at the courts practical advice lbr
litigants seeking or responding to dhcnvcry of ESI and the
Court’s call for plan ningi nmunicacion, and cooperation
between opposing parties In litigation.

1. Why discovery of ESI is different
W Iwe in a world of electronic information Almost eery
thing we read, liien to watch, wrfte. or conirnunicaw to
others is generated. stored, or transmitted using computer
wchnaLog In business, government. education, entertain
ntent, and almost all other human endeavors, relatively little
mftirrnatiun is commnted to paper in the first instance
Although exact tatistic5 are difficult to come by. experts have
lung believed that 93 percent of all business documents are

f created eletranicalty and only 30 percent ace ever primed
to piper.3 While paper documents abound, almost all paper
doumentare ptintouts information from computer ides. Ask
yourself when you last saw a typewriter being used routinely

in a business, governmem office. sdiol. or even at home

ReCent statistical research confirms that we are overwhelm
mgty a digttzI” informanun society According to the
University of California at San Diego’s Global Iriformaticin
Industry Center American consumers receive only about
8 61% otiheir intormatthn In prim torm, measured in words
Measured in time, the average American spends only ii hour
per day reading printed material Measured in cornpresed
bytes, print constauws only 02% of all information media.
The researchers note that jnfew dignal technologies continue
to remake the American home.’

Ten vears rig 40 percent or 1’.S. hoits’holds had a
persona] computer. and oniy one-quarter of those had
Internet acccs Currnc estimates are that over 70
percent of Amerteans now own a personal computer
with Internet access. and uicteasftigly that iicccs is
high-speed vIa broadband connecuvity.Mding iPhones
and other smart’ wtretss phones, which arc computers
in oH but name, pernaI Computer ownership tnt reasc
to more than 80 percent. I I The average Amrteati
spcnds nearly three hours per dy on the computer. not
including time at work.

The use of computers to gcncnire, manage, and eommttuicate
information has significant consequences that go far beyond
simply changing the way we write and store tnforrnatian.
Some of these are extensions of problems that could occur in
the paper document world. Others are unique in the computer
world. But these consequences requcre us to approach the
discovery of electronically stored tntormauan (ES!) differently
than we approached the discovery of paper documents.

A. Volume
The first—and perhaps the roost ohviaus—consequence of
our conversion to digital information technology is an epln
sion in the volume of data that may he subject in discovery, or
that needs to be silted through to locate that which is subject
to discovery. Two leading etectronic discovery thinkers note
that ‘run a small business, whereas formerly there was usually
one four-drawer ftle cabinet toll of paper recotds, now there
is the equivalent of two thousand four-drawer file cabinets
fufl of such records, all cotained in a cubic foot ot so in the
form of electronically stored Information.”

I
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The increase in volume is due to a number of factors. One
is that. crroulc iniarmatiou systems tend to autcxnatieaily
replicate and score umeraus copies of files In a vxiety of
locations, The same 0k—or slightly different s—flay
& found on seera1 acVe areas af the computer hard d.rlve
or as duplicate files maintained for backup purposes, or
on archival and disaster tuerlia. A second reason for the
proliferatlou of ESI is that users tend to dtribute copies
of their work far and wide, because ft Is so fast and easy to
do. Gone are the days when one copy of in office report or
memorandum was ±cu!atcd to 20 or more people, eath of
whom checked theirname off the dfstzibudon list and passed
ft on to the next Today a report or memorandum, with few
keystrokes, lsttpUoated In the Me directories or on the bard
dritits of every mr.m&r of the organization. A third reason
For th proliferation aFESI is that rnmiy human commxiuiea
clans that. used to be relatively or purely ephemeral, such as
telephone calls and handwritten notes, arc now routinely
cunthacted using electronic Information systems, leaving a
mcrles permanent record. The sheer volume of email,
fox instance, is staggerIng, According
to the rerpected technology research
finn Rndicatl Gtxmp, 241 billion
email messages weto sent per day in
%00, and that number will double
by 2013’ if tim average office worker
sends or receives apprormatdy 100
business-related email txessagsa day

__________

(a canserathe estimate) and ailwexe
saird, 25,000 email messages will accumolace in that office
wvrlcerh nzai]box in the course of a year. In an org aiim
with even a n2dlmenrary dcctrouic information system.
that volume would be magol&d by the systems automatic
replication and backup operations. raweR as usexs tendency
to send email to multiple recipients.

B. Cozuplexity
A second important feature of ES! that d lxigulsbe. ft
from paper documentation, and that necessitates a different
approach to discovery, is that ES! Is created, maintained, and
stored in complex systems, and often cannot be extracted
from these ystems without d3fficulay Almost anyone. can
understand the technology of piper records—pen and Ink,
typewthcr and filing cabinet, caxbolizndpbntosopfriWhUe
the physical Me organization might have been complex, no
special equipment or expertise beyond literacy in the relevant
language ivas needed, in access the information stuted en
paper documents. ES!, however, is the product of a complr.z
set of tlaUonships between physical equipment (computer
drives and sorage inetlia), operating systems (prvlilin the

essential environment for tandaclng electronir linpulses
into information) and the cver.growing array of application
software that allows the information tobe created, managed,
and viewed. Without timptoper elements of the system in
place, RS1 Is just a vast assembly of positive and negative
charges anangedonmagueiiclaedia. As3aron and Paul write

tQJulze recently t icre has been an evolutionary burst.
in writing technology — a jagged punctuation on a O
century-long sine WaVe. A qnick succession of advances
clustered or syoccd tagethes, in emerge Into a radically
new and more powerful writing ttcbnologit These
include dlgithsiiaa real time computing; the miero
processor th personal computcr, e-mail local and
wide-area networks leading to the lnternet the evolution
of software, which has ‘locked in’ seamless editing as an
almost universal function the World Wide Wcb and of
course people and their technique. These constituents
have w1x1ed into an information complex, now known
as the ‘Information !cosystem. In such a system, d

whole xhib1is an emerg’!uthehavlL.
that is much more than the sum oldie
parts. Critically for law, such systems
cannatbe understood or explained by
any one person.’

Simply put, lawyers without 1nfor
matian management expertise are
seldom In a position to either know’

what they should he asiting tar in riectronie disenvrry, or
provide a response to a request, without an understanding
of the systems with whichthey aredeallng. Evenwhtn they
have the relevant ESI, they are hard pressed to eztplth hem
ft came ham or lay the proper fcnmdadon for admIssion of
the £51 as evidence?

C. lreservarion
One important element of the comp1ery of ESI that further
distinguishes ft from paper documentation is its essentially
ephemeral nature. This is not the same as the ephemeral
nature of unrecorded spoken words, which are truly gone
once they are uttaed, but closer to din original meaning oF
ephemera—irJormation recorded for very short retention.
Information systems record information in a variety of
ways, almost all intended tvr short retention or migration
to less transitory media. Electronic information systems
ax constantly talting in new data, moving data to varIoI’
temporary storage areas, overwriting stale or dupIicar dat
and deleting whole files. Most of this activity is ocothingat
high speed and without any human intervention. Ttadiotia1

According to the respected
technology research firm RaUicatl
Group, 247 billion email messages

were sent per day ici 2009, and that
number wilt double by 2013.
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concepts of ‘prts atiorr’ deve1opd for the paper world
suupty cannot apply;

This Is not to say that seryation” Is impossible. In fact,
eleccrouic toSo .ation systems are capabtt of storing vast.
ainoljuts o formation for lcmg periods of time, and because
of the complexity and repUtation of ci-ata wlrNn srtems,
almost nothing Is actually Inst HDweva locating specific
data and Iocldng it down in a form that can be accessed for
later use required prompt aczinn, may require spethlized

cpertlse, and can be considexthly more expensive than
simply scttin$ aside a box of paper documents.

. “Dark Data
A anal factor that U guishes electronic discovery Front
discovery ofpaper documcntatio is wh at some information
scientists have dubbed “the rise of dark data. This refers
to 151 that Is aearcd by hifonnation systems hmsdvcs,
and nor intentionally by people using the systems. ‘Dark
data” goes beyond the email, word procesnng, spTaadShefLS,
databases, videos, and other documents that users create and
access routiñely. The rase ‘dark data’ was coined recently
by researchers at the Unaverslry of Cabmontia at an liego,
who hypothesized

that most data Is created, used, and thrown sway
without any pezacu ever being aware of Its ezisrence.
Just as ccsmiq dark matter is Uetrcted Indirectly only
through its dkcz an things that we can see, dark data
is cat dhectly visible to people. The family aqia (or
aumoNle. is a more typical example of dark data,
Luxury and h1gi-pezformane cam tuday carry more
than 100 ioiaocontrollers and several hundred sensors,
wkh update rates ranging from one to moore than 1,000
readings per tetond. One estimate Is that 1mm 35 to 40
percent ofaca?sstfriterprict gWS to payfnrsoftwam and
teenonlos. As microprocessors andsensors ‘taUt’ to each
other, their ability to process information becornescz*a)
for auto safety. ar e.zamnpie, airbags use accelerometers,
which measure the phycal motion, ala tiny silloomibeam.
lzorn that motion, the car’s acceleration is calculated, and
approximately 100 times each ccond, this data is sent
to a thn’nproccssot which uses the last few seconds of
Ineasuraruenls to decide whether and at what Intensity
to inflate thesizbaglntheeventofacollision.Ovcrthe
life of an auto, each accelerometer will produce more
than one billion measurements. Yet in a zash, cniy the
last tew data points are cridcaL°

lhis 151 Is burled is the volume and complettiry of rico-

trtmic Luformadon systems, but. may he highly relevant to
a legal action and Is entirely within the potential scope of
discovery in th appropriate case. More coop,Jqm,,saf
‘dark data” that have bean the subjc of discovery In civil
litigation are. the addresses of people who visit web sites,
automatically recorded by web server snftwaxe, and the
struenire of complex databases from. which a party needs
to derive par-titular data.U Perhaps the most cnmmou farm
of’dark data” subject to discovery Is metadata, the. tracking
Information that computer applications and systems generate
aberar computer files themselves, such as the date of creation
or the date a file ‘was last accesseit
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TACKUNG ED)SCO VERY ON A BuDEI
BY 51iAW1 RON1

4

M AI1YCOMMEROAC CASES ARE 1ARGENOUGKtojusdfy
hiring at øutside vendor to take tharge of the euUre
data colheüon and ptoducdocx process, inluding

hosing aa au-line platform far documeas xcvcw. But going
this saute ss not theap Indeed, far many clients. ticutarly
individugis and small b messes, It is prly.expensive.

?lsuing recently completed wexal zoderatelj sized elec
tronic document pracluodons in p1aiutiffide couzerthl
cineney 1e cases for clients who axe paying nses, I
am happy to share my still evotving a?proath to catrying out
‘do4t-yumdf” e ionIc discavety loT cos nacinus clients.

Reach Early Areetoent on How to 1rcdtce EC)itcavory
AL the outset ci each case, 1 work to get all parties to agree
an the format far bow all electronic production, paznctilarly
tinails, will take place. At Snsman Godfrey, we propose the
following standard reement.

Electronic documents will be prodtcr2, to
i tw fOtZt. If ntcssaa the parties

will exchange apllcanoa data electronically in the
tthetcrmarkeptbytha poducinpaxty. We will
poduce a bates aurübtrcd file listIng of the file
names and ditectory struccur: o1liatis on any CDs
or DYDs exchanged that da not contain dcct.ronic
documents pioduced in the PD? format. if such
application data is nsnd at trial or In deposition,
the party introducing the data will indicate in the
footer on tim harti-copy version for 00 a
corer sheat) (a) the CD ostiVi) florn whence It came,
(b) the directory or subdlrectcry where. the file was
located an the CD orflVD, and Cc) the ca.ne of the
file itself Inehiding the Me exteoslorz.

I Inn that producing de.crtorth docnsenu In PDP fonart
ss almost always auf6cicun and theaper The aiteroathe,
producing electronic cuments in native format, is usually
an unnecessarily ezpcnsie, rtotic approach neless
special cix niSlaxces dictate.. The biggest exception that
comes to dinvolves theproduction ci Excel sprezdtheess
that contain more than aTXC of columns — they cm be
extremely diflictilt to read as individual PD? nrint ants and
may be meaningless without the ability to See the formulas
that create the tiumbers in the Excel spreadsheets.

Even if it nuns ant tbat some amount offlErive-format produc
tinuneed to take place, I nonetheless press opposing counsel
las an agreement to initially produce all electronic docamcms
in PDP format anti then give each side the opportunity to

a supIementZI nadveibrmat production flr particular
documems (a.., documents difficult to read as PD?s, or
documanesizi which the parties warn to resiew the metadata).

tE you go the. ‘production as i PD?. route, make sute ts
speciL whether or oat the parties will produce rasportafit
c1RctronlC dacumeuts as seaxthab!e PDS. I prefer producieg
documents in searchable PD? Format because it is easy to
upload the them to any numbi rot standard dacumentrevlew
tools , Strmmatian hart, CaeMap, Concordance) that
do nor require you or yoardiertt to?Y an outside vendor
so host the docnm.erna an an expensive external platform.

Keep an Eye Out tar Certain types of -Dlscovery
Until xecenily’, I viewed the term ‘E-Disovery” as limited tI
email and electronicWard or Excel documents. Thatwith ever
expanding forms of electronic comsunlcatiou, I now make
it a point in my document requests no ask for two pedlic
types of electronic media thatmanypeople a 1çl instant
messages and electronic tecorditigs of valce mail,

In a number of industries, particularly ones Involving ad
and gas brokers and traders, instant messaging svts as an

nantmcthod forizitcrnl anti rtizlcomununtcadou.
And because peoplewdne them in real time, Instant messages
(IM?) can be an evldentiary gaidmine. People type IMs
back end farth so quickly- each IMindudes the date, hanr
rohOate, and even second of the coenmuanlczdon — reading
them makes me teal as ti I ant seviewing a transcript from
a government wire rap, Given the real-time nature of i.M
conversations, people have a tendency to be careless (same
may say more luoucati with what they write. And when
witnesses write iMs that touch upon key matcctsatisaueirs
a ca e, Ia always on the lockout lbr ways so use them to
my advantage ass crass etamfr.aticn.

fwn also may be surprised to Find out how far back companies
keep arthived litis. Many businesses utilize 111s as a way so
record patticular trades or transactions. It is therefore not
unusual for some of them to store IMs along with back-up
email or document server tapes. Because T2vi are

I
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used today by viduals and corporations, you should
consider speciflesil? referencing them as part of your docu
eue$tS

Voicemail is another ccanznordy used cazumuni adora tool.
Because of that I nd our. whether the parties iave *cctss
Ca electronic recod1ngs at voice mzfl. to recent years, ne
vaic&malJ. featuses have becaie ai1shIe that automatically
convert a volc aessage La a WAY file and. then send the
vcine message to the phone rtc1pIen*s entail address as an
attchment if users save these WAY flies, your requesting
this type at data could lead to a tseaSUre trove of gpad (or
bad) evidence your case.

Other new vakem related ptducts oow offcd, including
GaogkVolce and Phouctag. elthex use an automated system
to transcribe voice messages and e.nd diem to the user ar an
email text, or automatically route voicemalls in transaibers.
who listen to the voice zuessages, convert them to text, and
email the typed rnesssge to the recipient. That makes them
discoverable,

dwse Cypc nFvnirp mail am,icesheconie llntrepreva]fTlr,
I think they can become increasiny pousac evidemiary
took You harild give some dioughuo having your cbcuumzt
requests specifically cover these types of commuucadoxi.

Do-it-Yourself Email Review
lat.ber than hiring an outside vendor to host a wthsite so you
can review am ageahlexmmber of ernalls -a stuge gigabyte
equals about 100,000 pages of emails without attachments,
so my ndeol tlmroh Is to try to perform an iahouse’ review
If my clienCs email production Is less than four gigabytes. 1
have barwwtd. the following email review technique that
my partner-. ircy Ieacock inixaduced me to some time ago.

Ida not pretend to have the technical evpenise necessary to
search for and capture entails off a thmts servex but mast
smaLl companieshave art IT departrnentor anavailalsie third
party consultautcapableofnmnlngword searches artiuding
entails from particular users without having to consult with
(and pay Ear) an a side lidgadon venclot. hi such cases,irdy
on these ltpersnond to gatherpotendailyrespansivcemailr

When is comes to conducting word. searches for patsible
responsive documents, I. make every effort to reach an agreed
upoulitofsearr1i thopposlngc6un.ceLThisputs aD
parties art notice at what is being searched, and is decreases
the likelihood of having to perfozm subsequent aeaxthes,
which can be a budget-hosting time 1<iflcx.

Focusing exclusively on ward searches Is not, In my view.
the end of the story In terms of what I eventually praduce I
stiilchink it Le ctudat wtevlew thest ennile fc el
privilege, and coutidendal or trade secret information.

To accompbh this without having to pai for an
platform to host the entails, i have the search results saved
as a .1’ST file on a CD or thumb thive- ‘J’5T’ lbave come
to learn, stands for ?exsooal Storage Table. I then download
the .PST to sny desktop. As shown in the screen shot below.
I next apart Outlook dick on File,’ then dick on
and then click on ‘Outlook Data File.”

i 3• I I

—

IT
Qtiàt 1 rkcZd1a CttI4à
ct8attes ]

—I
.I

locate the .1’ST tile containing the entails I want to review
and then click on that Macante to have the ezuafla contained
in the .PST opened in my Outlook under “Personal Folders.”
Dam Ibayt compkttd this loading process, I have to remind
myself to remove the CD or thumb dthe and stare it in a sate
place in case I need to refer to the original assembly of entails.

With the .PST Ma, now loaded onto my Oladook. I then
create dghtntw flie folders asshown in thcscxesnshotbelaw.
(1) Dupes, (2) HIghly Corrfidenthl. (3) Wart-ResponsIve. (4)
Privileged, (5) Redact, (6) ResponsIve, (7) Ta Discuss, and
(B) To Revicw

°Pscrtel Foks
oeletnd Itenis
Dupes [B93]
HigNy Confidential [31
Non-Responslue [7e44j

O PrMteged (457)
ORedact (196]
O ft ponslu [2271

To DIscuss [9]
OTo RevIew 101
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Regardless ofbo the .P5T filer are organized (they may be
assexbkd In different le folders based on individual tsers
or seaith term results), my next step IS to merge all of the

uored emSils into the Th Rcview’ fotd.u.

Once I have placed 5fl the tmails in the to cview foIdc
I wai3c some magic trying to reduce the overall ouniber of
mails ineed to review by removing a.ay thipUcathe smells.

The program I use, MAP1Iab Duplicate m lRemovar costs
about S2i00 to download as apemlanent feature an Outlook.
CNET, Topait, and other companies offer similar types of
dc-duping software. Whatever ofrware you choose can be
downloaded onto your email inbox mnno time. The programs
are simple to use, enbbng the do-lt.youzmlf email reviewer
to send all duplicate emalls into the Dupes Folder.” This
can greatly reduce the number of moatis you hare t ttvIe’

Elaving ‘dc-duped” the data see. I am now ready to begin
the actual review. Well, almost, to cli nate unnecessary
keystrokes and to uzalce the review go as qiick1y as possible
(hlth arc importmu goals If you arc reviewing thousauds
of emsils), I dick Views” ‘Reading Pane,” and theta “Right.”
That way, as shown in the fictitious email exchange below, I
cart read the email on the screen without having to use themouseo open the text cf each email being rcviewe&

To begin my revle I oftentimes arrange the entails by‘Sendes” so IcanIdea remallsseuttolfromcnunsd or other
persons when a privilege cony likely cst.. This step allowsme to more quickly Identify privileged entails for placementInto the “?dv11eg& file folder. This also is a useM way toferret out spam and other Irrelevant tmails and urove themto the “Not Responsive” folder. I also will sometimes sort theemnlls by ‘Subject rer” to group ersil chains togctherThis makes It. easier to be consistent and to treat one emailin a chain the sanre way as all others fa that chain.

With those housekeeping matters out of the way. C turn toactually reviewing he emalk Once I dttczuilnc whetherthe email is responsIve, non-responsive, privileged, highlyconfidential, or needs redaction or further review I use the
dick a eemail(orblocks o emails)auddng Icinto the appropriate file roldets I have created.

I use the file folder tided ‘tø Discuss” (or entails that 1 am
not sure are re pebsie or privileged. And 1 make it a pointto revletv each of these ecuails wlthay client in find our Inwhich folder Iueedtn pnt them.

When. the review is complete, the To Review” file folder isempty, as aflthe sIrzthatfoldwirttherespon
sire. non-responsive.

_________________________

pthiteged. highly
confidential, highly
confidential, or needs
redaction or further
review folders.

_______________

After 1 have put all

______

or ± aiis in the
appropriate buckets, I
save the now reviewed
P$T file to a CD

or thumb drive with
instructions for my
fizms or the licrsts
rrdepartmeua(oran
outside vendor) to
produce, the appro
pthte CUes with the
proper confidentiality
or redaction scamps
(‘Produce,” Highiy
Confidential,” and
‘Redact’) as bates—
labeled PDF files or irs C

a 4 —- - -

4r1,ma Hr,v*j*Oa,bo* (4)

‘i
—______

lA’7tla
a 44fr..q 44eqq$.*.. ,%1W11&Ua I$,,,%,,..,d j.&,4fl_ UJI4f4,U.t p1—,—

“)r,E’ma (;)

rwauWFoki

nDimag
t Iti
Nm’teep (7’-44Jn

ct

ThDttrert9]u to liveW t24

AJillt’xm
P tcmytlfl

-

Shawu, youre
ldllingme. I i
ceed the article. :4
Where is it? “i
Please ... I’ve 4
got publisben ‘

tøntswerto.

Lonny

-1

r4wz-1, P11a 0,i ..W4I.a. 4j’.d,, 1jja t,m tbW41lCW.Øa F.’d’ .T1% O11’,1 rW4fll P14
11.J1I2I11I5144a 11111tW*ll w,4wa14p1*ua c,,p..
.“a44ji4’ua I lbI.414d 4s144n4..,4WI • ,,1..4 ,l,t ,.ttKa1Ud,17 P14,

Ail%K,IL*r,Ia
4i..dl.,.b4,1,,l,.

a G.
a

t,..,44.fr.. 4A,D14.14, 4,$4 W4 V1414I
.,14.mF44 D,.dk.U.. 41W 1O144 P14i 4UIP’IWMIP 4in41,uT

, I’WYI.41.A lalaiH*zu4
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uati?e fozmat, depending twhat agreement 1 hre renthe1
with that otlarx ide t alas bavt tha tznails located i
?dVgd” 1à14z btCs1abciC4 arid prirted out for m to
create a pthiieg log.

I find this apioith to an elkcd’, ma geabI way to
iacicj email reviw in t.hat do not nvole that rmach

And if qiesdous azise afttr the email produodon has
taken place. I always cart refer back to the 151 files. which
will allow ms to find1 sort. and rctrIee the tmails

TakawayThauhts
E-Discovay can b hugely eqmnstve for your dient or
you if your firm La advancing ecpenses lit a plaintifi case.
uz marty maUrr cormnerdal cases do nOt. require a high..
priccd etidor to rm the enthe cdflcctiou and rrview procesa.
CoordthordIrn ryour firm’s 11 department.
you cart create a fast, efficient foratat. fur comp!edng email
revieW. ft can save you dme and your client for you) peusen

I pythatengaterdtthetarocessluseto
• uegoar -Discovery agreements with opposing counsel and

to perktn a d -li-youxsd1’ email dncura revi* Shoot
rim art emil1 (scary. us iMs), or give cm a call.

Shewn Rrjrnatd Is opartcr a5usrnrm Gofrcy in fluawn ad
tes scrfou.s aSOtLt his offer b visit with you u1aut fl-Discovery

tegles. Peel free to coittod him at xnrjrrwn4siutuumgcdfrry.
com *

£
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E-DISC0VERY1N-HOUSE — CONTINENTAL AIRLINES EXPERIENCE
BY KA1LA EV.425 EISON

(I

4

C ONT1NENTALS tEAL D&ERTMENT tONSIStS of 22
ttamey, inchdin our General Counsel and ssistznxGeiieral Cotutsel Sevesi of the attorneys, indudlng

this arddes aitho; handle lirlgatioa and other Companylga1 matrera iri.boust and manage certb getioawth the
assistance of outside oounsei

The Legal !epart nt is very Iew.lystafkd, yet the Company
a signIfIcant xmoutt of lidgdo bath dotuesrL.cafl)’ anti atiooafly cmpkytnent iztcludi stite udfederal agency praceir),

ptoual injury, passenger corn
plainta, patent bifringement,
tradezork, regulatory and other

nmexdal liclgarln. The but
tEens of ctroIc &scovery are
felt acrosa tb. beard ft affects
not. only Ut±gation Inic also
bears on goviment agency
st.igacions, as ‘eU asptsuk
&msoda. Given that we service
tens of usiftfttns of passengers itt any en year, it La notsurprising that e have significant pre-snit dxauds,

Our Experiatice
Our e]ectroric discovery process baa lxnprnved and is constarnly thmguig, but. historically has hessc largely manual
ptocess 4a a itsr s:ep, attorneys anti thee fuUtime legalasgz1ts identify (through phone calls anti e’mail properctodianL We also spend sigtiiiicant amounts of timepreparing, issutng and managing litigation bolds to sxuurethe pie eraation of data, as well as follownp with collectingtliac data—either rt.house or th the assistance of out1dedco;eq vendors.

On average, the anorxieys and legal ass atanta probably sendo’er 20 new litigation holds ox reminder hQ?d5 per month.This namber rosy vary depending on the nature of the matterand the number olpertinentoustodiana. The prssraqineti
to analyze the i.s, identi1r the qastndLrns and prepare andtasue the holds may take several hours for ear-h case.
up r-ommurticat!oiis with the custodians about their data
sources takes marty more hours. Some of those oustodlatta are
high-level marrageaneoc who use aultiple data sources, Some
are first-line supervisors who rarely use a shared computer.

Our collection effiuts vary depending an the complerity ofthe case, the numher of cusdlans and the ease f identi.lying relevant documents. We sometimes rely on inter-na) ITpersorme) to assist with coflection of relevant data, but. theirfocus Is urn generally on compliror-ewith electronic discoveryrules, Therefore, we may at cousiderabla cost, rely on outsidevendots t assist with collection of relevant data. Civers thetack ofi rnalrfscurces zv flablero assist, outside counselusually leads the review effort once relevant information hasbeen cdllente&

The coUcriou process also takes
eaZensve time even though
our cnstndlans—tmployees
at all levels both in and out
side of bezdqualrers and lii
the field—have been educated
about retention and preservation
obligadozas. Devoting time and
attention to training an these

can mitigate some
sion over what to do when subject. to * tlizn hold, but trareLy makes the ranuaI coUection process easier or fasten
Still, Continental has been praised by outside counsel forensuring that our Internal business clients understand thelegal obligations. l’everthelers, the tine commitment andcosts to comply with electronic discovery obligations aredaunting. For one matter alone, weincurred over $200,QD0in costs for collecting arid storing etectrunic information,which does not jnclud fees for reviewing the lnlcrmation.

Lessons Learned
ft is no surprise that many cli nts view electronic discovery as
extremely time consuming and costly, and rarely fruitful foreither side In Iltigadort rcm our vantags point, any value of
eleceonk clisccr,’eryls completely dwarfd by its dowusides;ken charged by outside counseL to review the p-or-ass and
the collected data, fees charged by consultants to review theprocess, costs charged by vendors to collect and ?roce the
data, misc of climts invaluable time, technology costs and
dISCGVCT; dispute related costs.

Despite increasing rciesLs for electranlcsllystored informacion by plaind.ff counsel, we have yet to ate either side
find arty Wormation of noticeable valet (i.e., influcnc tht’

Despite increasing requests for
electronically stored information by

plaintiffs’ counsel. we have yet to see either
side find any information of noticeable
value (i.e.. influence the outcome of a

case) deaplt the exorbitant time and costs
related with the process.
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outcoree oh caa dspzt the obitaut me and costS re1ZeCI
w1xh the pss. Sone cil atu mehets of tagetnent are

lject to uzu]tle Uclgadoi holds, all fhith take rbne and
Focus away from ptising and, ftarIdy. mare important lscues,
5uch as mnnin a dem reliable arid safe o mtiori for our
pasSdtflefl and bytes. The airline zdst7 continues
to suffer nozaicaily with Continental hrin repwlcd a
sig ant boss In 20C9. We are not airirie. Msirj in-boustlegal
dtpzrtrt.Zits simply dotior hive the ftaancial escurces to hire
teams Ofpersonnel dedicated to manigtng the collection and
processing of eletrxat±cally-stortd infozusatfan. Oven tasked
It pexsazuirl dLvote resources when flahie. but that is
not an adequate staffing soturlon. On a daily baits, we must

to mauageme.nt and clerical staff for sistance with
data colitcthxn. iirlng coopliance with zenord tetentlon
obUgzdot3s and prerervadon obUptions require signiflcaxtt
dn by beth legal and non-legal.
ptrorinl. Answers to
assocad with litigation holds are
riot often çuick or simple, hot rather
require d ailed analysis of a
n’rjcb t klkies nz1kr
conxiccdon to mae. Whi! acme
cases may lmlieste rinly a hndiu1
of custodians, given the proliferation

it C 6mpzny. In
most cases, the number of tustodlans can. eaiui’j reath lm
the dozens. in. luger accident cases vobring an airline, the
number of custodians may reach ann the hundreds

Cue of ou mast .tigni&ana flngabas been ccuveyizg
the increasing demands of riecuonle discovery to cur IT

ueIInsudiz wry that they understand the obligations.
the demands hew. increased sigoif1cant1y in the past ycan
in a leanly-staffed trnpany, that translates into frequently
avetlappitigzequ&sCs to the sameflsanne.lwuhoccaslonal
breakdowns in communication 11 riot closely monitored. It
Is paramount for any legal department ta hatc a designated
balsanor leatn trill. Thehaisan or teamshauldbe trained to
tmders tand the legal obligations ci the company with respect
to electronic discovery. Management needs to recognize
the time cinsimfing nature of this persons rule. 1-le or
will need to be available on short notice to answer outside
counsel’s and consultarns ftcqyent questions regarding the
pincers far collecting data and the 11 systems for the company.
This person should be able to testify in court regarding the
same orocess arid systems. tbe process fr preserving and
collecting data is a shated nspo Wry—in-house lawyers
must develop that reladanhlp with II to ensure that the
shared respoasihi]ities are understood frem an rrszaudpinL

Irar exanaple, n.-house ccunesIt2ed to comnicezewithiT
personnel to un mtnnd the process far $magingbazd drives
let; forensically mu zstandtlzprocess for..
belting down the automatic deletion of e’mails, to suspend
the process for writing over bacbaa ap necessary, and to
understand the various data sources far custodians, including
not only the usual Exchange c-mails, but also mobile cosu
puting devices, thumb dives, shared drives, hard drives,
Web-based document management Systems and the like.

We certainly hope that the Adtrtsoty Cammlute on Civil
Thiles gathers pertineni and peisuathe data to re-write the
Federal Rules of Civil ?rocedure so that electronic discoveryisjnsduied, tailaed, proportionate to the case or amount in

and rtasoned.

in the future, we hope to make
our process more streamlined by
acquiring software that will allow
us Co Issue the litigation holds and
track the custodians seamiessiy.
There are numerous venthrs with
various products designed tamest the
needs ofany orethatlon. For on, the
software we have selected wiU allow

us cc automate same of the tiny steps that our attorneys arid
legal assistants must now employ to enstue pliarias, For
ttamplr,tatherthalitigadonbnldznsznosor e-mafls
from scratch and sending them to custodians, the sofrware
has teplaces, which will be tailored by attorneys and legal
assistants, and will not caly disseminate the memos, it will
allow us to track receipt, acknawledgrnern and compliance
lbs sckwzrc also will allow more transparency and provide
a tool by which the Legal llepartment can better interface
with our discus and withit.

One suggestion for outside counsel is to have a compre
hensive discussion with your clientvery eady In the course
of litigation or even prior to litigation. to make sure that
you understand your cl1erit’ process !br preservation of
electronically-stored triforruation and notification of preser
vation obligations. Outside counsel should speak with the
designated it liaisons to make sure they understand the
client’s systems and. process for preserving data—not only
in terms of the legal deparnuench obligations but also to
terms of the it department’s respousibilitks—znd ensure
compliance. Too often, outside counsel either falls to ask
u.s anything about our electronic discovery process or writs
until the litigation or investigadunis frilly developed. Thinly

(ta)

Current Solutions

3

While some cases may implicate
a handful of wreodmans,

given the proliteration of e-mail
throughout thecompany. fri mnisr

cases, the r,urnizer of custcrdiasts can
easily reach into the dozens.
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addrsIng this Lu ai e1p save costs sonathiug that is
OttUE to afl cli,

As quickly as anicd1scavy has overl ibs1f
yeais e tçpct aud bcp that ft will out1nu tç thae frthe iezt kwyta’s. Ehap thlssos hamed by vma

as lves cu h!p sbtp. the fut:c dmn
to the rules. We encourage other cornpar5es to share thafr
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EFFECTIVE DEC. 1, 2015, FEDERAL

RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 37(e)

WILL CHANGE DRAMATICALLY

THE LAW OF SPOLIATION.

Prior to the adoption of this nile, the
Circuits had split on the question whether
negligence in the destruction of relevant
evidence was sufficient, in at least some
circumstances, to support the sanction of an
adverse inference. The First, Second, Sixth,
Ninth, and, in at least one circumstance,
the D.C. Circuits had all concluded that
negligence could he sufficient.’ As discussed
below, Rule 37(e) changes this result when
the evidence lost consists exclusively of
electronically stored informition (“ESID,
but does not change the law as to tangible

THE NE
LAWO

ELECTRONIC
SPOLIATION

By Gregàry P. Joseph
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• Court Historical Society.

evidence.
Moreover, all Circuits required a show

ing of prejudice before an adverse inference
instruction could issue as a sanction for loss
of evidence. Rule 3 7(e) also changes this
result, requiring no showing of prejudice
as a prerequisite to issuance of an adverse

ii
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PRINCIPAL TAKEAWAYS

Electronic vs. Tangible Evidence. Rule

37(e) applies only to electronically stored

information (“ESI”). It does not apply

to tangible evidence. This distinction is
critical. To the extent the rule changes
the law of spoliation (as it does in several

Circuits), different rules will apply to

spoliation of electronic, as opposed to

tangible, evidence. This has sometimes
outcome-determinative impact.

Intent Requirement. Priorto Rule 37(e),

five Circuits (First, Second, Sixth, Ninth,

and sometimes D.C.) allowed an adverse

inference instruction sanction absent an

intent to spoliate. Rule 37(e) requires

intent before an adverse inference or

certain other specified sanctions may

issue. But, while the Rule significantly

restricts the availability of certain harsh

sanctions absent intent, other severe

sanctions remain at the court’s disposal.

Rule vs. Inherent Power. The law of

spoliation developed as an application of

the inherent power of the court. Within its

scope, this rule displaces inherent power.

Therefore, to the extent that two branches

of spoliation law apply to ESI vs. tangible

evidence after Dec. 1,2015, they derive

from different sources of authority and in

several Circuits have different require

ments.

inference instruction if intent to deprive
the adverse party of the lost evidence is
established.

Following is a discussion of the prin
cipal aspects of the Rule 37(e).

INTRODUCTORY CLAUSE
ELECTRONIC VS. TANGIBLE
EVIDENCE (“IF ELECThONICALLY
STORED INFORMATION”)
Rule 37(e) applies only to ESI. It does
not apply to tangible evidence. This
distinction is critical. To the extent the
rule changes the power of the court to
remedy spoliation (as it does in several
Circuits), different powers will apply
to spoliation of electronic and tangi
ble evidence — unless or until those
Circuits change their spoliation law in
light of the nile. This has potentially
outcome-determinative impact.

There are some cases in which the loss
of tangible evidence is devastating. The
classic example is Sitvestri v. Gen. Motors
Corp., 271 F.3d 583 (4th Cit. 2001), in
which the plaintiff destroyed the product
at issue in a products liability action (a
car), perhaps negligently, and thereby
prevented the defendant from analyzing
and testing the product and defending the
claim. The Fourth Circuit concluded that,
regardless of the spoliating party’s intent,
decimation of the defendant’s inability
to defend the claim warranted dismissal:
“We agree . . . that dismissal is severe
and constitutes the ultimate sanction for
spoliation. It is usually justified only in
circumstances of bad faith or other ‘like
action.’... But even when conduct is less
culpable, dismissal may be necessary if the
prejudice to the defendant is extraordi
nary, denying it the ability to adequately
defend its case.” Id. at 593. Rule 37(e) has
no impact on this holding because only
tangible evidence is involved.

The Intentional But Incompetent
Spotiator. One interesting question is the
impact of Rule 3 7(e) on the intentional
destruction of evidence that is main
tained in both electronic and tangible
form, but only the tangible evidence
is permanently lost. The case of the
intentional but unsuccessful spoliator
is instructive, if a party intentionally
destroys electronic evidence but the

then no sanctions or curative measures are
awardable under Rule 37(e) because no
evidence “is lost,” a prerequisite to judi
cial action under the first sentence of the
Rule. There may be sanctions available
under other powers, such as Rule 37(b)
if the misconduct violated a discovery
order; Rule 26(g) if the spoliator served a
&lse discovery response in the course of its
attempted spoliation; 28 U.S.C. § 1927

if the misconduct unreasonably and vexa
tiously multiplied the proceedings (as
by causing the issuance of a subpoena on
the third party that would not otherwise
have been necessary); and the inherent
power of the court for the bad faith
litigation misconduct in the course of the
attempted spoliation. But these sanctions
would presumably not include the sanc
tions listed in Rule 37(e)(2)(A)—(C).

If the same party were to set out to
destroy tangible evidence with the same
malign intent but the evidence were to
survive, the party’s unsuccessful spolia
non would be subject to sanction under
the inherent power of the court — and
perhaps other sanctions powers — with
out any limitation imposed by Rule
37(e). Just as attempted but unsuccess
ful subornation of perjury evidences
consciousness of guilt or culpability,
intentional but unsuccessful spoliation
may evidence consciousness of guilt or
culpability and in appropriate circum
stances may legitimately give rise to an
adverse inference instruction, dismissal,
or entry of a default judgment.

Consider now the intentional but
incompetent spoliator who sets out
to destroy all tangible and electronic
evidence, but the evidence is restored
or replaced, as by service of a subpoena
on a third party. No curative measures
or sanctions are available for spoliation
of the electronic evidence because no
ESI “is lost,” as required by the intro
ductory language of Rule 37(e). For
the attempted destruction of tangible
evidence, however, the Rule does not
preclude issuance of harsh sanctions
under the inherent power of the court
or other sanctions powers. This can be
viewed as an incongruous result where
the tangible evidence is merely a print-

evidence is obtained from a third party,
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out of the ESL There is little reason,
however, to protect the malevolent
spoliator from sanctions that the court,
in its discretion, deems appropriate in
the circumstances.

“SHOULD HAVE BEEN PRESERVED”
Rule 37(e) does not set forth a stan
dard for preservation. It does not alter
existing federal law concerning whether
evidence should have been preserved
or when the duty to preserve attached.
This is determined by the common law
test: Was litigation pending or reason
ably foreseeable?2 In the words of the
Advisory Committee Note, “Rule 37(e)
is based on thEe] common-law duty; it
does not attempt to create a new duty
to preserve. The rule does not apply
when information is lost before a duty to
preserve attaches.” Nor does the rule tell
you when that duty arose.

Independent of the common-law
obligation, statutes, rules, internal
policies, or other standards may impose
preservation obligations. Is disregard of
an independent obligation to preserve
enough to warrant a spoliation sanction?
The Advisory Committee Note says this
is to be determined on a case-by-case basis
(“The fact that a party had an indepen
dent obligation to preserve information
does not necessarily mean that it had such
a duty with respect to the litigation, and

does not itself prove that its efforts to
preserve were not reasonable with respect
to a particular case.”).

There are multiple ways that disre
gard of an independent obligation to
preserve may be relevant to a spoliation
decision under Rule 37(e).

First, disregard of the independent
obligation may give rise to an inference
of intentionality, if, for example, it can
be shown that the spoliating party was
aware of the obligation and customarily
honored it.

Second, if a party fails to preserve
evidence in disregard of an independent
obligation and the adverse party harmed
by the loss of evidence is within the
class of persons protected by the stat
ute, rule, or other standard imposing
that obligation, that fact may lead the
COurt to conclude that litigation by the

injured person was reasonably foreseeable
and spoliation sanctions are therefore
appropriate?

“IS LOST”
Rule 3 7(e) curative measures or sanctions
are available only if ESI that should have
been preserved “is lost.” The Advisory
Committee Note provides that: “Because
electronically stored information often
exists in multiple locations, loss from one
source may be harmless when substitute
information can be found elsewhere.”
This states the unremarkable proposi
tion that loss from one location causes
no prejudice if the ESI can be found
elsewhere (prejudice is a prerequisite for
curative measures under subdivision fe)
(1)). But the more important point is
that information that is “found else
where” is not “lost” at all — because this
precludes any curative measures or sanc
tions under either subdivision (e)(l) or
(e)(2). This accords both with common
sense and with prior law. See, e.g., Cartson
ii. Fewins, No. 13-2643, 2015 U.S. App.
LEXIS 16149 (6th Cir. Sept. 11, 2015)
(no spoliation where only backups of
911 recordings were destroyed and other
copies remained).

As noted below, the rule also
precludes any curative measures or
sanctions if the ESI can “be restored or
replaced through additional discovery.”
Given the rule’s structure, ESI that can
be restored would appear to be “lost,”
even if only temporarily lost. Once
restored, it is no longer “lost.” But
“replaced” information remains “lost,”
as replacement describes substitution,
not identity (Dictionarycom definition
of “Replace: 1. to . . . substitute for (a
person or thing); 2. to provide a substi
tute or equivalent in the place of.”).

“A PARTY”
Rule 37(e) applies only to ESI “lost
because a party failed to take reasonable
steps to preserve it.” Thus, the nile
applies only to parties. The rule does
not by its terms apply to spoliation
by a relevant nonparty — or sanctions
to be imposed on a party as a result of
spoliation by a third party. If the third
party is the agent or otherwise under

THE.TEXT OF RULE 37(e)

Effective Dec.1, 2015, Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 37(e) provides:

(e) Failure to Preserve Electronically
Stored Information. If electronically
stored information thatshould have been
preserved in the anticipation or conduct of
litigation is lost because a party failed to
take reasonable steps to preserve it, and
it cannot be restored or replaced through
additional discovery, the court:

(1) upon finding prejudice to another
party from loss of the information,
may order measures no greater
than necessary to cure the
prejudice; or

(2) only upon finding that the party
acted with the intent to deprive
another party of the information’s
use in the litigation may:

37 1!

(A) presume that the lost informa
tion was unfavorable to the
party;

(B) instruct the jury that it may or
must presume the information
was unfavorable to the party; or

(C) dismiss the action or enter a
default judgment

ti
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the control of the party, logic dictates
that the party is the actor within the
meaning of Rule 3 7(e) and the rule
therefore authorizes the imposition of
curative measures or sanctions. This is
consistent with prior spoliation case law,
under which a party’s responsibility for
third-party spoliation is a function of the
party’s “control” over the spoliating third
party. “Control” is often, but not always,
determined by the breadth with which
the phrase “possession, custody and
control” in Rule 34 is construed.4

for example, the defendant in Gordon
Partners v. Blumenthal (In re NTL, Inc. Sec
Litig.), 244 ER.D. 179 (S.D.N.Y. 2007),
did not have physical custody of the ESI
that was lost, but it was subjected to an
adverse inference because that informa
tion had been in its control years earlier.
It then entered bankruptcy and relin
quished control over the ESI to a new
entity formed in the bankruptcy process.
This new entity — which had control of
the documents but was not a defendant
— failed to preserve the ESI. A securities
fraud class action had been commenced
before NTL, Inc., went into banlcruptcy
Two entities emerged — the liability for
the lawsuit was left with one of them
(NTL Europe, the defendant), but all
documents and ESI went to the other (New
NU, a nonparty), together with the oper
ating business. New NTh did a computer
upgrade which decimated a great deal of
electronically stored information. The NTL
Court found that defendant NTL Europe
had “control” over the documents and ESI
for three independent reasons: (1) it would
be patently unThir to allow the post-bank
ruptcy structure that the defendants
were involved in arranging to frustrate
discovery; (2) a demerger agreement
between the entities entitled defendant
NTL Europe to access the documents
and ESI, and (3) the duty to preserve was
triggered prior to the separation of old
NTh into the two new entities. In this
setting, if defendant NU Europe failed to
preserve access to the documents under the
demerger agreement, that would by defi
nition constitute an inadequate litigation
hold on the part of the defendant.

If a party has the contractual right to
maintain or obtain responsive evidence

from a third party, the party has control
over the documents sufficiently to
warrant sanctions for failure to preserve
it. Sanctions have issued, for example, for
a party’s failure to make payments to a
third party storing its ESI, resulting in
its deletion.5

A party’s personal or family relation
ihip with the third party having custody
over the ESI may give the party sufficient
control over the information to trigger a
duty to preserve it. A wife and her co
defendant business colleagues, for exam
ple, have been sanctioned for the failure
to preserve ESI on a bard drive that was
destroyed by the wife’s husband because
they did not take affirmative steps to
preserve the data and because the court
found it incredible that the husband
acted unilaterally in destroying data
relevant to his wife’s pending case.6

“REASONABLE STEPS”
Curative measures or sanctions can be
imposed under Rule 37fe)f 1) or (2) only
if a party “failed to take reasonable steps
to preserve” the ESI that is lost. This
is an objective test. Subjective states of
mind such as good faith or intentionality
(prevailing tests for adverse inference
instructions under preexisting law) are
not relevant as to this threshold deter
mination.7 Subdivision fe)f2) applies a
subjective test — intentionality — as
a prerequisite to imposing any of four
specific sanctions (presuming the lost
information was unfavorable to the spoli
ator; issuing an adverse inference instruc
tion; or entering a default judgment or
dismissal), but the subjective state of
mind identified in subdivision (e)(2) is
not reached unless, in the first instance,
the party failed to satisfy the objec
tive test of talcing reasonable steps to
preserve. There is no need to inquire into
state of mind in conducting the objective
test of determining whether “reasonable
steps to preserve” were taken.

The Advisory Committee Note
stresses that “perfection in preserving
relevant electronically stored information
is often impossible” and that the rule
“does not call for perfection.” The line
between “reasonable steps” and “perfec
tion” is a fact-based determination. See,
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e.g., Resendez v, Smith’s Food & Drug Ctrs.,
Inc., No. 2:15-cv-00061-JAD-PAL,
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 34037, *l8_*19
CD. Nev. Mar. 16, 2015) (adverse infer
ence instruction for destruction of video
evidence in slip-and-fall case: “I.
categorically reject [Defendant) Smith’s
arguments in its written opposition that
spoliation sanctions are not required
because this is not a perfect world and
employees do not always follow poli
cies. A failure to follow internal poli
cies and procedures does not, in and of
itself, amount to spoliation of evidence.
However,.. . Smith’s was on notice that
Plaintiff had retained counsel to pursue a
claim for damages resulting from personal
injuries she sustained in the store.
ten days after the accident. . . . Smith’s
arguments that this is not a perfect world
and employees do not always follow policy
represent a cavalier disregard of its legal
preservation duties.”).

The Advisory Committee urges courts
to “be sensitive to the party’s sophis
tication with respect to litigation in
evaluating preservations efforts,...” A
higher degree of awareness ofpreserva
tion obligations is reasonably expected of
sophisticated parties.

Because the rule requires only
“reasonable steps to preserve,” cura
tive measures or sanctions may not be
warranted, the Advisory Committee
Note observes, if the ESI “is not in
the party’s control” or is “destroyed by
events outside the party’s control” (e.g., a
flood). The Note cautions, however, that
the court may “need to assess the extent
to which a party knew of and protected
against” the risk of loss of the evidence.

As is always the case, what is “reason
able” is a fact-specific determination. The
Advisory Committee Note emphasizes
that “proportionality” should be consid
ered in evaluating the reasonableness of
preservation efforts, and that the “court
should be sensitive to party resources:

“CANNOT BE RESTORED OR
REPLACED”
No curative measures or sanctions may
issue under Rule 37(e) if the ESI can be
“restored or replaced through additional
discovery’

:

.15
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“Restored” connotes replication of the

original (Dictionary.com: “1. to bring

back IntO existence, use, or the like’).

The Advisory Committee Note refers

to the possibility of the courts ordering

prodUctiofl of otherwise inaccessible

(e.g., backup) data.
“Replaced” suggests an alternative

• that produces equivalent information
(Dictionary.COm: “1. to . . . substitute

for (a person or thing); 2. to provide a
substitute or equivalent in the place of’).
preexisting case law recognizes that the
existence of alternate equivalent evidence
may overcome any prejudice or need

i for sanctions. See, e.g., Vi#an Corp. V.

: padei USA, Inc., 547 F App’x 986 (fed.
Cir. 2013) (destruction of one of many
identical, allegedly infringing machines
after adverse party examined it caused no
prejudice and did not constitute action
able spoliation).

The Advisory Committee “empha
size(s) that efforts to restore or replace lost
information through discovery should be
proportional to the apparent importance
of the lost information. . . . (S)ubstan
tial measures should not be employed
to restore or replace information that is
marginally relevant or duplicative.” This
is part and parcel of the proportionality
emphasis of the 2015 discovery rules
amendments, which added the concept of
proportionality to the scope of discover-
ability in Rule 26(b)(1).

SUBDIVISION (e)f1)
PREJUDICE
Before any curative measures may be
ordered under subdivision (e)(1), the
court must find “prejudice to another
party from loss of the (electronically
stored) information.” Prejudice has
always been a factor in assessing whether
spoliation sanctions are appropriate. See,
e.g., McLeod v. Wat-Mart Stores, Inc., 515
P. App’x 806, 808 (11th Cir. 2013) (“In
determining whether spoliation sanc
tions are warranted, courts consider five
factors: (1) whether the party seeking
sanctions was prejudiced as a result of the
destruction of evidence; (2) whether the
prejudice could be cured; (3) the practical
ifriportance of the evidence; (4) whether
the spoliating party acted in good or bad

faith; and (5) the potential for abuse if
the evidence is not excluded.”) (internal
quotation marks and brackets deleted);
McCauley t Bd of Comm’rs for Bernatitto
Cty., 603 F App’x 730(10th Cir. 2015)
(no abuse of discretion in denying spoli
ation sanction absent demonstration of
sufficient prejudice).

BURDEN OF PROOF ON THE ISSUE
OF PREJUDICE
The degree of prejudice is a function in
part of the importance of the lost infor
mation in the litigation. Determining
the importance of the information may
be difficult given that the information
is by definition unavailable. Therefore,
whether the burden of proof is placed
on the proponent or opponent of
sanctions is an important, potentially
dispositive issue — and one that Rule
3 7(e) does not address. “The rule does
not place a burden of proving or disprov
ing prejudice on one party or the other,”
leaving “judges with discretion to
determine how best to assess prejudice
in particular cases” (Advisory Committee
Note to Rule 37(e))).

The questions of burden of proof and
how to determine whether the loss of
evidence was prejudicial are not new.
The courts have developed a number of
approaches that assist in determining
prejudice — including:

• the more intentional the destruc
tion of the evidence, the more reli
able the inference that the evidence
would have been harmful to the
spoliator’s position;

• destruction of evidence during the
pendency of litigation may alone
suffice to support the inference that
the evidence was destroyed because
it was harmful; and

• the more central to the case the
spoliated evidence is (e.g., the prod
uct at issue in a products liability
action) — the more prejudicial its
loss is often deemed to be.a

“MEASURES NO GREATER THAN
NECESSARY TO CURE THE
PREJUDICE”
Subdivision (e)(1) provides that, upon
finding prejudice, the court “may order

tt The Advisory

Committee

“emphasize [s] that

efforts to restore

or replace lost

information through

discovery should lie

proportional to the
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apparent importance

of the lost information.

measures no greater than necessary to
cure the prejudice.” This is akin to the
least-severe-sanction requirement of
Rule 11(cX4).

There is one clear limitation on

curative measures under subdivision
(e)(1). They cannot include the four
severe sanctions imposable only on a
finding of intent under subdivision (e)
(2) — namely, presuming that the lost
information was unfavorable to the
non-preserving party; issuing a manda
tory or permissive adverse inference
instruction; or dismissing the action or

entering a default judgment.

That, however, does not mean that
serious sanctions may not be imposed as
curative measures under subdivision (e)
(1), including, for example:

• directing that designated facts be
taken as established for purposes of
the action;

• prohibiting the nonpreserving
party from supporting or opposing
designated claims or defenses;

• barring the nonpreserving party
from introducing designated
matters in evidence;

• striking pleadings;
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• allowing the introduction of
evidence concerning the failure
to preserve (see, e.g., Decker v. GE
Heatthcare Inc., 770 F.3d 378(6th
Cit. 2014) (declining to impose
punitive sanctions or issue adverse
inference instruction but permit
ting testimony from sanctions
hearing to be introduced at trial);
Dakour v. City ofLakewood, 492 F
App’x 924(10th Cm 2012) (allow
ing witnesses to be questioned
about missing evidence));

• allowing argument on the failure to
preserve;

• giving jury instructions other than
adverse inference instructions “to
assist tthe jury] in its evaluation of’
testimony or argument concerning
the failure to preserve (Advisory
Committee Note to Rule 37(e)).

Most of these are identified in the
Advisory Committee Note to Rule 37(e),
which also cautions that “Iclare must
be taken. . . to ensure that curative
measures under subdivision (e)(1) do
not have the effect of measures that are
permitted under subdivision (e)(2).”

SUBDIVISION (e)(2)
INTENT TO DEPRIVE ANOTHER
PARTY OF THE INFORMATION’S
USE
Four of the most severe sanctions —

presuming that the lost information was
unfavorable to the nonpreserving party;
issuing a mandatory or permissive adverse
inference instruction; dismissal of the
action; or entering a default judgment —

can be imposed only “upon a finding that
the party acted with the intent to deprive
another party of the information’s use in
the litigation” (Rule 37(e)(2)).

Subdivision (e)(2) therefore changes
the law in several Circuits that allowed
the issuance of adverse inference instruc
tions arising from the loss of ESI due
to negligence (the first, Second, Sixth,
Ninth and sometimes the D.C. Circuit
—see note 1).

The law is changed in these Circuits
only insofar as the failure to preserve ESI
is concerned — Rule 3 7(e) has no effect
on these Circuits’ spoliation law as it
pertains to tangible evidence.

JUDGE OR JURY ISSUE
A fundamental question under subdivi
sion (e)(2) is whether the determination
of intent is a question for the judge or
jury. The Advisory Committee Note is
opaque on this issue. It observes that
intent will be a question for the court
on a pretrial motion, at a bench trial,
or when deciding whether to give an
adverse inference instruction, but then
adds: “Ifa court were to conclude that the
intentfinding should be made by a juty, the
court’s instruction should make clear
that the jury may infer from the loss of
the information that it was unfavorable
to the party that lost it only if the jury
finds that the party acted with the intent
to deprive another party of the informa
tion’s use in the litigation.” Nowhere
does the Advisory Committee indicate
why or when the issue is appropriately
left to the jury.

The issue of intent in Rule 37(e)(2)
would appear to be a jury issue under
federal Rule of Evidence 104(b) if the
court makes the preliminary determina
tion under Rule 104(a) that a reasonable
jury could find by a preponderance of
the evidence that the nonpreserving
party acted with the intent to deprive its
adversary of the use of the evidence. Rule
104 provides:

a. in General. The court must decide
any preliminary question about
whether . . . evidence is admissible.
In so deciding, the court is not
bound by evidence rules, except
those on privilege.

b. Relevance That Depends on a fact.
When the relevance of evidence
depends on whether a fact exists,
proof must be introduced sufficient
to support a finding that the fact
does exist. The court may admit the
proposed evidence on the condition
that the proof be introduced later.

A party’s destruction of evidence is
relevant if the party’s intent is to deprive
its opponent of access to the evidence
— in criminal parlance, it is evidence
of consciousness of guilt. That is the
premise of the law of spoliation and the
reason adverse inference instructions are
given. This is explicitly acknowledged in
the Advisory Committee Note to Rule

37(e)(2) (“Adverse-inference instructions
were developed on the premise that a
party’s intentional loss or destruction of
evidence to prevent its use in litigation
gives rise to a reasonable inference that
the evidence was unfavorable to the party
responsible for loss or destruction of the
evidence.”).

Therefore, the question whether
evidence was destroyed with the intent
of rendering it unavailable to an adverse
party is a question of conditional rele
vance for the jury under Rule 104(b).
There is caselaw applying Rule 104 in
the context of spoliation evidence, leav
ing to the jury the pestion whether the
spoliating act occurred. See, e.g., United
States v. Maddox, 944 F.2d 1223, 1230
(6th Cir. 1991) (“Rule 104(b) addresses
the question of conditional relevancy.’
By its terms, the rule involves a situa
tion in which ‘the relevancy of evidence
depends upon the fulfillment of a condi
tion of fact.. . .‘ fed. R. Evid. 104(b).
We have previously held that spoliation
evidence, including evidence that the
defendant threatened a witness, is gener
ally admissible because it is probative of
consciousness of guilt”; holding it was
appropriate to allow the jury to hear the
spoliation-related testimony); Paice LLC
v. Hyundai Motor Co., No. MJG-12-499,
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 108477 (1).
Md. Aug. 18, 2015) (court held hearing
under Rule 104 to ascertain whether, as a
preliminary matter, the plaintiff offered
sufficient evidence of spoliation to pres
ent the issue to the jury).

INTENT VS. BAD FAITH
Subdivision (e)(2) requires a showing
of “intent to deprive another parry of
the information’s use,” not a showing
that the party acted in ‘bad faith.” It
is difficult to conceive of a situation in
which a party could in good faith take an
intentional act to deprive another party
of relevant evidence, but the distinction
between intentionality and bad faith
is one that the case law draws. There is
a practical benefit to this: Once intent
is proven, no further showing of state
of mind is necessary See, e.g., Moreno v.
Taos Cty. 3d. of Comm’rs, 587 F App’x
442, 444 (10th Cir. 2014) (to warrant
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an adverse inference instruction, a party
must submit evidence of intentional
destruction or baa faith”); Turner v.
United States, 736 F3d 274, 282 (4th Cir.
2013) (“Although the conduct must be
intentional, the party seeking sanctions
need not prove bad faith.”).

SEVERE SANCTIONS LISTED ARE
DISCRETIONARY
Subdivision (e)(2) provides that, upon
the showing of intent, the court “may”
— not must — impose any of the four
severe sanctions fisted, specifically:
presuming that the lost information
was unfavorable to the nonpreserving
party; issuing a mandatory or permissive
adverse inference instruction; or dismiss
ing the action or entering a default
judgment. Use of the word “may” is
permissive, not mandatory, vesting
discretion in the court as to whether any
of these sanctions is appropriate in the
circumstances. See Advisory Committee
Note to Rule 37(e)(2) (“The remedy
should fit the wrong, and the severe
measures authorized by this subdivision
should not be used when the informa
tion lost was relatively unimportant or
lesser measures such as those specified in
subdivision (e)(1) (sic — no measures are
specified in subdivision (e)(1)) would be
sufficient to redress the loss.”).

NO PREJUDICE REQUIREMENT
Although the sanctions listed in subdivi
sion (e)(2) are severe — indeed, poten
tially outcome-determinative — there
is no requirement that the adverse party
actually be prejudiced by the spoliating
conduct, as there is in subdivision (e)
(1). This is a change in the law. Under
preexisting law, spoliation sanctions —

especially the four most severe sanctions
listed in subdivision (e)(2) — could
issue only on a showing ofprejudice.
See, e.g., River v. LaHood, 2015 U,S.
App. LEXIS 4838 (11th Cir. Mar. 25,
2015 (“A party moving for spoliation)
sanctions must establish, among other
things, that the destroyed evidence was
relevant to a claim or defense such that
the destruction of that evidence resulted
in prejudice”) (internal quotation marks
and brackets deleted); McCauley v. Board

of Comm’rs for Bernatillo Cnty., 2015 U.S.
App. LEXIS 3361 (10th Cir. Mar. 2,
2015) (no abuse of discretion in denying
spoliation sanction absent demonstration
of sufficient prejudice); Gutman v. Klein,
2013 U.S. App. LEXIS 5438 (2d Cir.
Mar. 20, 2013) (“A sanction for spolia
tion of evidence ‘should be designed to:
(1) deter parties from engaging in spoli
ation; (2) place the risk of an erroneous
judgment on the party who wrongfully
created the risk; and (3) restore the
prejudiced party to the same position he
would have been in absent the wrongful
destruction of evidence by the opposing
party”); Hallmark Cards, Inc. v. Murtey,
703 F.3d 456, 461 (8th Cir. 2013) (“a
district court must issue explicit findings
of bad faith and prejudice prior to deliv
ering an adverse inference instruction.”)

The absence of a prejudice require
ment may at first seem somewhat
counterintuitive since both of these are
requirements for the presumably less
severe sanctions of subdivision (e)(1).
But it is consonant with the case law
enforcing the inherent power of the court
to sanction abusive litigation practices
undertaken in bad faith, which is the
power pursuant to which spoliation
was historically sanctioned. The fact
that the abusive litigation conduct did
not succeed in disrupting the litigation
does not preclude the imposition of an
inherent power appropriate sanction if
the conduct was intended to do so. See,
e.g., Enmon v. Prospect Capital Coep., 675
F3d 138, 145 (2d Cir. 2012) (“We read
Chambers (ii, NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32
(1991)) to mean that sanctions may be
warranted even where bad-faith conduct
does not disrupt the litigation before the
sanctioning court. This accords with our
sanctions jurisprudence, which counsels
district courts to focus on the purpose
rather than the effect of the sanctioned
attorney’s activities.”). The court is
vested with broad discretion to fashion
an appropriate inherent power sanction
to redress litigation abuse. In all events,
the absence of prejudice is clearly an
important factor in the court’s determi
nation whether any sanction is appropri
ate and, if so, which one.

CHECKLIST.

Did a duty to preserve exist at the time the
ESI was lost?

• Prior to the commencement of
suit, this is determined under the
preexisting common-law test: Was
litigation reasonably foreseeable?

Were reasonable steps taken to presewe the
lost ESi?

• This is an objective test

Did a party fail to take those steps?
• The rule applies only to ‘a party.”

Can the lost in formation be (a) restored or
(b) replaced? If the lost information cannot
be restored or replaced:

• Did its loss prejudice another party
(subdivision (e)(1))?

• What measures are the minimum
necessary to cure the prejudice
(subdivision (e)(1 ))?
1. This is akin to the least-severe-

sanction requirement codified in
Rule 1 1(c)f4).

2. None of the four sanctions set
forth in subdivision (e)(2) (presum
ing that the lost information was
unfavorable to the non-preserving
party; issuing a mandatory or
permissive adverse inference
instruction; or dismissing the
action or entering a defauftjudg
ment) may be imposed.

3. Nor may any sanction having
the effect of a subdivision fe)f2)
sanction be imposed.

• Did the party that lost the ESI act with
the intent to spoliate (subdivision
(e)(2))?

1. If intent is established, no
prejudice need be shown for a
sanction to be imposed, including
the four severe sanctions listed in
subdivision (e12).
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LEAST SEVERE SANCTION NOT
REQUIRED
Unlike subdivision (e)(l), there is no
requirement in subdivision (e)(2) that
the court impose the least severe sanc
tion. That does not mean that the court
will or should impose a sanction more
severe than necessary. Were it to do
so, the sanction would by definition
be unfair and unlikely to be sustained
on appeal. The Advisory Committee
Note to Rule 37(e)(2) counsels that “the
remedy should fit the wrong,” and this
is precisely what was required under

preexisting inherent power sanctions case
law. See, e.g., Micron Tech., Inc. v. Rambus
Inc., 645 f.3d 1311 (Fed. Cit. 2011)
(in imposing a sanction for spoliation,
the court “must select the least onerous
sanction corresponding to the willfulness
of the destructive act and the preju
dice suffered by the victim.”);Jackon
v. Murphy, 468 F App’x 616, 619 (7th
Cir. 2012) (“The severity of a sanction
should be proportional to the gravity of
the offense.’); Ross e. Am. Red Cross, 2014
U.S. App. LEXIS 1827 (6th Cir. Jan.
27, 2014) (“Because failures to produce
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relevant evidence fall along a contin
uum of fault — ranging from innocence
through the degrees of negligence to
intentionality, the severity of a sanction
may, depending on the circumstances
of the case, correspond to the party’s
fiilt” (internal quotations and citations
omitted)); Yoder & Frey Auctioneers, Inc.
v. EquipmentFacts, LLC, 774 E3d 1065
(6th Cit. 2014) (“The severity of sanction
issued is determined on a case-by-case
basis, depending in part on the spoliat
ing party’s level of culpability.”).

See, e.g., UnitedStaterv. Laurent, 607 F3d 895,
902—903 (1st Cir. 2010) (negligence may
suffice to support adverse inference instruction,
although “ordinarily” it does not); Residential
Funding Corp. v. DeGeorge Fin. Corp., 306 13d 99
(2d Cir. 2002) (negligence may suffice to support
adverse inference instruction (this is the leadiog
case for this view)); Automated Solutions Corp.
v. Paragon Data Sys., 756 13d 504(6th Ck.
2014) (negligence may suffice to support adverse
inference instruction); Gtover v. BIC Corp., 6
13d 1318, 1329 (9th Cir. 1993) (“a finding of
bad falth’ is not a prerequisite to” an adverse

inference instruction); Grosdidier v. Broad. Bd.
of Governors, 709 13d 19 (D.C. Cir. 2013) (bad
faith not required where spoliator destroys docu
ments it is required by regulation to maintain,
and injured parry is within the class of persons
protected by the regulation) (Title VII context).

2 See, e.g., Allstate Ins. Co. a Hamilton Beach/Proctor
Sitex, Inc., 473 F.3d 450, 457 (2d Cir. 2007)
(‘“Spoliarion is the destruction or significant
alteration of evidence, or &ilure to preserve
property for another’s use as evidence in pending
or reasonably foreseeable litigation,”).

See Grosdidier, 709 13d at 28 (Title VII employ
ment action; negligent destruction of notes
deapite EEOC regulation requiring preservation
for one year: “As a Tide VII litigant, [Plain
tiff] is within the class protected by the EEOC
regulation, and the destroyed notes are likely to
have had information regarding her responses
and those of the other applicants during the
interview as well as the types of questions asked
of her and other applicants, all of which could be
relevant to her conteotion that the [Defendant)
is hiding the real reason for its selection deci
sion, [Plaintiff] is therefore entitled to an adverse
inference...,”).

“ See, e.g., United States v, Stein, 488 F. Supp. 2d
350 (S.D.N.Y. 2007) (Patty A serves a document
demand on Party B. Party B has the uncondi
tional right, by contract, to obtain responsive

documents held by Party C. Held, the docu
ments in the possession of Party C are in Party
B’s “possession, custody or control” within the
meaning of fed. R. Civ. P. 34).

See Cyntegra, Inc. a Idexx Labs., Inc., No. CV
06-4170 PSG fCTx), 2007 U.S. Dirt. LEXIS
97417, at *14_*15 fC.D. Cal. Sept. 21, 2007)
(“courts have extended the affirmative duty
to preserve evidence to instances when that
evidence is not directly within the parry’s
custody or control so long as the party has access
to, or indirect control over, such e’vidence”).

° See, e.g., World Courier v. Barone, No.C 06-3 072
ThH, 2007 U.S. Disc. LEXIS 31714 (ND.
Cal. Apr. 16, 2007) (defendannfeañd two
co-defendants downloaded plaintiff’s data
bases prior to leaving plaintiffs employ; wife’s
husband destroyed the hard drive that contained
relevant evidence; court rejected all defendants’
argument that they could nor be sanctioned
because the spoliaror was a nonparty on three
grounds: (1) “it overlooks a parry’s affirmative
duty to preserve relevant evidence both prior to
and during trial;” (2) “courts have extended the
affirmative duty to preserve evidence to instances
when that evidence is not directly within the
party’s custody or control so long as the parry has
access to or indirect control over such evidence;”
and (3) “it is difficult to imagine a scenario in
which a husband would secretly create a copy of,
and subsequently destroy, a hard drive relating
to his spouse’s pending legal matters and profes
sional career without any knowledge, support
or involvement of his wife.” Adverse inference
instruction and monetary sanctions imposed.)

Under preexisting case law, moat Circuits that
rejected the negligence standard of Rerideatiat
funding applied a bad faith teat. See, e.g., Bull
v. United Parcel Seen, Inc., 665 F.3d 68, 79 (3d
Cir. 2012) (“a finding of bad faith is pivotal to a
spoliation determination”); Condrey v. SunTrust
Bank of Ga., 431 E3d 191, 203 (5th Cit. 2005)
(“The Fifth Circuit permits an adverse inference

against the destroyer of evidence only upon a
showing of ‘bad faith.”), quoted with approval
in Clayton a Columbia Cas. Co., 547 F. App’x 645
(5th Cir. 2013); Faus v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 532
R3d 633, 644(7th Cir. 2008) (“In order to draw
an inference that the [destroyed documents]
contained information adverse to [defendant],
we must find that [defendant) intentionally
destroyed the documents in bad faith.”); Hall
mark Cards, Inc. v. Murky, 703 F.3d 456, 461
(8th Cir. 2013) (“[A) district court must issue
explicit findings of bad faith and prejudice prior
to delivering an adverse infarence instruction.”);
Rutledge v. NCL (Bahamas), Ltd., 464 F. App’x
825 (11th Cir. 2012) (unpublished) (“‘[Mn
adverse inference is drawn from a parry’s failure
to preserve evidence only when the absence of
that evidence is predicated on bad faith.”) (quot
ing Basbirn Amtrak, 119 F.3d 929,931(11th
Cir. 1997)); Silver v. Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.,

.483 F. App’x 568, 572(11th Cir. 2012).
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MEMORANDUM

To: SCAC Discovery Subcommittee

From: Lonny Hoffman

Re: State Discovery Rule Reform

Date: Ju1y25,2Ol6

This memo has two parts. Part I focuses on the available empirical evidence regarding
discovery practices, which should inform thinking about what kind of discovery rule reform, if any,
is needed. Part II offers some specific suggestions for possible state discovery rule reform.

I. Are There Pervasive Problems With Excessive Discovery Costs and Abuse? A Look At The
Available Empirical Evidence

Over the course of his nearly 40-year tenure at Columbia University’s School of Law, the
much-revered proceduralist, Maurice Rosenberg, often pointed out the challenge of getting
reformers and nilemakers to learn the lessons that empirical research can offer:

Experience in reporting fmdings to procedural revisers and nilemakers teaches a
sobering lesson: Persuading them to accept empirical research results will be a
formidable task even if the research speaks directly to precisely defmed and topical
questions. Data have great trouble piercing made-up minds. Some judges and
lawyers believe there are only two kinds ofresearch findings: those they intuitively
agree with (“That’s obvious!”); and those they intuitively disagree with (“That’s
wrong!”). Resistance to the counterintuitive is a formidable barrier to the
acceptability of procedure-impact research findings.

Maurice Rosenberg, The Impact ofProcedure-Impact Studies in the Administration ofJustice, 51
LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 13, 30 (1988).

A. What Problem Are We Trying to Solve?

As with all proposed rule reforms, the first question is to ask what problem needs to be solved.
Although we often hear that discovery costs and abuse are out of control, the most reliable empirical
research, spanning decades, has consistently shown that there are not pervasive discovery problems
in civil cases—which is to say, problems spread widely throughout the entire civil docket. There is
evidence that discovery costs are high in a very small percentage of cases—that is, cases that are
complex, contentious and involve large stakes. This wealth of empirical research can be used to aid
thinking about how to approach discovery rule reform in the state, if only we are willing to let our
minds be pierced.

B. Empirical Work on Discovery Costs and Abuse System-Wide

Concerns about controlling discovery (and a correlative concern over pleading standards) have
been with us for a long time; they are as old as the modem rules of civil procedure. For instance,
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in 1952 the Ninth Circuit Judicial Conference issued a report critiquing the initial promulgation of
the federal Rules of Civil Procedure in 1938, complaining of “unfounded lawsuits” resulting in
“an unjustifiable increase in the volume and scope of the discovery processes.” Claim or Cause of
Act; A Discussion on the Need for Amendment of Rule 8(a)(2) of the federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, 13 F.R.D. 253, 255 (1952); see also generally Lonny Hoffman, Rulemaking in the Age
of Twombly and Iqbal, 46 U.C. DAVIS I. REv. 1483, 1493 (2013) (“Most are familiar with the
Supreme Court’s 1957 landmark decision in Contey v. Gibson, which decreed that the primary
function of pleading is to give notice of what the pleader intends to prove later in the case. What is
less well known is that Conley reflected the Court’s decision to choose sides in a debate that had
been going on since 1938 between miemakers and opponents over the relaxed pleading standard
rulemakers had crafled in Rule 8.”). These longstanding concerns have led federal rulemakers over
the years to try to gather good information and data about discovery practices. As a result, at this
point we have a lot of data to look at. And what’s most notable about the data that has been gathered
is that it has consistently shown there to be few discovery problems across the entire civil justice
system.

1. Research in the 1 960s

The earliest comprehensive study of discovery was done back in the 1 960s, when researchers
from Columbia University were asked by the federal Advisory Committee for the Civil Rules to
study discovery costs and practices in federal cases. What they found, much to the surprise of early
critics, was that when there was any discovery taken in a case, discovery costs were usually
proportionate to the stakes. WILLIAM A. GLASER, PRETRIAL DISCOVERY AND THE ADVERSARY
SYSTEM 41-43 (1968). They also found clear evidence that whether there was discovery at all, and
how much, was directly tied to how much case was valued: a case where the amount in dispute was
low led lawyers to conduct no discovery at all, while at other end of spectrum, high dollar cases
prompted lawyers to engage in the highest range of discovery they observed. Id. The Columbia
researchers also asked the lawyers they surveyed whether they thought discovery helped or
interfered with reaching ajust result in the case. Among the lawyers surveyed, 78% said discovery
helped reach a just result; 21% said it made no different and only about 1% said they thought it
hindered reaching a just result. Id. at 112. The big take away from the Columbia study was readily
summarized: “The costs of discovery do not appear to be oppressive, as a general matter, either in
relation to ability to pay or to the stakes of the litigation.” Id. at 48 9-90.

2. Research in the 1970s and 1980s

Discovery costs and practices were comprehensively studied again less than a decade later, this
time by the Federal Judicial Center, which was then, and remains, the leading non-partisan
organization for empirical research into the federal judiciary. (The FIC is the education and
research arm of the federal judiciary. Congress created it in 1967 to help the courts improve judicial
administration. See General Information About the FJC, at www.fic.ov.) The FJC’s assignment
was prompted, in large measure, by a report issued by a task force following the Pound Conference,
which had been organized in 1976 by then-Chief Justice Warren Burger to discuss perceived issues
with cost and delay in the civil justice system, with particular attention focused on discovery as a
perceived problem. See National Conference on the Causes ofPopular Dissatisfaction with the
Administration ofJustice, 70 F.R.D. 79-246 (1976). The task force report cited criticism of how
the federal discovery rules were being utilized and suggested that empirical research should be
undertaken. Thereafter, the FJC researchers conducted an extensive study and issued an exhaustive
report, which was ultimately published as PAUL CONNOLLY, El AL, FED. JUD. CTR, JUDIcIAL
CONTROLS AND THE CIVIL LITIGATION PROCESS: DISCOVERY (1978) (the full text of the FJC study
is available at http://www.fjc.gov/public/pdf.nsf/lookup/jcclpdis.pdf/$file/jcclpdis.pdf).
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To gather data, the researchers looked at every discovery event recorded in the court files for
more than 3,000 terminated cases in six judicial districts. Back then, discovery requests and
responses were supposed to be filed with the court. The researchers then followed up their file
review with a survey of the lawyers in the cases to confirm that the docketed discovery events were
an accurate representation of discovery requests and responses in the case. Surprising the critics,
the FJC ‘s fmdings were consistent with what the Columbia researchers had previously found in
1968. More than half of the cases in the study (52%) had no recorded discovery requests at all. Id.
at 28-29. There were two or fewer discovery requests in more than 70% of the cases (72.3%) and
over 95% had ten or fewer discovery requests. Id. at 29. In the small percentage of cases in which
there was more extensive discovery being conducted, the central fmding of the report was that “the
judiciary’s use of effective case and court management techniques can help speed the termination
of civil actions without impairing the quality ofjustice.” Id. at 3.

The fmdings of the 1978 fIC study were then confirmed by an independent study in 1983
conducted by the Civil Litigation Research Project, led by a group of five academic researchers.
See David M. Trnbek et al., The Costs of Ordinary Litigation, 31 UCLAL. REv. 72 (1983). Their
empirical study looked at all direct expenditures spent on processing civil disputes through
litigation in five judicial districts and one state court. The data included over 1,600 cases and
thousands of interviews. Id. at 75. Once again, the same results were replicated: despite repeated
criticisms of litigation costs as excessive, the researchers found no such evidence to support the
criticisms. As the researchers put it:

Discovery. . . is widely thought to be a cause of delay and spiraling costs. Our
data, however, suggest that relatively little discovery occurs in the ordinary
lawsuit. We found no evidence of discovery in over half our cases. Rarely did the
records reveal more than five separate discovery events.

Id. at 89-90. Less than half ofthe cases they studied found any recorded discovery events at all. Id.
They concluded that, contrary to the frequently voiced concerns over excessive litigation costs,
“from the litigant’s point of view, most ordinary litigation is cost-effective[.J” Id. at 123.

Similar contemporaneous studies of state court cases followed a similar pattern: no evidence
was found of pervasive discovery problems with cost or abuse. The most comprehensive of the
research was done by the National Center for State Courts. See Susan Keilitz et al., Attorneys’ Views
ofCivil Discovery, JUDGES’ I. (Spring 1993); Susan Keilitz et al., Is Civil Discovery in State Trial
Courts Out of Control?, STATE CT. I., Spring 1993, at 8. The NCSC found no discovery was
requested in more than 40% of the 2,190 cases they sampled; and, among the 58% that had some
discovery, the median number of discovery requests was 4. Susan Keiitz et al., Is Civil Discovery
in State Trial Courts Out ofControl?, STATE CT. J., Spring 1993, at 10. An independent researcher
studying a random sample of tort and contract/commercial cases in one parish in Louisiana found
that 62% of the cases in his dataset had no more than two events, while 44% had no discovery at
all. See Dennis I. Krystek, Discovery versus Delay in Civil District Court. A Cross-Sectional Pilot
Study of Civil District Court Reveals No Significant Correlation, 42 LA. B.J. 255, 257 (1994). Yet
another researcher studied 1400 civil cases in Iowa state court and found that only 24% had any
discovery requests; 76% had none. See David S. Walker, Professionalism and Procedure: Notes
on an Empirical Study, 38 DRAKE L. REV. 759 (1988).

In 1988, two researchers for the FJC (who were not involved in any of the prior studies)
summarized all of the empirical research of discovery practices that had been conducted to date.
The central point of their paper emphasized the gulf between perception and reality: “Formal
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discovery actually occurs in fewer cases than uninformed observers might estimate,” they noted.
Judith A. McKenna & Elizabeth C. Wiggins, Empirical Research on Civil Discovery, 39 B.C. L.
REv. 785, 790 (1988). More specifically, they summarized the empirical evidence on discovery
frequency as follows:

Cases involving extensive discovery are in fact relatively rare--the studies using
actual file reviews uncovered very few cases involving more than ten discovery
requests, perhaps 5-15% depending on the sampling method. In the 1978 FJC
study, less than 5% of the case files examined recorded more than ten discovery
requests; of cases with at least some discovery, 90% had no more than ten requests.

Id. As for perceptions of discovery abuse? McKenna and Wiggins again pointed out that the
available evidence did not support the contemporary critiques:

In the vast majority of cases, discovery appears to be the self-executing system the
rules contemplate. Most incidents of “problem” discovery, as perceived by
lawyers, do not result in any formal request for relief. If measured by formal
objections, discovery motions activity or sanctions requests, discovery problems
do not appear to be extreme.

Id. at 800.

3. Research in the 1990s

Despite the consistency of the empirical research over three decades, many lawyers and other
observers (especially those familiar with higher stakes litigation involving large corporations)
simply refused to believe that discovery costs were proportionate to case values. Not dissuaded by
the evidence, those who managed to get their voices heard called for rulemakers and legislators to
impose limits on discovery. And, although they could cite no credible evidence of a problem, both
rulemakers and Congress were led to restrict discovery. The most significant changes took place in
1993.

After the reforms were put in place, researchers tried to study discovery practices, and once
again the latest empirical research revealed that there were no system-wide problems with
disproportionate discovery or discovery abuse. A good summary of the research can be found in
one of the leading academic papers from this period. See Linda S. Muflenix, Discovery in Disarray:
The Pervasive Myth of Pervasive Discovery Abuse and the Consequences for Unfounded
Rulemaking, 46 STAN. L. REv. 1393, 1411-1443 (1994). Professor Mullenix concluded that the
1993 amendments could not be justified based on an alleged system wide problem with
disproportionate discovery costs or abuse.

Although the evidence consistently showed no pervasive discovery problems existed,
reformers continued to beat their drums through the 1 990s to urge passage of even more
amendments to curtail discovery further still. Once again, they paid no heed to either the prior
empirical research or the new studies that were conducted. In particular, they ignored the fmdings
of two additional, exhaustive and non-partisan studies, both published in 1998, that again
demonstrated, consistent with the prior research, that discovery costs were, in the main, quite
modest and proportional to case values.
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One of those studies was conducted by the RAND Corporation, which was studying the effects
of the 1993 amendments. See James S. Kakalik, Deborah R. Hensler, Daniel McCaffrey, Marian
Oshiro, Nicholas M. Pace, and Mary E. Valana, Discoveiy Management: further Analysis of the
Civil Justice Reform Act Evaluation Data, 39 B.C. L. REv. 613, 636 (1998). The RAND study
focused on civil cases after the 1993 amendments had been enacted. What it found was that “lawyer
work hours per litigant on discovery are zero for 38% ofgeneral civil cases, and low for the majority
of cases.” Id. at 682. The researchers continued: “The empirical data show that any problems that
may exist with discovery are concentrated in a minority of the cases,” noting further that the
evidence indicates in this minority of cases, “discovery costs can be very high.” Id. (One last point
worth making here (we will come back to this later) is that the RAND researchers also found clear
evidence that one of the most effective judicial management tools is for a court to set a firm trial
date. They found that, as much as anything, setting a trial date and sticking to it as much as possible
was correlated with lower discovery costs in cases. Id. at 57-5 8, 9 1-92.)

The other empirical study in that period, also from 1998, was conducted by the federal Judicial
Center. One of their primary points of focus in this study was on trying to measure the costs of
discovery relative to total litigation costs, to the amount at stake in the case, and to the information
needs of the case. The 1998 FJC study found that under the 1993 amendments the median reported
proportion of discovery costs to stakes was 3%, and that the proportion of litigation costs
attributable to problems with discovery was about 4%. Thomas E. Willging, Donna Stienstra, John
Shepard, and Dean Miletich, An Empirical Study ofDiscoveiy and Disclosure Practice Under the
1993 Federal Rule Amendments, 39 B.C. L. REV. 525, 531-32 (1998). Thus, the researchers
concluded:

Anecdotal information--and the occasional horror story--suggests that discovery
expenses are excessive and disproportionate to the informational needs of the
parties and the stakes in the case. Our research suggests, however, that for most
cases, discovery costs are modest and perceived by attorneys as proportional to
parties’ needs and the stakes in the case.

Id. at 531. Also notable is that the researchers found a “clear relationship” between how much
discovery took place in a case and monetary stakes of the case. “That is, as the stakes increase, the
volume of discovery, and of discovery problems, also increases. To some extent, then, it appears
that the amount of discovery and the frequency of problems is driven simply by the size of the
case.” Id. at 593. We will see that in a later study, in 2009, this same important finding was again
documented.

Summarizing the RAND and FJC 1998 studies, Bryant Garth (then serving as Director of the
American Bar Foundation), noted:

The recent studies of civil discovery by the RAND Institute for Civil Justice and
the Federal Judicial Center (“FJC”) establish beyond any reasonable doubt that we
have two very distinct worlds of civil discovery. These worlds involve different
kinds of cases, financial stakes, contentiousness, complexity and--although not the
subject of these studies-- probably even lawyers. The ordinary cases, which
represent the overwhelming number, pass through the courts relatively cheaply
with few discovery problems. The high-stakes, high-conflict cases, in contrast,
raise many more problems and involve much higher stakes.

Bryant G. Garth, Two Worlds ofCivil Discovery, 39 B.C. L REv. 597, 597 (1998).
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4. Research in the 2000s

Before continuing, it is worth pausing to summarize: at this point, over four decades, the best
empirical evidence established that there were no pervasive discovery problems. Yet, over this
same four decade period, refonners continued to be unwilling to acknowledge the available
evidence. So it should come as no surprise that by the mid- to late-2000s, calls for further reform
of the federal rules were again heard, despite all of the evidence, and despite all of the prior
limitations that had been imposed. Those calls became loud enough that the Advisory Committee
for the Civil Rules asked the FJC to again look closely at discovery costs in civil cases and to report
its findings. The fmdings were to be reported to the Duke Conference in 2010 that the Advisory
Committee convened. This was to the most comprehensive study of federal discovery practices
ever conducted.

I was an invited guest at the Duke Conference and attended all of the sessions. And I can tell
you that it came as nothing short of a shocking thunderbolt to many people there that the conference
opened with the FIC researchers reporting they found no evidence whatsoever of any pervasive
concerns with disproportionate costs or discovery abuse. The researchers were very careful and
went out oftheft way to design their study to find cases that involved as much discovery as possible.
Thus, they systematically excluded from theft study any cases in which discovery was unlikely to
take place. The researchers also eliminated any case that was terminated less than 60 days after it
had been filed—once again, to avoid the possibility that these cases would skew the results. What
was left, then, was a study that—if anything—over-represented how much discovery takes place in
a typical civil case in federal court.

The fJC reported its careflil and exhaustive study in 2009. One of theft key findings was that
the median cost of litigation, including discovery and attorneys’ fees, was $20,000 for defendants
and $15,000 for plaintiffs. EMERY G. LEE ifi & THOMAS E. WILLGNG, FED. JUDICIAL CTR.,
NATIONAL CASE-BASED CIVIL RULES SURVEY, PRELIMINARY REPORT TO THE JUDICIAL
CONFERENCE ADVISORY COMMITFEE ON CIVIL RULES (2009), (the full text of the study is
available at http://wwwfic. gov/public/pdf.nsf/lookup/dissurvi .pdf’$ffle/dissurvl .pdf). Note that
this is a median figure, not a mean, that the researchers reported. They did so because they were
conscious that reporting an average could give a distorted picture of the actual reality since a bunch
ofvery low dollar cases—or, correspondingly—a lot ofvery high dollar cases, can skew the results.
(If you take the average salary of Lonny Hoffman and Bill Gates, you would think that I’m a very
rich man.)

These figures came as a surprise to many, particularly those proponents of reform who had
long assumed that litigation costs routinely careen out of control in federal civil cases. Just as
significant—and perhaps just as surprising to many observers—were the findings with regard to
the overall percentage of total litigation costs attributable to discovery. Discovery costs were
reported by plaintiffs’ lawyers to account, at the median, for only 20% of the total litigation costs;
the median figure reported by defendants’ lawyers was 27%. Id. at 2. Standing alone, these fmdings
undercut the conventional wisdom, repeated in headlines and sound bites, that discovery costs are
far-and-away the most significant part of total litigation costs in federal cases. And linked to these
findings was, perhaps, the most important finding of all: at the median, the reported costs of
discovery, including attorney’s fees, amounted to just 1.6% of stakes of the case for plaintiffs and
only 3.3% of the case’s value for defendants. Id. This means, of course, that in half of all civil
cases, the costs of discovery amounted to even less than 1.6% of the case’s value for plaintiffs and
less than 3.3% of its value for defendants.
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It is hard to overstate the importance of these data regarding discovery costs relative to stakes.
The real concern with discovery costs, after all, is not that they are too high in some absolute sense.
Given how widely case values vary, one cannot compare discovery costs in a $100,000 case with
those incurred in a case worth $10 million or more. The real worry is discovery costs that are
disproportionate to a case’s value (a point that surely needs no further amplifying given that we
may be considering following the federal lead in adopting the 2015 rule changes regarding
proportionality in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26).

The FIC’s study goes into even greater detail and depth and is worth reading in its entirety.
But, for now, the bottom line is simply this: the FJC’s exhaustive 2009 study confirmed the prior
empirical research that disproportionate discovery costs are not a systemic problem.

C. Empirical Work on Discovery Cost and Abuse in Complex Cases

While the FIC’ s 2009 study found no pervasive discovery problems, it was able to identify
characteristics that are associated with high litigation costs. The most significant factor turns out to
be high stakes, with factual complexity also highly correlated with more expense. Law firm
economics also have an important impact on litigation costs. When other variables are controlled-
for, law firm size alone more than doubles the costs, and hourly billing also tends to make costs
higher. Lee & Wiliging, Defining the Problem of Cost in Federal Civil Litigation, 60 DuKE L.J.
765, 783. These fmdings are consistent with the results of earlier empirical studies.

But there’s something else we need to recognize. We know that complex, high-stakes cases
have more discovery than lower value cases. What we do not know, however, is whether these
costs are unjustifiably high. What is clear is that these are the cases least likely to be affected by
very low presumptive limits on discovery devices or by enhanced focus on the proportionality rules.
Many of the factors associated with high discovery costs will not be sensitive to changes in the
procedural rules. Some disputes will always have very high stakes, making expenditures on those
disputes rational. Some disputes will always be factually complex, requiring time and effort to
ascertain and share relevant facts in a way that allows the parties to adequately price claims and
bargain toward settlement. Some parties will always hire large law firms that bill by the hour at
very high rates.

In summary, the data establish that there is not a widespread problem with discovery costs. So
if we are going to engage in rule reform, we should keep that reform focused in the one place where
there may be a problem: complex cases. As the two lead researchers of the fJC’s 2009 empirical
study have commented:

Instead of pursuing sweeping, radical reforms of the pretrial discovery rules,
perhaps it would be more appropriate to pursue more-focused reforms of
particularly knotty issues. . . . Otherwise, we may simply find ourselves
considering an endless litany of complaints about a problem that cannot be pinned
down empirically and that never seems to improve regardless of what steps are
taken.

Lee & Willging, Defining the Problem ofCost in Federal Civil Litigation, 60 DuKE L.J. 765, 787.
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This publication coincides with the
effective date of the rule changes and with
efforts by many to provide the bench
and bar with information about the rule
changes, what they mean, and ways to
implement them in individual cases.

The 2015 rule amendments mark a
“new” chapter in the history of discovery
practice. If the amended rules achieve
their intended purposes, this chapter
may come to be known for its emphasis
on, and commitment to, proportional
ity. As of Dec. 1, 2015, Rule 26(b)(1)
defines the scope of discovery as nonpriv
ileged information that is relevant to the
parties’ claims and defenses and “propor
tional to the needs of the case.” For the
first time, the word “proportional” is in
the nile text. The provisions on propor
tionality are moved to become part of
the definition ofpermissible discovery as
opposed to limits on otherwise permissi
ble discovery.

But as new chapters and rule changes
go, these are hardly seismic shifts. The
proportionality concept became part of
the rules over 30 years ago, in 1983,
when Rule 26(b) was amended to require
judges to limit discovery to ensure that
the benefits outweighed the costs and
Rule 26(g) was added to require lawyers
to certify that their discovery requests
or objections were neither unreasonable
nor unduly burdensome or expensive.
Indeed, the Advisory Committee has
taken pains to emphasize that it does not
view the 2015 proportionality amend
ments as imposing any new duties or
obligations.t Rather, the intended change
is to elevate awareness and get lawyers,
litigarts, and judges to pay more atten
tion to the duties they have had for over
three decades.

And there lies the proverbial rub.
Lawyers and judges have had propor
tionality obligations since 1983, but
few lawyers or judges made propor
tionality a focus of discovery, and fewer
still expressly invoked or applied the
proportionality limits. Some academics
and thoughtful judges have questioned
whether proportionality is sufficiently
defined or understood to achieve the
stated goals.2 As discovery has become
e-discovery and even more expen

sive, burdensome, and complex, the
complaints have grown. The rule amend
ments require us to answer a nagging
question. Why should these rule amend
ments, so modestly introduced, work
when prior efforts to achieve discovery
that is consistently both fair and reason
able — proportional — have failed?

A SENSE OF URGENCY
One reason for optimism is that the
proportionality amendments are
expressly linked to existing and new
case-management tools intended to
promote and facilitate early, active
judicial case management. The 2015 rule
amendments recognize that changing the
words used in the rules will accomplish
nothing unless lawyers and judges effec
tively implement the changes. The 2015
rule amendments include an expanded
menu of case-management tools to
make it easier for lawyers and judges
to tailor discovery to each case and to
resolve discovery disputes efficiently and
promptly, without full-scale motions and
briefs. The Committee Notes empha
size the important link between the
proportionality changes to the scope
of discovery in Rule 26(b)(1) and the
case-management provisions in Rules 16,
26(f), and 343

Another reason for optimism is a
growing sense of urgency among lawyers
and judges. In 1983, the bench and
bar seemed to greet the proportionality
amendments with a collective shrug and
went about their business as usual. The
years of publIc discussion and debate
leading up to the 2015 amendments
reflect a growing concern that our
civil justice system needs to adjust or
risk losing its ability to serve its vital
purposes. At the same time, electronic
discovery and increasing cost-conscious
ness by clients provide an incentive for
lawyers to exchange the information
each side needs without all the costs
and burdens of discovery built on the
“demand everything and object to every
thing” model.

Which brings us to the elephant in
the courthouse. Proportionality begins
with the parties and lawyers who apply
and invoke it, but it ends with judges

Unless judges actively

manage the cases they

preside over to keep

discovery both within

the defined scope and

consistent with the

parties’ right to get

the information within

that scope, these rule

amendments are no

more likely to succeed

than the predecessors.
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who enforce it. Whether proportionality
moves from rule text to reality depends
in large part on judges. Judges who
make clear to the parties that they must
work toward proportionality. Judges who
are willing and available to work with
parties to achieve what the Advisory
Committee has described as the goal of
making proportionality an explicit part
of discovery in all cases.4 Judges who are
willing and available to resolve discovery
disputes quickly and efficiently when
needed. Unless judges actively manage
the cases they preside over to keep
discovery both within the defined scope
and consistent with the parties’ right to
get the information within that scope,
these rule amendments are no more
likely to succeed than the predecessors.

Trial judges, this is our chance to
make a difference. It is also our chance
to fhil.

MODEST INVESTMENT,
GREAT DIVIDENDS
The good news is that lawyers and their
clients are not alone in having strong
incentives to work toward proportional
ity. Enforcing proportionality by engag
ing in active case management can make
a trial judge’s work easier and better.
Requiring the lawyers to talk to each
other, then to the court, about what the
discovery in the case will involve allows
the parties to reach agreement when they
can, reducing the number of disputes or
narrowing them. Requiring the lawyers
to talk to each other about discovery
planning also allows the parties to iden
tify areas that are unclear or the subject
of disagreement and to promptly bring
these areas to the court for resolution.
Good case management allows the judge
to rule on disputed discovery issues
fairly, efficiently, and promptly, spar
ing the judge the need to slog through
lengthy motions to compel or for protec
tion (often accompanied by even longer
briefs and voluminous attachments) and
writing opinions, often on issues that
don’t involve matters of jurisprudence as
much as practical problems ill-suited to
the motion-and-brief presentation.

Judges who engage in early, active
discovery management often find that it

takes relatively little of their time and
work. This modest investment pays the
great dividend of saving the judge and
the judge’s clerks from spending much
more time later solving problems that
could have been avoided. And the work
that is avoided tends to be the type that
is tedious and slow, and that can often
bring the case to a halt.

Active case management is not only
vital to making discovery reasonable
for each case, it also can be gratifying
for the judge. It allows trial judges to
be creative in working through what
are usually practical problems to devise
reasonable and fhir solutions that keep
the case on track, on time, and (for the
parties) on budget.

It may be true that most do not think
of case management as among the most
satisfying or important parts of judging.
Ask a trial judge why he or she chose
to become a judge, and the judge is not
likely to mention case management. But
we are not talldng about case manage
ment in the dismissive, belittling sense
used by some academics and others to
describe judges’ lower selves (the higher
selves being the more pure and exalted
jurisprudential being). The interac
tive exchanges we have described are
as important, as highly valued, and as
demanding of judicial discretion and
judgment as any work judges do.’ And
it is work that is unique to the trial
judges. By the time a case gets to the
appellate courts, case management is a
lost opportunity Case management is
an important part of what sets the trial
judges’ work apart. No one else can do it.
The ,more trial judges — an enormously
talented and creative lot — work on
these tasks, the closer we will all get to
achieving proportionality in practice.

All of this provides reason for opti
mism. The 2015 amendments envision,
and are being met by, prompt and ener
getic work by bench and bar to change
litigation culture and make the rule
changes a part of everyday practice. Self-
interest, institutional interests, client
interests, and a shared commitment
to moving beyond aspiration and rule
to reality may all converge to achieve
proportionality.

45

This does not mean we should hang a
banner declaring mission accomplished.
History teaches us that hard work lies
ahead to make these rule changes a bene
fit for our system, not for any particular
type of litigant or case. The Guidelines
and Practices are part of that work. They
are the result of many months of discus
sion, experimentation, and refinement
involving teams of lawyers on both sides
of the ‘v.,” practicing in a number of
areas, working together to define and
clarify and make concrete what propor
tionality looks like in particular cases
and how to achieve it. With the many
dedicated lawyers who worked on the
Guidelines and Practices, the reporters will
continue to listen and learn. We will
monitor developments in the courts and
hear from the judges and lawyers who
apply the 2015 amendments and, we
hope, the Guidelines and Practices, in their
own cases. The Guidelines and Practices
publication is intended to be a living
document that changes and grows as
we all discover new and better ways to
achieve proportionality in discovery and
help ftrfflll the goals of Rule 1.

TO BETTER SERVE THE GOALS
OF RULE 1
On Jan. 20, 1984, Prof Arthur Miller
stood before an audience of federal
judges to explain the amendments that
had taken effect on Dec. 1, 1983. As the
Reporter for the Civil Rules Advisory
Committee, he was uniquely suited to
the task. He explained that the rulemak
ers were motivated by a belief that, in
too many cases, litigation was conducted
in a way that frustrated the goals of
Rule 1. He emphasized that the discov
ery amendments were part of a larger
package of amendments, designed to
work together in an effort to better serve
the goals of Rule 1. He explained that
a major goal of the package of amend
ments in general — and the amendments
to Rule 26(b) in particular — was to
combat the problem of disproportionate
discovery. And he concluded by stress
ing the critical role that judges would
play, using their new case-management
powers under amended Rule 16:

t

I
I
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There is an important interrelationship
between the management philosophy
of rule 16 and the anti-redundancy
and antI-disproportionality policies
of rule 26. The latter can be effective
only if the judges educate themselves
about their cases and attempt to
manage them throughout the discovery
process. The two rules must be utilized
together.6

All of that could just have easily been
said — and has been said — about the 2015
amendments. Is it deja vu, all over again?

It is hard to know why the bench and
bar did not embrace proportionality in
discovery in 1983. Perhaps the scheme was
just a bit too different from what they were
used to and how they had been trained. In
a time long before email and smartphones,
perhaps the consequences of persisting
with “business as usual” were not sum
ciently grave to fully spark the desired
change. But that was decades ago. The
Guidelines and Practices themselves show
that many lawyers and judges are commit
ted to working to make reasonableness —

proportionality — in discovery real. There
is good reason for optimism, and there is
good work to do.

See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 advisory committees note
(2015) (Restoring the proportionality calcula
tion to Rule 26(b)(l) does not change the exist
ing responsibilities of the court and the parties
to consider proportionality, and the change does
not place on the party seeking discovery the
burden of addressing all proportionality consid
erations.).

2 See, e.g.,John I. Carroll, Proportionality In
Discovery: A Cautionary Tale, 32 CAMPBELL I.
Ray. 455, 461 (2010) (“Used improperly, the
proportionality analysis can be at best a mean
ingless exercise and at worst a tool to deny civil
litigants access to information to which they are
entitled.); Martin H. Redish, Electronic Discovery
and the Litigatioo Matrix, 51 Dusca U. 561,
603-04 (2001) (arguing that proportionality
limits are impractical because the trial judge
is not in a good position to assess whether the
desired information is worth the cost); Orbit
One Communications, Inc. u Numerex Corp., 271
RR.D. 429, 436 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (stating, in
the preservation context, that a proportionality
standard “may prove too amorphous” to provide
meaningful guidance to parties).

See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 advisory committee’s note
(2015) (“The present amendment again reflects
the need for continuing and close judicial
involvement in the cases that do not yield
readily to the ideal of effective party manage
mont.”); id. (explaining that the new Rule
34 mechanism allowing for pre-Rule 26(f)
exchange of document requests “is designed to

facilitate focused discussion during the Rule
26(1) conference”).

See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 advisory committee’s note
(2015) (“The parties and the court have a collec
tive responsibility to consider the proportional
ity of all discovery and consider it in resolving
discovery disputes.”)

Lawyers certainly view active judicial tsse
management as an important and highly
valuable part of what judges do. When asked
what would make the existing federal pretrial
process work better, lawyers consistently singled
out more and better judicial case management.
See Steven S. Gensler & Lee H, Rosenthal, Four
Years After Duke: Where Do We Stand on Cali
brating the Pretrial Process, 18 Lawis & Ct.4ucK L.
R.sv, 643, 647-48 (2014) (discussing results of
surveys prepared for the 2010 Duke Conference
on Civil Litigation); Report to the ChiefJustice
of the United States on the 2010 Conference
on Civil Litigation 10, available at http:flwww.
uscourts.gov/file/reporttothechiefjusticepdf
(“Pleas for universalized and invigorated case
management achieved strong consensus at the
Conference,”),

ARTHUR MUlLER, Tvus AUGUST 1983 AMEND
MENTS To THE Psnrnv,s. RuI.Es ou Cwm
PRocEDuRE: PROMOTING EFFEcTIvE CAsE
MANAGEMENT AND LAWYER RESPONSIBILITY
35-36 (Federal Judicial Center 1984).
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New es, New Opportunities

by David G. Campbell

IN May of 2010, some 200
judges, lawyers, and academ

ics gathered for two days at the Duke
University Law School to evaluate the
state of civil litigation in federal court.
The conference was sponsored by the
Advisory Committee on the federal Rules
of Civil Procedure. Many studies, surveys,
and papers were prepared in advance
of the conference to aid the discussion.
Although the gathering found that federal
civil litigation works reasonably well and
that a complete overhaul of the system
is not warranted, the participants also
concluded that several improvements
clearly are needed. Four stood out in
particular: greater cooperation among
litigants, greater proportionality in
discovery, earlier and more active case
management by judges, and a new rule
addressing the preservation and loss of
electronically stored information (“ESI”).

The Advisory Committee took the
findings of the Duke conference and
drafted amendments that address these
four areas of focus. The amendments
have been approved unanimously by
the Advisory Committee, the Standing
Committee on the Rules of Practice and
Procedure, the Judicial Conference of
the United States, and the United States
Supreme Court and will take effect on
Dec. 1, 2015, unless Congress acts to
disapprove them. As Congressional

disapproval appears unlikely, judges and
lawyers should become familiar with
the new rules. The Advisory Committee
believes they present a unique oppor
tunity to improve the delivery of civil
justice in federal courts.

Participants in the Duke conference
recognized that rule amendments alone
will do little to improve the civil liti
gation system. A change in behavior is
also required. As a result, over the course
of the next several months the Advisory
Committee, the Federal Judicial Center
(“FJC”), and other groups will be
promoting the new rule amendments

efficient and less expensive without sacri
ficing any parry’s opportunity to obtain
the evidence needed to prove its case.’

THE DUKE CONFERENCE AND
DRAFTING OF THE AMENDMENTS
Participants in the Duke conference
included federal and state judges from
trial and appellate courts around the
country, plaintiff and defense lawyers,
public interest lawyers, in-house attor
neys from business and government,
and distinguished law professors. The
FJC and other organizations conducted
studies and surveys in advance of the
conference, and more than 40 papers and
25 compilations of data were presented.
Some 70 judges, lawyers, and academics
made presentations to the conference,
followed by a broad-ranging discussion
among all participants.2

The Advisory Committee prepared a
post-conference report for ChiefJustice
John Roberts.3 The report noted that
there was no general sense that the 1938
approach to the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure has failed. “While there is
need for improvement, the time has
not come to abandon the system and
start over.”4 The report identified three
specific areas of needed improvement:
“What is needed can be described in two
words — cooperation and proportion
ality — and one phrase — sustained,

and their intended improvements. This
article is a small step in that direction.
If the amendments have their intended
effect, civil litigation will become more
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CCParticipants in the

Duke conference

recognized that

rule amendments

alone will do little

to improve the civil

litigation system.

A change in behavior

is also required.

active, hands-on judicial case manage

ment. “ The report also noted “significant

support across plaintiff and defense lines

for more precise guidance in the rules on

the obligation to preserve tESI) and the

consequences of failing to do so. “6

Following the Duke conference, the

Advisory Committee appointed a subcom

mittee to develop rule amendments based

on conference presentations and conclu

sions. The subcommittee compiled a list

of all proposed rule amendments made

at the conference and then held numer

ous calls and meetings to winnow and

refine the suggestions. Over the course

of two years, the subcommittee held
many discussions, circulated drafts of
proposed rule amendments, and sponsored

a mini-conference with invited judges,
lawyers, and law professors to discuss
possible amendments. The subcommit

tee presented recommendations for full

discussion at meetings of the Advisory

Committee and the Standing Committee

in 2011, 2012, and 2013.
While this work was underway, a

separate subcommittee worked on a

rule to address the preservation and

loss of ESI. This subcommittee also

held numerous discussions and meet

ings, circulated and refined drafts, and

sponsored a mini-conference with judges,

lawyers, and technical experts to discuss
possible solutions to the litigation chal
lenges presented by ESI.

The proposed amendments were
published for public comment in August

2013. Over the next six months, more
than 2,300 written comments were
received and more than 120 witnesses
appeared and addressed the Advisory
Committee in public hearings held in
Washington, D.C., Phoenix, and Dallas.
Following the public comment process,

the subcommittees revised the proposed
amendments and again presented
them to the Advisory and Standing
Committees, where they were adopted
unanimously. The nile amendments were

then approved without dissent by the
Judicial Conference of the United States

and the Supreme Court.
The amendments affect more than 20

different provisions in the civil rules, but
this article will address them in terms of
the four areas of focus identified at the
Duke conference: cooperation, propor
tionality, early and active judicial case
management, and ESI.

COOPERATION
There was near-unanimous agreement
at the Duke conference that cooperation
among litigants can reduce the time
and expense of civil litigation without
compromising vigorous and professional
advocacy. In a survey of members of the
ABA Section of Litigation completed
before the conference, 95 percent of
respondents agreed that collaboration
and professionalism by attorneys can
reduce client costs.7

Cooperation, of course, cannot be
legislated, but rule amendments and the
actions of judges can do much to encour
age it. Rule 1 now provides that the civil
rules “should be construed and admin
istered to secure the just, speedy, and
inexpensive determination of every action
and proceeding.” The proposed amend
ment will add the following italicized
language: The rules “should be construed,
administered, and mptoyed by the court and
the parties to secure the just, speedy, and
inexpensive determination of every action
and proceeding.” The intent is to make
clear that parties as well as courts have a
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responsibility to achieve the Rule 1 goals.

The Committee Note to this proposed

amendment observes that “discussions
of ways to improve the administration
of civil justice regularly include pleas to

discourage over-use, misuse, and abuse

of procedural tools that increase cost
and result in delay. Effective advocacy is

consistent with — and indeed depends

upon — cooperative and proportional
use of procedure.”

Sanctions are not the only means of
discouraging litigation abuses; judges

often have opportunities to remind
litigants of their obligation to cooperate.
Such admonitions can now be backed
with a citation to Rule 1.

PROPORTIONALITY AND OTHER
DISCOVERY CHANGES
The Advisory Committee report to the

ChiefJustice noted “to)ne area of consen
sus in the various surveys” conducted
before the Duke conference: “that
district and magistrate judges must be
considerably more involved in manag
ing each case from the outset, to tailor
motion practice and shape the discovery
to the reasonable needs of the case.”8

This wording captures the meaning of
“proportional” discovery; it is discovery
tailored to the reasonable needs of the
case. It affords enough information for
a litigant to prove his or her case, but
avoids excess and waste. Unwarranted
document production requests, excessive
interrogatories, obstructive responses
to legitimate discovery requests, and
unduly long depositions all result in
disproportionate discovery costs.

Studies completed in advance of
the Duke conference suggested that
disproportionate discovery occurs in a
significant percentage of federal court
cases. An FJC survey of closed federal
cases found that a quarter of the lawyers
who handled the cases believed that
discovery costs were too high for-their
client’s stake in the case.9 Other surveys
showed greater dissatisfaction. Members
in the American College of Trial Lawyers
(“ACTL”) widely agreed that today’s civil
litigation system takes too long and costs
too much, resulting in some deserving
cases not being filed and other cases
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with meritorious defenses being settled

to avoid the costs of litigation.’0 In a

survey of the ABA Litigation Section, 89
percent of respondents agreed that liti

gation costs are disproportionately high

in small cases, and 40 percent agreed

that they are disproportionately high in

large cases.” A survey of the National

Employment Lawyers Association
(“NELA”) found universal sentiment

that the discovery process is too costly,

with a significant majority indicating

that discovery is abused in almost every

case.’2 In a report summarizing the

surveys prepared for the Duke confer

ence, the Institute for Advancement of

the American Legal System (“IAALS”)

found that between 61 percent and 76
percent of respondents in the ACTL,

ABA, and NELA surveys agreed that
judges do not enforce existing propor
tionality limitations ‘3

The concept of proportionality is not
new. It has been in the federal rules since

[1983. Rule 26(b)(2)(C) provides that
“tom motion or on its own, the court

[must limit the frequency and extent of
discovery . . . if it determines that
the burden or expense of the proposed
discovery outweighs its likely bene
fit, considering the needs of the case,
the amount in controversy, the parties’
resources, the importance of the issues

- at stake in the action, and the impor
tance of the discovery in resolving the
issues” Rule 26(b)(1) — which estab
lishes the scope of permissible discovery

declares that “taill discovery
is subject to” the limitations in
Rule 26(b)(2)(c). And Rule 26(g)

provides that a lawyer’s
51gnatu on a discovery request or

Constitutes a certification
hat the request or response is not
nreasonab1e nor unduly burden
Oine Or expensive, considering the
1eed5 f
- th

case, prior discovery
e Case, the amount in contro

5Y,afldth
ISSUe0

e importance of the
at stake in the action.”

5Pite the longstanding
of these proportionality

ions in tue rules, the Dukeefece concluded that judges
apply them In response,

the Advisory Committee chose to move
the factors in Rule 26(b)(2)(C)(iii) to
Rule 26(b)(l). Thus, under the proposed
amendment, the scope of discovery in
civil litigation now will be defined as
follows:
Parties may obtain discovery regard
ing any nonprivileged matter that is
relevant to any party’s claim or defense
and proportional to the needs of the
case, considering the importance of
the issues at stake in the action, the
amount in controversy, the parties’
relative access to relevant information,

the parties’ resources, the importance

of the discovery in resolving the issues,

and whether the burden or expense of
the proposed discovery outweighs its
likely benefit.

The intent of this change is to make
proportionality unavoidable. It will
now be part of the scope of discov
ery. Information must be relevant and

proportional to be discoverable.
It is worth emphasizing that this

change is not intended to deprive any

party of the evidence needed to prove
its claims or defenses. The intent is to
eliminate disproportionate discovery in
cases where such elimination is needed.

The change will make a difference,

however, only if judges are willing to
engage in a dialogue with the parties and

make decisions regarding the amount of

discovery reasonably needed to resolve a

case. This calls for active case manage-

ment — judges who intervene early, help

the parties identify what is needed to
prepare the case for trial, and set reason
able schedules to complete that prepara

tion without undue time or expense.

The Advisory Committee changed the

order of the Rule 26(b)(2)(C) factors to
refer first to “the importance of the issues
at stake” and second to “the amount in
controversy.” This was done to avoid any
implication that the amount in contro
versy is the most important consider

ation. Cases seeking little or no monetary

relief may require significant discovery.
The Committee also added a new factor

— “the parties’ relative access to relevant

information” — to highlight the reality

that some cases involve an asymmetri

cal distribution of information. Judges
should recognize that proportionality in
such cases often will mean that one parry

must bear greater burdens in respond
ing to discovery than the other party.

Discovery is not necessarily dispropor
tionate just because information is flow
ing mainly from one party to another.

To address concerns raised during the

public comment process, the Advisory

Committee added a committee note
explaining that the amendment to Rule
26(b)(1) does not place the burden of prov

ing proportionality on the party seeking

discovery. Nor does it authorize boilerplate

refusals to provide discovery on the ground

that it is not proportional. The intent is
to prompt a dialogue among the parties

and, if necessary, the judge, concerning

the amount of discovery reasonably
needed to resolve the case.

A few other changes to the discov

ery rules are intended to support the

new focus on efficient discovery.

“REASONABLY CALCULATED

TO LEAD”
The amendments to Rule 2 6(b)
(1) will delete a familiar sentence
that each of us can recite from
memory: “Relevant information
need not be admissible at the trial

if the discovery appears reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence.” This sentence

will be replaced with the following

language: “Information within this

The intent of this Change

is to make proportionality

unavoidable. It will now

be part of the scope of

discovery. Information must

be relevant and proportional

to be discoverable.
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scope of discovery need not be admis

sible in evidence to be discoverable.

The “reasonably calculated to lead”

phrase was never intended to define

the scope of discovery. The language

was added to the rules in 1946 because

parties in depositions were objecting to

relevant questions on the ground that the

answers would be hearsay and would not

be admissible at trial. Inadmissibility was

used to bar relevant discovery. The 1946

amendment sought to stop this practice.

Recognizing that the sentence was

never designed to define the scope of

discovery, the Advisory Committee

amended the sentence in 2000 to add

the words “relevant information” at the

beginning: Relevant information need not

be admissible at the trial if the discovery

appears reasonably calculated to lead to

the discovery of admissible evidence.”

The Committee Note explained that

“relevant means within the scope of

discovery as defined in this subdivision

t(b)(1)].” Thus, the “reasonably calcu

lated to lead” phrase applies only to

information that otherwise falls within

the scope of discovery set forth in Rule

26(b)(1); it does not broaden the scope

of discovery As the 2000 Committee

Note explained, any broader reading of

the “reasonably calculated to lead” phrase

“might swallow any other limitation on

the scope of discovery.”
Despite the original intent of the

sentence and the 2000 clarification, lawyers

and judges continue to cite the ‘reasonably

calculated to lead” language as defining

the scope of discovery. Some even disre

gard the reference to admissibility, arguing

that any inquiry ‘reasonably calculated to

lead” to something helpful is fair game

in discovery. The amendment will elimi

nate this incorrect reading of Rule 26(b)

1) while preserving the nile that inad

missibility is not a basis for opposing

discovery of relevant information.

TWO OTHER CHANGES TO

RULE 26(b)
The proposed amendments also will

delete two existing phrases in Rule 26(b)

(1): one that permits discovery relating

to the “subject matter” of the litiga

tion on a showing of good cause, and

CC More than 70 percent

of [survey] respondents

from the ABA Litiga

tion Section agreed

that early interven

tion by judges helps

to narrow issues and

reduce discovery;

73 percent agreed that

litigation results are

more satisfactory

when a judge promptly

begins managing a case

and stays involved.

another that permits discovery of “the

existence, description, nature, custody,

condition, and location of any docu

ments or other tangible things and the

identity and location of persons who

know of any discoverable matter.” The

Advisory Committee found that the

“subject matter” phrase is rarely if ever

used. Parties and courts rightly focus on

the claims and defenses in the litigation.

The Committee also found that discovery

into the existence and location of discov

erable information is widely enough

accepted that nile language is no longer

needed. The Committee Note makes

clear that these two changes are not

intended to narrow the scope of discovery

now permitted under Rule 26(b)(1) and

provides some examples of the kinds of

discovery still permitted.

OTHER DISCOVERY CHANGES

Rule 26(c)(l)(B) will be amended to

include “allocation of expenses” among

the terms that may be included in a

protective order. This change makes

express what the Supreme Court has long

found implicit in the rule — that courts

may allocate discovery costs when resolv

ing protective order issues. (See Oppenheimer

Fund, Inc. v. Sanders, 437 U.S. 340, 358

(1978)). The Advisory Committee

thought it useful to make the author

ity explicit on the face of the rule. This

is not a change intended to make cost

shifting more frequent, nor is it intended

to suggest that cost shifting should be

considered as part of the proportionality

analysis. It simply is a codification of

existing protective order authority.

Some have asked the Advisory

Committee to consider adoption of a

requester-pays system for civil discovery,

which would be a significant depar

cure from historical discovery practice.

Although the Advisory Committee agreed

to consider that idea, the Committee has

not acted on it. To make clear that the

addition of the “allocation of expenses”

language to Rule 26(c)(1)(B) is not an

implicit endorsement of a requester-pays

system, the Committee Note includes

this language: “Recognizing the author

ity does not imply that cost-shifting

should become a common practice.

Courts and parties should continue to

assume that a responding party ordinarily

bears the costs of responding.”
The amendments also include three

changes to Rule 34. The first requires
that objections to document production
requests be stated “with specificity.” The
second permits a responding party to state
that it will produce copies of documents
or ESI instead of permitting inspection,
but requires the party to identify a reason
able time for the production. The third
requires that an objection state whether
any responsive documents are being with
held on the basis of an objection.

These amendments should eliminate
three relatively frequent problems: the
use of broad, boilerplate objections that
provide little information about the true
reason a party is objecting to a document
request; responses stating that respon
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give documents will be produced in due

course, without indicating when produc

tion will occur and which often are
followed by long delays; and responses

that state various objections, produce

some documents, and yet do not say

whether any other documents have been
withheld on the basis of the objections.

All three practices thwart Rule l’s goals

of speedy and inexpensive litigation.
Further, an amendment to Rule 2 6(d)

will allow parties to deliver Rule 34
document production requests before the
Rule 26(f) meeting between the parties.
The 30 days to respond will be calcu
lated from the date of the first Rule 26(f)
meeting. The purpose of this change is to
facilitate discussion of specific discovery
proposals between the parties at the Rule
26(f) meeting and with the court at the
initial case management conference.

EARLY, ACTIVE JUDICIAL
CASE MANAGEMENT
The Duke conference included some of
the best litigators in the country. When
discussing ways to improve civil litiga
tion, these lawyers pled for more active
case management by judges. This is
an excerpt from the report to the Chief
Justice:

Pleas for universalized and invig
orated case management achieved
strong consensus at the Conference.

There was consensus that the first
Rule 16 conference should be a serious
exchange, requiring careful planning
by the lawyers and often attended by
the parties. Firm deadlines should be
sett.) Conference participants under
scored that judicial case-management
must be ongoing. A judge who is avail
able for prompt resolution of pretrial
disputes saves the parties time and
money. . . . A judge who offers prompt
assistance in resolving disputes without
exchanges of motions and responses
is much better able to keep a case on
track, keep the discovery demands
within the proportionality limits, and
avoid overly narrow responses to proper
discovery demands.’4

Surveys completed before the Duke
conference found similar views. More

than 70 percent of respondents from the
ABA Litigation Section agreed that early
intervention by judges helps to narrow
issues and reduce discnvery. Seventy-
three percent agreed that litigation
results are more satisfactory when a
judge promptly begins managing a case
and stays involved)5 The NEIA survey
reflects the same view. Almost two-thirds
of respondents agreed that overall litiga
tion results are more satisfactory when a
judge actively manages a case)6

The benefits of early and active case
management have been known for years.
When Rule 16 was amended in 1983, the
Advisory Committee Note included this
comment: “Empirical studies reveal that
when a trial judge intervenes personally at
an early stage to assume judicial control
over a case and to schedule dates for
completion by the parties of the principal
pretrial steps, the case is disposed of by
settlement or trial more efficiently and
with less cost and delay than when the
parties are left to their own devices.”

Of course, Rule 16 already calls for
early management of cases by district or
magistrate judges. It already contem
plates the establishment of a reasonable
but efficient schedule for the litigation,
with input by the parties in the Rule 26(f)
report. And yet lawyers in the surveys
and during the Duke conference reported
that many federal judges do not actively
manage their cases. The nile amendments
include four changes aimed at encourag
ing more active case management.

First, a key to effective case manage
ment is the Rule 16 conference where
the judge confers with the parties about
the needs of the case and sets an appro
priate litigation schedule. To encourage
case management conferences during
which judges and lawyers actually speak
with each other, an amendment will
delete the language in Rule 16(b)(1)
(B) that allows the scheduling confer
ence to be held “by telephone, mail, or
other means.” This is mostly a matter of
emphasis, because the Committee Note
explains that conferences may still be
held by any means of direct simultaneous
communication, including by telephone.
And Rule 16(b)(l)(A) will continue to
allow courts to base scheduling orders on

the parties’ Rule 26(f) reports without
holding a conference. The change in
the text is intended to eliminate the
express suggestion that setting litigation
schedules by “mail” or “other means” is
an adequate substitute for direct commu
nication with parties. In most cases,
it is not. The amendment is intended
to encourage judges to communicate
directly with the parties when beginning
to manage a case.

Second, the time for holding the
scheduling conference will be moved to
the earlier of 90 days after any defendant
has been served (reduced from 120 days
in the present rule) or 60 days after any
defendant has appeared (reduced from 90
days). The intent is to encourage earlier
intervention by judges. Recognizing that
these time limits may not be appropriate
in some cases, the amendment allows
judges to set a later time for good cause.
The amendments also reduce the time
for serving a complaint under Rule 4(m)
from 120 days to 90 days. Language
has been added to the Committee Note
recognizing that additional time will be
needed in some cases.

Third, the proposed amendments add
two subjects to the list of issues to be
addressed in a case management order:
the preservation of ESI, and agreements
reached under Federal Rule of Evidence
502. ESI is a growing issue in civil
litigation, and the Advisory Committee
believes that parties and courts should
address it early. Rule 502 was designed
to reduce the expense of producing ESI
or other voluminous documents, and
the parties and judges should consider
its potential application in every case.
Parallel provisions are added to the
subjects for the Rule 26(f) meeting.

Fourth, briefing and deciding
discovery motions can significantly delay
litigation. The amendments suggest that
the judge and the parties consider at
the initial case management conference
whether the parties should be required to
hold an in-person or telephone confer
ence with the judge before filing discov
ery motions. Many federal judges require
such conferences now, and experience
has shown them to be very effective in
resolving discovery disputes quickly and
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inexpensively. As the report to the Chief
Justice noted, ta) judge who is avail
able for prompt resolution of pretrial
disputes saves the parties time and
money.”7 The amendment encourages
this practice.

These changes are modest, but
the Advisory Committee hopes they
will encourage earlier and more active
case management by judges. No other
practice can do as much to improve the
delivery of civil justice in federal courts.

RULE 37(e): FAILURE TO
PRESERVE ESI
Preservation of ESI is a major issue
confronting parties and courts, and the
loss of ESI has produced a significant
split in the circuits. Some circuits hold
that adverse inference jury instructions
(viewed by most as a serious sanction) can
be imposed for the negligent loss of ESI.
Others require a showing of bad faith.
The Advisory Committee was credi
bly informed that persons and entities
over-preserve ESI out of fear that some
might be lost, that their actions might
with hindsight be viewed as negligent,
and that they might be sued in a circuit
that permits adverse inference instruc
tions on the basis of negligence. As the
report to the ChiefJustice noted, ‘the
uncertainty leads to inefficient, wasteful,
expensive, and time-consuming informa
tion management and discovery, which in
turn adds to costs and delays in litigation.

Conference participants asked for a
rule establishing uniform standards of
culpability for different sanctions.”8

The distinguished panel that
addressed this issue at the Duke confer
ence suggested that the Advisory
Committee draft a rule specifying when
a duty to preserve ESI arises, the scope
and duration of the duty, and sanctions
that can be imposed for breach of the
duty. The Committee attempted to write
such a rule, but found that it could not
identify a precise trigger for the duty to

preserve that would apply fairly to the

wide variety of cases in federal court. Nor

could the Committee specify the scope or

the duration of the preservation obliga

tion because both depend heavily on the

unique facts of each case.

CC These changes are

modest, but the

Advisory Committee

hopes they will

encourage earlier

and more active case

management byjudges.

No other practice can

do as much to improve

the delivery of civil

justice in federal courts.

The Advisory Committee did conclude
that helpful guidance could be provided
on the sanctions to be imposed when ESI
is lost. The circuit split could be resolved,
and the rules regulating sanctions could
provide parties with some guidance
when making preservation decisions.

The new Rule 37(e) does not purport
to create a duty to preserve ESI. It
instead recognizes the existing common-
law duty to preserve information when
litigation is reasonably anticipated.
Thus, the new rule applies when “elec
tronically stored information that should

have been preserved in the anticipation

or conduct of litigation is lost because a

party failed to take reasonable steps to

preserve it, and it cannot be restored or

replaced through additional discovery.”

The rule calls for reasonable steps, not
perfection, in efforts to preserve ESI.

If reasonable steps are not taken and
ESI is lost as a result, the rule directs the
court to focus first on whether the lost
information can be restored or replaced
through additional discovery. As the
Committee Note explains, nothing in

the new rule limits a court’s powers
under Rules 16 and 26 to order discovery
to achieve this purpose.

If the ESI cannot be restored or
replaced, Rule 37(e)f 1) provides that
the court, “upon finding prejudice to
another party from loss of the informa
tion, may order measures no greater than
necessary to cure the prejudice.” This
provision deliberately preserves broad
trial court discretion. It does not attempt
to draw fine distinctions as to the various
measures a trial court may use to cure
prejudice under (e)(1), but it does limit
those measures in three general ways:
There must be a finding of prejudice
to the opposing party, the measures
imposed by the court must be no greater
than necessary to cure the prejudice,
and the court may not impose the severe
measures addressed in subdivision (e)(2).

Rule 37(e)(2) limits the application
of several specific sanctions to cases in
which “the parry acted with the intent
to deprive another party of the informa
tion’s use in the litigation.” The sanc
tions subject to this limitation include
presuming that the lost information
was unfavorable to the party that lost it,

instructing the jury that it may or must
presume the information was unfavorable
to that party, and dismissing the action
or entering a default judgment.

Subdivision (e)(2) eliminates the
circuit split on when a court may give an
adverse inference jury instruction for the
loss of ESI. Adverse inference instructions
historically have been based on a logical
conclusion: If a party destroys evidence for
the purpose of preventing another party
from using it in litigation, one reasonably
can infer that the evidence was unfavor
able to the party that destroyed it. Some
courts hold to this traditional rationale
and limit adverse inference instructions to
instances of bad-faith loss of the infor
mation. (See, e.g., Aramburu v. Boeing
Co., 112 F.3d 1398, 1407 (10th Cir.
1997) (“The adverse inference must be
predicated on the bad faith of the party
destroying the records. Mere negligence
in losing or destroying records is not
enough because it does not support an
inference of consciousness of a wealc case.”)
(citations omitted).)
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Other circuits permit adverse infer
ence instructions on a showing of
negligence. They reason that an adverse
inference restores the evidentiary balance,
and that the party that lost the infor
mation should bear the risk that it was
unfavorable. (See, e.g., Residential funding
Corp. v. DeGeorge Finan. Corp., 306 F.3d
99 (2d Cir. 2002).) While this rationale
has some equitable appeal, the Advisory
Committee had several concerns about
its application to ESI. first, negligently
lost ESI may have been favorable or unfa
vorable to the party that lost it — mere
negligence does not reveal the nature of
the lost information. Consequently, an
adverse inference may do far more than
restore the evidentiary balance; it may
tip the balance in ways the lost evidence
never would have. Second, in a world
where ESI is more easily lost than tangi
ble evidence, particularly by unsophisti
cated parties, the sanction of an adverse
inference instruction imposes a heavy
penalty for losses that may well become
more frequent as ESI multiplies. Third,
as we already have seen, permitting an
adverse inference for mere negligence
creates powerful incentives to over-pre
serve, often at great cost. Fourth, because
ESI is ubiquitous and often is found in
many locations, the loss of ESI generally
presents less risk of severe prejudice than
may arise from the loss of a single tangi
ble item or a hard-copy document.

These reasons caused the Advisory
Committee to conclude that the circuit
Splj should be resolved in favor of

- the traditional reasons for an adverse
inference ESI-related adverse inferences
drawn by courts when ruling on pretrial
motions or when ruling in bench trials,
and adverse inference jury instructions,
Will be limited to cases where the party
who lost the ESI did so with an intent
to deprive the opposing party of its
Use in the litigation. Subdivision (e)

. (2) extends this logic to the even more
• severe measures of dismissal or default.

The Advisory Committee thought it
1flCongru to allow dismissal or default
10 Circurristaflces that would not justify
a adverse inference instruction.

ONE OTHER CHANGE —

ABROGATION OF RULE 84
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
are followed by an appendix of forms,
and Rule 84 provides that the forms
“suffice under these rules.” Many of the
forms are out of date, the process for
amending them is cumbersome, and
the Advisory Committee found that
they are rarely used. In addition, many
alternative sources of civil forms are
readily available, including forms created
by commercial publishing companies
and forms created by a Forms Working
Group at the Administrative Office of
the United States Courts, which are
available on the federal courts website.

The proposed amendments will abro
gate Rule 84 and eliminate the appendix
of forms. The Forms Working Group
plans to expand the range of forms avail
able on the federal courts website, and the
Committee Note makes clear that this
change is not intended to signal a change
in pleading standards under Rule 8.

CONCLUSION
The American system of civil justice is in
many respects the best in the world, but
in federal courts it has become too expen
sive, too time-consuming, and largely
unavailable to average citizens and small
businesses. The system needs improve
ment. The proposed amendments on
cooperation, proportionality, case manage-

1 This paper represents the author’s views and not
those of the Advisory Committee, although it does
borrow from materials prepared by the Commit
tee’s superb reporters, Pros. Ed Cooper and Rick
Marcus. A more complete description and the
actual text of the amendments can be found at
htrp://www.uscourts.gov/ffle/18218/download.

2 Materials from the confrrence (“Conference
MateriaLs”) can be found at www.uscourts.gov/
rules-policies/records-and-archives-rules-commit
tees/special-projeces-mles-committees/2010-civil.

The report to the Chief Justice (Advisory
Committee Report’) can be found at www.
uscourts.gov/file/reporrtothechiefjusticepdf.

Id.at5.

Id. at4.

6 Id. at8.

Conference Materials, ABA Section of Litigation
Member Survey at 3.

ment, and the loss of ESI are intended to
reduce the cost and delay of civil litiga
tion. They are not intended to accelerate
litigation at the cost of justice, deny
parties the evidence needed to prove their
cases, or create new obstacles to legitimate
discovery. The amendments should be
applied by courts and parties in an even
handed effort to achieve the goals of Rule
1 — the just, speedy, and inexpensive
determination of every action.

The new rules will have no effect,
however, unless judges and lawyers
also change. Lawyers can increase their
cooperation without sacrificing the
finest of their legal advocacy skills. They
can make the system more accessible
by seeking and providing reasonable
and proportional discovery. Judges can
actively manage cases by intervening
early, entering reasonable and propor
tional case management orders, remain
ing engaged throughout the life of
the case, ruling promptly on discovery
disputes and other motions, and setting
firm trial dates.

The coming rule amendments
provide a new opportunity for all of us to
improve our practices, refine our skills,
and achieve the just, speedy, and inex
pensive determination of every action.

Advisory Committee Report at 4.

Conference Materials, FJC Civil Rules Survey at 28.
‘° Conference Materials, Report from the Task

force on Discovery and Civil Justice at 2.

Conference Materials, ABA Section of Litigation
Member Survey at 9.

12 Conference Materials, NELA Survey at 6.
13 Conference Materials, IAALS, Preserving Access

and Identifying Excess at 14.

Advisory Committee Report at 10.
15 Conference Materials, ABA Litigation Section

Member Survey at 3.

Conference Materials, NELA Survey at 13.
17 Advisory Committee Report at 10.
16 Advisory Committee Report at 8.
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Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure
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To the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure:

We vs rite to urge this Committee to reject the proposed amendments that redetne the
scope of discoery. loer presumptive limits on discovery devices, and eliminate Rule 4 and
the pleading forms. The undersigned are lays professors who teach and srite in the area of
tderal civil procedure. Each of us also litigated in the federal courts prior to entering the
academy, and remain actively involved in professional practice.

In our judgment. tsso key issues bear close consideration by the Committee as it
considers ho to proceed: 1) What problem does the Committee seek to solve? (2) On balance.
ho likely is it that the proposed amendments will improse the status quo? As in 1993 and 2000.
the Committee is focused on addressing a perceived problem of excessive discovery costs. In
supporting the current proposed amendments. the Committee recomiizes that empirical data
shovs no widespread problem. but neertheless hopes that nev across-the-board limits on
discos cr vs ill lessen discover costs in the small number of complex. contentious, high stakes
cases vs here costs are high. The Committee is correct about the data: most critically, the Federal
Judicial Center’s (“FtC..) 2009 closed-case stud3 shovv s that in almost all cases discos er’s costs
are modest and proportionate to stakes. As in 1993 and in 2000.2 evidence ot’sistem-wide. cost-
multiplying abuse does not exist. and the proposed amendments are not designed to address the
small subset of problematic cases that appear to be driving the Rule changes. We anticipate that.

Linda S. Mul1eni,, Di.wueii ii, Diwru; The Penvñe ,1!ith ofPeriniie Vixetwen 1 hive and the
(ui.cecjuentex top t,ftntntkd Rukmoking. 46 St -vs. 1. RLv. 1393. 1411—33 (1994) (strongly criticizing the soft

sncial science” opinion evidence used by the ruletnakers behind the 190% refomis. while noting that the nildinUS of
the methodologically sound empirical studies dtd nut support the reforms).

inmes S. Kakulik. Deborah R. Hensler. Daniel McCaf&e. Marian Oshiro, Nicholas M. Pace, and Mw’s E.
Vaiana. DLvcovm tfunugenem huiher.1ud,i,ci a/the t’ivd Justice Rqvriu let Et’uluutE,; Dutu. 30 E3.C. L &tv.
6L3. 63&tl09R)(ea1uatinathe RAND corporatmn study of the 1993 reforms, which found that under that set of
niks lawer worl hours on discovery were 0 1cr 38% olgeneral civil cases, and tow ir the majority of cases.g see
also hi. at 64fl Liable 2.10 hoss that hile discovery costs trow with size and compledty of case, the proportion oftotal coSts they represent does not dramatica)t increase: the median percent of discoven hours for the bottom 15%.top 25%. and top 10% of cases by hours worked sere 25%. 33%. and 36% respectivelyt: Thomas E. Witiging.
Donna Stienstra. John Shepard. and Dean Mileticti. .ln Enipirkril SmUt oJ’DI.scorert’ ;,rd t)isc’taswc’ Prucke
the 1093 Federal Rule 1mendments. 30 B.C. 1. Rtv. 525. 531—32 110981 tflndino that under the 1903 aniettdmcms.
the median reported proportion of discovery costs to stakes vats 3%. and that the proportion of litigation costs
attributable to problems t lb discovery was about 4o)
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t jib jiasi Rule chances. untargeted amendments ‘ ill fail to eliminate complaints about the
small seament of hieh-cost titiiation that elicits he’adlines about ticiation anne ild: instead the
till create unne ssary harriers to relief in metäoriath cases. saste judicial resources. and dri
up the cost of ci ii ustIce. 1 he amendmenti are unnecessnr. urnarranted. and
euunterproducti e

In our t ie. those ho support major change to the Federal Rules are responsible for
demonstrating that proposed amendments v. ill, on balance. make the o erall stem fairer and
more efficient. Perceptit cit. Judee t,ee Rosenthal has noted that “Islince their inception in I 38.
the rules nt’dkcnery hake hee ret ised ttith tthat some tiett as distressing frequency. Ad yet
the rulemakers continue to hear that the rules are inadequate to control discotery costs and
burdens “ I ten assuming that a small subset of cases presents a problem that should he suIted.
the proposed amendments t III do little. iian thing, to dcreasc cucs in these cae. As the tu
authors of the FJ(’’% 20t)Q empirical stud> commented

1ntead ot pursuing stteeping. radical reforms of the pretrial discoter rules.
perhaps it ttould h more appropriate to pursue more-focused reforms of
particularly knotty issues. t)thertise. ttc ma simpi> find ourselc
considering an endless litany of complaints about a problem that cannot he pinned
dottn empirically and that octet seems to impto e regardless oittha steps are
taken

I lur concern is not iust that the proposed amendments ttill he ineffectual Our greater
torr is that the Ii increase cost-i to htizant and the court system in those aterage cases that
operate smoothly undei the current rulcs. In our t iett the amendmenb are likely to spattn
confusion and create ineentites for ttasteful discotery dt’puies Et en more troubling. by
increasing costs and decreasing information flot. the proposed amendments are likely to
undermine meaningful access to the courts and to impede eniorcenwot of tderat and state—
recugni,ed ‘uhstantjse cight

II, Rule 26: Proposed Amendments Re-Defining the Seupe of Discovers

1 hree of the proposed amendments ttould change the ttay Rule 26 delines the scope of
discoter : eliminating the trial judge’s discretion to aflott discoter’ retetant to the ‘subject
matter” ot the action: eliminating the ttell—estahlkhed “reasonabI calculated to lead to the

Lee & tt DeFbnna the ikabiem..v.q’ro ntne 6. at 7i
/d at 74
/d at 1K
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discovery of admissible evidence” language: and inserting proportionality limits into the very
definition ot’ matter within the scope ofdiscaverv, All three proposals reflect an unsupported but
profound distrust of trial -level judges and their exercise of discretion. The current rules give
those judges the power and the tools to limit discovery to shat is reasonable. making the
amendments unnecessary. Vague complaints that the proportion3hty rules are underutilized
hardly establish that judges are balancing improperly orate unaare of the need to do so. Yet
mplicit criticism ot the tnat judges are managing cases and ruling on discoven issues

animates the proposed rule changes. many ofhich claim to make little urno change in the
substance of Rule 26. This is no substitute for a coherent explanation of the need for change or

hy the proposed changes are the appropriate toot to fix the perceived problem.

A. Rule 26fb){1): Elimination ofa district judge’s discretion to order discovery
relevant to the “iubject matter” of the action

The Committee’s current proposal to amend Rule 26(b) I ) eliminates the poer of courts
to grant—upon a showing otgood cause—access to discovert relevant to the subject matter of
the action. This proposed change is it1iout basis. svould narrov judicial discretion, and make it
more—not less—difficult to carry out reasonable ease management. Moteoer. these changes
ould unduly narros the scope of discovery and lead to additional and complex discoery
disputes. shilc gking courts minimal guidance tor resolving them.

Sonic historical background about Rule 26 can inform this discussion. For the first six
decades of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. parties vvere permitted to seek and obtain
discovers that as rcle ant to the “subject mutter” cit’ the action.m The 2000 Amendments
altered this lirmulation. permitting discover) rcleant to the “claims or defenses” in the action,
it)1 hroader”suhject matter” discover) available only upon a shovving of good cause. Giving
district judges the povver to broaden discovery vas recognized as necessary to ensure flexihilit
and encourage judicial involvement in discovery management. The Committee also recognized
that defining which information is relevant to subject matter hut not to claims or defenses could
he Uifflculc Accordingly. the Cummiace thought it important to maintain the possibility of
court involvement to “permit broader discover) in a particular case depending on the
circumstances of the case. the nature of the claims and defenses, and the scope of the discover)
requested.” L

In 1978, the Comniiuee considered a proposal neort> identical to the currou one, but uhimawt rejected it fur
reasons that resonate ioda The Committee reasoned that deleting the term “subject matter” sottld siinpl) msfle
litieauon over its disirnetion from “claims or defenses” xloreoser, aithouch the Committee was aware nt’no
cv ideiwe that discos er abuse “as caused b tiw broad term “subject matter,” it also was doubtful “that replacing
one er3 eeneral tenn v ith another cqua1l general one will prevent abuse occasioned b) the generality of
language,” Preliminar Draft of Proposed .‘mendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 77 F.RD. 613.
627.28 l17S).

Commentat to Rule Chances, Court Rules, 192 FR. D. 340. 389(2000) t”The dividina line betsscen
inlonnation relevant to the claims and defenses and that relevant only to the subject manerof the action cannOt be
defined svith priion”.
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The Committee’s current proposal gives little consideration to the principles that guided
its decision flurteen sears age. The explanation for ellminatint the discretionary power ot the
court is inadequate, based centrall> on the conciusory assertion that “[plroportional discovery
relevant to an part) ‘s claim or delense suffices.”t The Committee has oftred no substantive
reason for moving a> from the discretion currenti> afforded the parties and the court to shape
discover) according to “reasonable needs ot the action.”14 We urge this Committee to rIcct this
kind ci unsupported assertion. [lad there been a pattern ofjudiciat abuse of the discretion
afforded them h) the current Rule 26(b)ti). one tould expect that it would be evident in the case
law. However, the decisions applying this aspect of Rule 26(b)C I) suggest that courts hae
exercised their discretion sparingly and appropriatek ,1) Perhaps the Committee has a different
understanding oItio courts have eerciscd d1scrtion under Rule 26tb)(l) but, if so. the basis
for that alternati.c ‘view has not been shown. Nothing suggests that the authority to allow such
discoery—upon a showing of good cause—pla>s au> role in the “worrisonie number of cases”
where “excesske discoer>” is thought to occur.

Not oni> is the existing evidence insuflicient to justit’y making this change to Rule
26(h)t 1). hut we believe that the Committee underestimates the potential disruption the proposed
rule would hae on liliiation, For instance, the proposed Advisory Committee Notes state that
1iIiUiscuer> o[’inftrmution rekant to the claims and defenses identified in the pleadings
shows support fi,w new claims or defenses, amendment of the pleadings may be allowed when
appropriate.”1’ But this is precisely the opposite of what the 2000 Commiuce helieed would he

‘C’c ininnuttee on Rtiles ni Practice and Procedure of the JudiciI Contrencc of the Ituted States.
Preluninar> Draft of Pioposed Amendments to the Fedcral Rules of Bankruptc> and Utit Procedure 197 [ug
2013) Ihereufier “Preliminar> Drafl of Proposed Amenthnents’9.

192 FRD. at 380.
Of the reported district court cases ‘.C reviewed iuuerpretinu the ‘ood cause” standard, itone Sujuzesisunreasonable decisionmaking See. e , Jones v. 1cMahon,2007 WL 2027910 15 (ND N.Y. Jut> 11,2007)(titiding good cause to permit a limited deposition regarding matter reL’vant so the subject matter of the action, but

den> me. request in large part because otlack of good cause showinui): Rus. Inc.’. Ba> ttidus,. Inc., No 01 Civ.
6133.200) WL 174075, 14 (S.DNX. Apr. 1, 2003) (tiond cause nut shown in motion to compel discover> of
material relevant not> to subject matter of action where nun ViInL did not make “an> showing of need”). RLS AssfIc.LLC , tnjted Ban). olKussait. PLC. No0l Ci’., 1290. 2003 WL 1563330, (SONY. March 26,20031(good
cause not shown in motion to conipe) discover> of material relevant ciii> to subject matter of action where mouiitdid not s1io that “prodtictiotu would sere the reasonable needs of the action”). Johnson Matthe> tnc v ResearchCorp. etul., No 0) Ci,. H) tS. 2002 WL 3)2)5717. 2 (S D.N,Y. Oct.), 2002) ttindin nogood cause for
disclosure f documents relevant to subject matter, but not to claims or deIenscsj; Hill ‘. Motel 6. 205 F,R.D. 490,393 S.D. Ohio 200 t)tgood cause not shosn for broad discover’. of personnel tiles in disparate treatment case.where discoer> would relate to disparate impact. but linding good cause For the diclosur of pecitied emplo>cespersonnel tiles): (abet!’.. Notion, 226 F.R, 67 DDC. 2005) (rejecting request for discover> be>ond the scope ofpinintitTs statutor> claim In a stilt seeking an accounting attodian trust funds. Discover> related more general)> toasset management was not pennissuble as is was be mid she scope of plaintiffs’ statutory claim); Jenkins v.
Campbell. 200 F.R.D. 49* (MD. Ga, 2001 Ibreach of contract plaitidif was entitled to discover3 on!> on those
claims remaining after the entr> ofpurtial sumnmar> judgnwm against him, although court retained authurit tores ise partial summary judgment order at an> time prior to the entry of lirol judgmentt.

“

Prdiminar> Draft of Proposed Amendments. vuipiu note 13. at 265,
td at 255.56.
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achieved h limiting discovery to claims and defenses asserted in the pleadings.’5 It is unclear
ho discovery limited to what is already pleaded vvould provide an information-poor litigant
vvith access to the information needed to expand its tegitimate claims. Thus the elimination of
“subject matter” discovery eliminates a tool necessary to address the problem of information
asymmetry that is so coimiton hen an Individual or small business taces a large entity in
litiuation. liRuk 26(b)( I) ere amended to preventjudges from ordering discovery relevant to
the “subject matter” of the action. the ability to balance this informational asymmetry would be
more severely limited. For example. a plaintiff tvho has a valid § 1983 claim against a municipal
official would be hard-pressed to seek discovery relevant to a potential MuucAtt claim against the
municipality, absent the power era court to grant access to material relevant to the subject matter
of the action. And the plaintiff with a valid claim against the municipality may have little
additional opportunity to develop information necessary to support her claim. Finally and
rebtcdl. ve have great concerns that the uncertainties that will Ibllotv from this amendment
will create incentives for parties resisting discovery to file more motions to litigate relevance.
increasing discovery costs and forcing judges to spend time ruling on a new group of motiwm.
We have seen how past changes to Rule II increased satellite litigation pertaining to sanctions
rather than improving the efficiency or fairness of the civil justice system.

In sum. the Committee has articulated no specific benefit that will outweigh the costs of
afterins the current framework ot’ Rule 26(b)( i) The existinu text requires an affirmative
showing of good cause to justify discovery that is relevant to the “subiect matter involved in the
action” but not to mn path’s claim or defense’ Even when uteod cause is shotv n. such
discovery is sublect to the limits alreath articulated in Rule 26(b)f2llC). and may be limited by a
protective order under Rule 26(c). No adequate explanation has been offered for vvhy these
existing protections are insufficient to ameliorate any negative consequences of permitting
occasional discoven restarding the subject matter of the litigation. There is no basis for bel let ing
that the proposed amendment would. on balance, produce more good than harm. and so we urge
the Committee not to adopt this proposed change Co Rule 26fb)( II.

B. Rule 26(h)(l) AUmissiblit and ReLevance

As the Committee recognizes. it has long been the case that discovery is permitted even
as to information that—standing alone—would not be admissible at triaL Yet the Committee’s
current proposal to amend Rule 26(b)(l I would eliminate an important sentence that has guided
courts for decades: “Relevant information need not be admissible at the trial if the discovery
appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery ci’ admissible evidence.” Again the
Committee’s proposed aniendrnent does not target a documented problem and runs the risk of
creating wasteful satellite litigation.

RD. (“The rule chanee sienals othe parties thai the> hae no entitlement to discover> todevelop ne claims or defenses that are not atread identified in the pleadings
“

5e Preliminary Dratt otPropused Amendments, upra note I). at 266.
In its place, the proposal toulU add a sentence that omits the phrase ‘reasonably calculated to lead to thed,scover of admissible evidence’ See Id at 2S9-)O j”lnIartnation within this scope of discos cry need not beadmissible in evidence to be discoverable ,
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The Committee explains that this change is nor meant to modify the definition of
“relevance,” but rather to prevent improper use of the “reasonably calculated” language to alLovdiscoer into information that is not, in fact. rek ant.” As an initIal matter. these concernsappear to be based on nothing more than anecdotal impressions. There is no empirical evidencethat this language has had the effect hypothesized by the Committee. The current Rule alreadymakes clear that the reasonably calculated” language applies oniy to “frJck’rcmt information”;that was the point 01 the 2000 amendment:

E%eO if vleed in isolation, however, the phrase “reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence” cannot permit discovery beond shat is otherwise authoriied
by Rule 26tb)(l). under the Federal Rules of Evidence. evidence is unIv admissible itit Isrelevant.23 The need to obtain information that is “reasonably calculated” to lead to the discovery
of admissible. rele ant evidence is especially crucial in the context of pretrial discoery. As the
Committee recognized in 2000:

A variec of types of information not directly pertinent to the incident in suit
could be rcle ant to the claims or defenses raised in a given action. For camp1e.
other incidents of the same t pe. or involving the same product. could he properly
discoverable under the re’iseU standard. Information about organizational
arransement..s or Iiltiw systems of a parts could he discoverable if likek to ield
or lead to the discoer3 ol’admissihle iniormation. Simibrle. information that
could he used to impeach a likely itnes. although not ntherise relevant to the
claims or defenses. might h properly dicoerable.2

The “rcaonahh calculated” lan200%e does not tie parties carte blanche. ofcottrse. All
discoen is subject to the limits articulated in Rule 26(h(2)f C). and niu he limited li a Rule26Cc) protective order.

To delete the “reasonahk calculated” language. by contrast. ill send courts and litigants
a misguided and fundamentally incorrect message: that there is some category of informationthat is “reasonabk calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence” but is nt.’i reletantto the claims or dctnses and. therefore. holl outside of the permissible scope of discovery.
This ill almost certaink he perceived as narro log the definition of relevance and mandating a

2) jj• at 266 (e\pressin concem that the “reasanahl cakulated” Lancuage is being improperi> nmokcd asthough it defines the scope of disco er” and as senimt “a broad standard for appropriate Uis.o Cr)”)
Minutes of the ApnI 20 3 Meeting make reference to a surey that resealed hundreds if not thousands ofcases that eptore the languac “reasonably calculated to lead to the discoery of admissible et idenee” with‘mans” of these cases sueeestin that courts tliuutiht this phrase “defines the scope of discover, ‘ Committee anRules of Practice and Procedure Agenda Book. June 3.4, 2011 at 141 (dm6 minutes of April 2013 d’isuryCununitiec nteeting. There is no mdiention that un% annl%sts of the cases as made to determine hether theypennied discovery that would not be considered “relevant” under the current or proposed Rule.
192 FRD. at 190 ç’Accordinek. this sentence has been amended to cbrifv that information must be releamto be discoverable, even though inadmissible, and that thsco%et of such material is permitted if reasonably

calculated to lead to the discoveiv of atlmissibk evidence”.
— ,S& Ft n P. EP 102 ( RlLv-1nt evl&nee i admL%tIL lrrLLunt evtdLtlu, Is not ‘idmtssrhk ‘192 F RD at 19
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more restrictive approach to discovers that is wholly unjustified. This proposal is a particular
cause for concern because it affects the meaning of a ord—relevanf—that has been called b
a leading treatise in the tield us (p1erhaps the single most important word in Rote 26b)( I ).°At a minimum, the proposed change will invite wasteful satellite litigation over the amcndmcnts
purpose and effect—an unintended outcome that ould undermine the goal of reducing
unnecessary costs and dela,

C. Rule 26(b)f 1) & (b)(2)fC): Proposal to incorporate the “proportionality1’ factors
into the liscope at discovery”

We also oppose the proposal to move the cost-benefit considerations that are currently set
forth in Rule 26(b)t2)(C){iii) to Rule 26(b)(j). There isa serious risk that the amendment iJl he
misread to impose a more restrictive discovery standard across the board, contran to the
Committees intent and without any empirical justification for a more restrictie approach. There
is also a danger that the rewritten rule ould he niisinterpreted to place the burden on the
Uiscoering party. in every instance, to satisfy each item on the fb)f2)(C)(iii) laundry List in order
to demonstrate discocrability. This would improperly shift the rcsponsibilit to sliov
burdensomeness from the party resisting discovery to the parts seeking discoery. hich in turn
ill encourage a higher degree of litigation over the scope oldiscovery and Increase costs both
for litigants and the court system. Moreover, the rule change does not ecplain ho the cost
benefit analy sis is to be undertaken or shon. and we are concerned that the requirement will
create perverse incentives for the hiring olexperts, the holding of additional court conferences.
and the over-htiation of discos cry requests.

We recognize that the Committee has not expressed the iew that the cost—hcnetit
considerations that now appear in Rule 26(h)(2)(C)(iii) should be re-balanced to make discos cry
harder to obtain. Rather. the proposed Committee Note states that the proposal will merely
mov&’ Rule 26(b)(2)fC)(iii)’s already “familiar’ considerations to Rule 26(b)( I ) During
public hearings on these proposals. Committee members emphasized repeatedLy that this change
will not alter the burdens that currently exist:5

The Committee appears to belie’,e that the cost-benelit provisions are underutilized and
that they will acquire greater attention. use, and citation if relocated to an earlier portion of Rule
26. The Committee pro’ides no evidence that lawyers and judges are unaware of the provision’s
current existence. It seems far more likely that the standards for proportionality are infrequently
cited because—as the empirical evidence suggests—discoery is usually proportional and
appropriate. Rule 26 is already crystal clear about a party’s obligation to respect Rule
26(b)(2)tCNiii)’s considerations when making discovery requests. a partys ability to object to
dkcovery requests that it believes are excessive in light of Rule 26th)(2)(C){iii)’s considerations.
and the court’s obligation to limit discovery requests that run afouL of Rule 26(b)(2)(C)(iii)’s

CHRItSAl,N WRIGHT. AItnWRR.lfl,I IR,& R1CuARD L M\RCi’5, & FEot.AI PR cuu & Paiut’tt
§ 200S.

Pre1nunary Draft of Propused Aniendrnents.iq,’u note 13. at 2% 1 page If of the redhned proposedamendrnerns
See Transcript of No .7. 20(3 Hearing herenafter 1 I!aring”j. at 32. I3940. I 54-6. I &04 I
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considerations. Although the proposed Cornniittee Note states that moving these considerations
to Rule 26(b)f1) ill require parties to observe them ‘vithout court order.’2 that obligation
already exists under Rule 26tg)’

Relatedly, the Committee asserts that these cost-benefit considerations are “nor invoked
often enou2h to dampen cxucssive discoer demands.” But this assertion also lacks empirical
support lithe lay ers ho expressed concerns about “ecessi e discos cry’ in response to the
survey questions are the same ones ho are “not inuok[ing] Rule 26th)(2)(C) often enough.”
then it is their advocacy on behalf of their clients—not Rule 26—that requires improvement. It
seems especially improbable that the cases about hich the Committee is most concerned—
“those that are complex. involve high stakes, and generate contentious adversary behavior”1’—
are the same ones in hich parties are not “invok[in]” cost-benefit considerations often enough.
More likek, Lawyers complaining about ecessive discuery are fully aware of Rule
26(b)f1)(C)t iii)’s considerations. hut they are not uniformly successful in limiting discos cry
requests that tIw,i view as excesske)3

Admittedly, judges niay sometimes make mistakes in concluding that a particular
discos cry request should not be limited pursuant to Rule 26tb)(2)CCiii)—jtistas thc may
sonieflmes make mistakes in concluding that a particular discovery request s’Iwitld be limited
pursuant to Rule 26(b)(2)(C)(iii). But there is no empirical support for the idea that transplanting
the same considerations one subsection earlier in Rule 26tb) ill iniproe thc discovcry process.
It is difficult w believe that judges and attorneys regularly fail to read past Rule 26(h’C 1) and
that. even when they make it that far. they deliberately ignore its ep1Icit reference to “the
limitations imposed by Rule 26fb}t2llC).”

ii would also he un ie tr the Committee to proceed ith this proposat on the view that.
because it makes no substantke change to the disco’. cry standard. the amendment at least ‘.ould
do no harm, In fact. the amendment could have serious, unfortunate consequences. The puzzling
ustitkation for the proposal is precisely why so many who have commented on it perceive it to
make the overall discoery standard more restrictive than it currentR is. For there is no other
logical purpose for making the proposed change: judges would be hard-pressed to imagine that
the unal is simply to remind them of the existence of a provision ‘.‘.ithin Rule 26 that is already

Prehtninar Oralt of Proposed Ameodmetus. ctq,Ia note 13, at 296 pnge 6 ot the redimed proposed
amendments).

Fed. R. Cit P. 2t(t)(1)(”B) signing. an a;torne or pari centties that to the best of the person’s knott ledge,infortnation. and belief formed alter a reasonable inquiry. any I disot er request is not ntterpsed for animproper purpose. such as to harass. cause unnecessary deIa, or needlessk increase the cost of litiation andneither unreasonable nor unduh burdensome or epensii,e. considerintt the needs of the case, pnor discmer in thecase. the amount in contratersy, and she importance at’ the issues at stake in the action.”. 5Cc’ at,tt No’.. 7 Hearing.
at I 39, 153. 112-73 tdiscussine Rule 26e)).

“ ?relirninar Draft of Proposed Amendments. stiprv note 13. at 265.
I,
1I.

‘
(‘/ Arthur R. Miller. Sim,th/iei Pleucliug 3kfntin/nI Dvt,c in (‘curt, (Ott1 flials vu tiw .tkrit.. ReJteciions cut

f/a 1kM notion v/f ttruI Pi o tclui e Y I. L Ri ‘. 286 1611201 3 I [ \]c.ordtng to the practiune bartttcatmn chose cs anthtm. the opposmg hstter is dcun
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knrt and cmploed ecaue the Committee’s pro t’fered planation for the transition i’ so
difticult to comprehend. there i a real danger that jude ill mislakeni> infer that the
Committee must hat e I tended a more reitictk e dict ert standard, or at least one that places
i.reatr burdens on the requetin par1. This touhJ he a p rtere result: hut t i a quite
predietahk one. and orw that can and shulJ he asoided

\ccordinl. the Committee should leate Rule 26th)t 2)( (‘H III ) costheneflt 1aetor
w here thet currentk re’,ide I t’chere i. concern that tieant are fuilint to reali,’e that those
conideratn3 must he ohsered ttithout cowl order.”” then an atternatke ttoutd he to
dicuon of these t’acwrs at the preIiminar dicot er coiit’erence a!read contemplated under
Rule 26ti

III, Restricted I’e of Oiseocr 1)eiies: Rules 3(L 3) 33 & 36 and Lmter Presump tite
Limits

I he C omnhittee defends pri!ptlsed hmih to the pteumptkc number oPd,soten det Ccs
eadi parts can use a a tta to reduce cost and increa’e eflicienç. hlotteter. like the
Committee’s prop’.’sed arnendnient to Rule 26. thc are insuiticienti> supporwd b rdet ant
empirical e idenee and ttie ttill hikd,t spattn more disenter disputes and undermine the
Rute’’ cuil of achiet inti jut outcomes in indit idual cases. I’hc most problematic propial in the
ultrent pckac of reforms i the change from a presumpti e limit of ten dcposition per party to
a presumptite limit of tite In certain tpc oFcasc, Ucpoittons arc the not important
dReot ert det ice that parties use rhu’. especially a’ to thifl discot cry de ice. limitint ac.e
should he tistitied onl\ if there is a atron hasi to hehes. that this rct’onn is needed and that
desired benefit’ titI t)1ot,

[Remainder of this section deleted]
IV. Elimination (31 the Forms

I willy, te turn to a proposed change that i perhaps the simplest hut most significant
the ahroation ol’ Rule 4 and the elimination of the Forms, 1 he I- orms ttere once described as
“the most important part of the rule” particutart> for Leading. because “tthen you can’t define
y uu can at least dratt pictures to shott your nwalling.’ The (‘ommittec oFtrs Lto principal
reasons for ahundonin them I accordint to “mformal inquiries Lhat cotifirmed the initial
impressions of... niembers,” liters and pro se Titiants do not tend to ret on the Forms: and
21 the current Forms ‘lit e in tension tt ith reeeml det eloped approaches tt.i general pleading

standards,” l
he Committee’s first justitication is tthnIl. backing in enipirical rigor and.

moreoter. inore’ the fact that federal judges at eter let el /o look to the Forms for a5sIstanc.
1 he econd justification is certaini’ accurate—i ii outhit and Iqbcit create teflIOn tith the
forrn-— hut thu tension i” not insurmountable and, e e if ii t ccc. one still fleeds a rationale for
choosing one titCr the other. I he Comnuttee has prot ided no explanation for optm to abandon
the Forms rather than to ree\atnine plausibility pleading

The Committee’s first epIanation fr tth it k abandoning the Fortm i5 based on casual
empiricism and selt’et ident bias As tte understand it. a Subcommittee to studs the Forms
apparently started ith the imuition that lut y ers tend not to rely on the Form5, and then
conducted an informal stirt cy of undisclosed latty ers—unsurprkinu1 concluding that their
initial intuitions terc correct, >eUIess to sa. this is not a talid ta to antter the question ul’thether tattyets rely on the Forms to conStruct their complaint. hone stUrts ttith a bias in one
direction or another. one should be xtremel cautious in conductint.t empirical research so as to
ensure that the initial bias does not influence the ukiniate interpretation of the results Git en the
Committee’s description ot’ its recircti. tte are not comforted that an steps ttere taken to reduce
the potential for this confirmatory bias,
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Furthermore. it is surprising that the Advisory Committee would rely on the supposedirrelevance of the tbrms, hen its own stafiprepared a memo fur the April 2013 Meeting thatsunimarized in great detail the numerous lower courts that have grappled with the ongoing
viabHit3 of the forms after icjhu! and TuonthIj.. Although we do not claim to have conducted arigorous survey. our examination of the case law is consistent with the material already presentedto the Committee. We note that the Supreme Court has retied on the Forms in the pleading
context numerous times—perhaps most signiticantly in RsanthIv itself.’ Moreover, lower courtopinions cite to the farms often, ret) ing on them as indicative of the pleading required under the
Federal Rules. een after Thonthly and Iqbol. If federal judges have found the Forms
illustrative of the relevant pleading standard. as our and the Committee’s research suggests. it
stands to reason that practicing lawyers liae done so as welt Indeed, practitioner blugs’
indcute that lawers pa close attention to lower courts’ reliance on the Forms. particularly in
the area of intellectual property.4

The Committee’s second explanation, that the Forms cannot be squared with the SupremeCourt’s decisions in Twanth!y and lqbcd. prematureic resolves a question that the Committee hasvet to fully consider. As the Committee is aware. the conflict between the rulemaking
contemplated under the Rules Enabling Act and the Court’s decisions in Twombly and tqhtd is aIie one. Indeed, the Committee has noted In the past that it will be open to considering
tn%ututmg rutemakmg f it s shown that plausihiht pLading is having a sitmiticant mpact onthe business of federal courts. It is premature to call an end to the debate. especially in tight of
recenil) emerging empirical data. Gi’en that the Committee has yet to take a detiniti’e
position on plausibility pleading. sInking the Form Complaints commits the Committee to a
position that impLIcitly adopts plausihitit pleading as the standard going forward. This is all themore truuhIin tiven that one trenchant criticism of 1qbd and Twwith!y is that the Court
abandoned its preiously stated commitment to modify ing the Federal Rules through the
rulemaking process rather than through case adjudication.’ If the Committee adopts this
proposal. the door will be effectively shut and the pleading rules will have been altered without
any of the participatory deliberation that legitimizes the Federal Rules.

Se vIeniurandum h .-ndrea L. Kuperman at 8-26 (Jut> & 20121. in Ath isor> Coinmitwe tm Ciil RulesAgenda Book, April 11’12. 2013, at 230238.
5e’ Ia tmthl,L 550 US at 565 n 10 (atgui that there as no conilici between Form 9 tnrn’ Form II) andplausibilit> plcaUint: sec also IayIe v FeIi. 545 U.S. 644, 660 (2005): S%ierkiesicz5, Sorema N A 514 U S.506. 513 n,3(2002).
.5e.’, L’ g . l’-Tech Tdeeommunications. toe ‘.. Time Vt amer Cable. Inc.. 711 F.3d 117?. I 288 (Pd. Cit.2013) (resotving tension between Form 13 and liwrnhli and kjbal). HamIton Palm. 621 F3d 316. 818 (8th Cit20I0t (rhin on Form 13. Tamtwo v Blaeojeich. 526 F3d 1074. 10S4 (7th Cit. 2003) {draiain annloiz> fromForm 9.
5cc. e g . (harks 3. [lawkins. lqIiLJl md Ta oinhI \uPtithslmdh;g Form fl( Is Thc Stdndord Fur Diic’dtu/iingcmeol .tlkgaiirms. a’aibbk at tjp

cwithtandinlrm13he Stmidaid F_ut Direct 1nftinement Wce4ions (last visited iauar 23. 2011)(posting “practice note” related to intetletua1 property).
“ See, e , Kein s1. Clermont and Stuart Eisenberg. Plointiphobtu fh the Supeme Curi, 162 U. PbNN. LRbv_(tbnhcoming 20131. available at hup: papers.ssm.com soD papers.clm?absiraciid 2347360.Set’ Swierkiewicz v, Sorema. N1.. 534 US. 506. 513-15 (2002): Leactierman v Tartanc Count> NarcoticsInwltigence & Coordination Unit, 507 US. 163. 168-69 (1993).
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Moreover, the Committee’s explanation of its proposal to abrogate lule 84 and the
Forms seems strikingly inconsistent. For although it acknowledges the tension in its report to the
Standing Committee. it states in the proposed Committee Notes that ltJhc purpose of providing
illustrations for the rules. although useful ihen the rules were adopted. has been fulfi1led.”7
This public explanation. hoeer. flies in the face of its description of the conflict heteen th
Forms and plausibility pleading The teal problem ma he that the plausibility standard
articulated b the Court is so vacue. standardIes. and subjective that it is at odds xith efforts to
pros ide examples of pleadings that are sufficient. At times. the Committee’s report to the
Standing Committee suggests this conclusion. This. however, is an indictment of the
plausibility standard of pleading not of the Form Complaints Eliminating the Forms mas
eliminate the conflict, but in this case conflict avoidance may amount to a derogation of the
Committee s institutional obligations.

COCLUSION

In conclusion. we urge the committee to closely attend to the two ke questions that we
think must he answered as it cunsiders ho to proceed. As to the first—whether the Committee
is solving a well-identified problem—the empirical eidence is clear that in the nst majority of
eases Uiscos.ery costs are nOt disproportionate to thIt estimated value. Given the available
empirical record. it appears to us that a ke underk inc assumption made b those who support
these amendments is fundamentally called into question.

As to second inquiry—w hcther proponents have shown that the proposed amendments
will make thincs hetter—w e believe that their burden has not been satisfied. Indeed, quite to the
eontrar. in our judcment the proposed amendments unneeessaril. risk a host oladverse
consequences. including that they arc likely to spawn confusion and wasteful satellite litigation.
outcomes that. perersely. are contfar to the Committees expressed intent to reduce costs and
improve judicial effieincy.

Perhaps most perplexing to us is that many nithe proposed amendments are predicated
on a lack of faith in the ability or willingness of trial judges to manage the cases that come before
them. We are aware that a majority of Supreme Court Justices in both Ttiomhlv and in Iqhol
expressed their belief that eareful case manacement” has been beyond the ability of most
district judges. That view is at odds with the best current empirical evidence suggesting that
trial judges are managing the vast majority of their doekets well. En assuming that a small
subset of cases present problems that the current rules cannot solve, the proposed changes do not
address and so cannot resolve these problems. Rather. the amendments w ill generate different
problems and shift costs to litigants in eases where the rules are working well. We urge the
Committee to reconsider and to reject the package of proposed amendments,

Preliminary Draft of Proposed Ameftdments. ci;pra note I . at
5cr Preliminar Draft oF Proposed Amendments, supru note ii. at 276-77 (‘Anempiinte to modernize the

e’istinc forms. eould be an iinposin and precarious wtdertaking”)
“ Iqbul. 556 U.S. at 685 (c4mg T;t onibi. 5O U.S. at 550).

Lee & WilIgin Deflnin the Problem. sirpru note 6. at 779-81 (suminarizma empirical literature
denrnnstratin that discovery costs are generally lowi,
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0
QUeSODS to think about in advanee of Hickruan u. Taylor

How dId this nte.rocutoy otder on a discirvery matter get to the United States
Suprerxe Court?

2. Why would the defendant tug OwneTs and attorney Portenbaugh litigatt the
djeo’;erS’ issue all the way to the Supreme Court? Thinking about this may help clarify
what is at stake with work product doctrine.

3. Why were Poter3hal;gWs urteru ew not DrotCcted by the attorney client privilege?
In this regard, a frequently invoked test for the attorney client privilege looks uil<e this:

(I) the relation of attorney end, client existed at the time the
communication was made t2) the communication was mzd in
confIdence, (3) the comsnimicaiian relates to a matter about which the
artonicy is being professionally conuited, (4) the communication was
made in the course of giving or seeking legal advice for a proper purpose
although litigation need not be contemplated and (5) the client has not
waived the privilege.
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HICKMAN

V.

TAYLOR etaL

Argued Nov 13, 1946.

Decided Jan. 13, 1947,

Mr. Justice MURPHY delivered the opinion of the Court.

This case presents an important problem under the Federal Rules of CMI Procedure, 28
U.S.C.A. following section 723c, as to the extent to which a party may inquire into oral and written
statements of witnesses, or other information, secured by an adverse party’s counsel in the
course of preparation for possible litigation after a claim has arisen. Examination into a persons
files and records, including those resulting from the professional activities of an attorney, must be
judged with care. It is not without reason that various safeguards have been established to
preclude unwarranted excursions into the privacy of a man’s work. At the same time, public policy
supports reasonable and necessary inquiries, Properly to balance these competing interests is a
delicate and difficult task.

On February 7, 1943, the tug ‘J. M. Taylor’ sank while engaged in helping to tow a car float ot
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad across the Delaware Rivet at Phitadelphia, The accident was
apparently unusual in nature, the cause of it still being unknown. Five of the nine crew members
were drowned, Three days later the tug owners and the underwriters employed a law firm, of which
responden Fortenbaugh is a member, to defend them against potential suits by representatives of
the deceased crew members and to sue the railroad for damages to the tug.

A public hearing was held on March 4, 1943, before the United States Steamboat
Inspectors, at which the four survivors were examined. This testimony was recorded and made
available to all interested parties. Shortly thereafter, Fortenbaugh privately interviewed the
survivors and took statements from them with an eye toward the anticipated litigation; the
survivors signed these statements on March 29. Fortenbaugh also interviewed other persons
believed to have some information relating to the accident and in some cases he made
memoranda of what they told him. At the time when Fortenbaugh secured the statements of the
survivors, representatives of two of the deceased crew members had been in communication
with him. Ultimately claims were presented by representatives of alt five of the deceased; four of
the claims, however, were settled without litigation. The fifth claimant, petitioner herein, brought

suit in a federal court under the Jones Act on November 26, 1943,’naming as defendants the two
tug owners, individually and as partners, and the railroad.

One year later, petitioner filed 39 interrogatories directed to the tug owners. The 38th
interrogatory read: State whether any statements of the members of the crews of the Tugs J. M.
Taylor’ and ‘Philadelphia’ or of any other vessel were taken in connection with the towing of the
car float and the sinking of the Tug ‘John M. Taylor’.

Attach hereto exact copies of alt such statements if in writing, and if oral, set forth in detail
the exact provisions of any such oral statements or reports.’

Supplemental interrogatories asked whether any ora’ or written statements, records, reports
or other memoranda had been made concerning any matter relative to the towing operation, the
sinking of the tug, the salvaging and repair of the tug, and the death of the deceased. If the
answer was in the affirmative, the tug owners were then requested to set forth the nature of all
such records, reports, statements or other memoranda.

The tug owners, through Fortenbaugh, answered all of the interrogatories except No. 38
and the supplemental ones lust described. While admitting that statements of the survivors had
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been taken, they declined to summarize or set torth the contents. They did so on the ground that
such requests called ‘for privileged matter obtained in preparation for litigation and constituted
‘an attempt to obtain indirectly counsel’s private files It was claimed that answering these
requests ‘would involve practically turning over not only the complete files, but also the telephone
records and, almost, the thoughts of counsel’

In connection with the hearing on these objections, Fartenbaugh made a written statement
and gave an informal oral deposition explaining the circumstances under which he had taken the
statements. But he was not expressly asked in the deposition to produce the statements. The
District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, sitting en banc, held that the requested
matters wore not privileged. 4 F.RD. 479. The court then decreed that the tug owners and
Fortenbaugh, as counsel and agent for the tug owners forthwith ‘Answer Plaintiffs 38th
interrogatory and supplemental interrogatories; produce all written statements of witnesses
obtained by t’Ar. Fortenbaugh, as counsel and agent for Defendants; state in substance any fact
concerning this case which Defendants learned through oral statements made by witnesses to
Mr. Fortenbaugh whether or not Included in his private memoranda and produce Mr.
Fortenbaugh’s memoranda containing statements of fact by witnesses Otto submit these
memoranda to the Court for determination of those portions which should be revealed to Plaintiff.
Upon their refusal, the court adjudged them in contempt and ordered them imprisoned until they
complied.

The Third Circuit Court of Appeals, also sitting en banc, reversed the judgment of the
District Court. 153 F,2d 212. It held that the information here sought was part of the work product
of the lawyer’ and hence privileged from discovery under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
The importance of the problem, which has engendered a great divergence of views among
district courts, 11ed us to grant certiorari. 328 U.S. 876 ,66 s_Ct. 1337.

The pre-trial deposition-discovery mechanism established by Rules 26 to 37 is one ot the
most significant innovations of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Under the pnor federal
practice, the pro-trial functions of notice-giving issue-formulation and fact-revelation were
performed primarily and inadequately by the pleadings. 2 Inquiry into the issues and the facts
before trial was narrowly confined and was often cumbersome in method. The new rules,
however, restrict the pleadings to the task of general notice-giving and invest the deposition-
discovery process with a vital role in the preparation for trial. The various instruments of
discovery now serve (1) as a device, along with the pro-trial heating under Rule 16, to narrow
and clarify the basic issues between the parties, and (2) as a device for ascertaining the facts,
or information as to the existence or whereabouts of facts, relative to those issues, Thus civil
trials in the federal courts no longer need be carried on In the dark. The way is now clear,
consistent with recognized privileges, for the parties to obtain the fullest possible knowledge of
the issues and facts before trial. ‘

In urging that he has a sight to inquire into the materials secured and prepared by
Fortenbaugh, petitioner emphasizes that the deposition-discovery portions of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure are designed to enable the parties to discover the true facts and to compel
their disclosure wherever they may be found. It is said that inquiry may be made under these
rules, epitomized by Rule 26, as to any relevant matter which is not privileged; and since the
discovery provisions are to be applied as broadly and liberally as possible, the privilege
limitation must be restricted to its narrowest bounds. On the premise that the attorney-client
privilege is the one involved in this case, petitioner argues that it must be strictly confined to
confidential communications made by a client to his attorney And since the materials here in
issue were secured by Fortenbaugh from third persons rather than from his clients, the tug
owners, the conclusion is reached that these materials are proper subjects for discovery under
Rule 26.

As additional support for this result, petitioner claims that to prohibit discovery under these
circumslances would aive a coroorate defendant a tremendous advantacie in a suit by an
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individual plaintiff. Thus in a suit by an injured employee against a raitroad or in a suit by anInsured person against an insurance company the corporate defendant could pull a dark veil ofsecrecy over all the petinent facts it can collect after the claim arises merely on the assertion that
such facts were gathered by its large staff of attorneys and ciaim agents. At the same time, theindividual plaintiff, who often has direct knowledge of the mailer in issue and has no counsel until
some time after his claim arises could be compelled to disclose all the intimate details ot his
case. By endowing with immunity from disclosure all that a lawyer discovers in the course of his
duties, It is said, the rights of individual litigants in such cases are drained of vitality and thelawsuit becomes mote of a battle of deception than a search for truth.

But framing the problem in terms of assisting Individual plaintiffa in their suits against
corporate defendants is unsatisfactory. Discovery concededly may work to the disadvantage aswell as to the advantage of individual plaintiffs. Discovery, in other words, is not a one-wayproposition. It is available in all types of cases at the behest of any party, individual or corporate,plaintiff or defendant. The problem thus far transcends the situation confronting this petitioner.
And we must view that problem in light of the limitless situations where the particular kind of
discovery sought by petitioner might be used.

We agree, of course, that the deposition-discovery rules are to be accorded a broad andLiberal treatment. No longer can the time-honored cry of fishing expedition’ serve to preclude a
party from inquiring into the facts underlying his opponent’s case. Mutual knowledge of all the
relevant facts gathered by both parties is essential to proper litigation. To that end, either partymay compel the other to disgorge whatever facts he has in his possession. The deposition-
discovery procedure simply advances the stage at which the disclosure can be compelled fromthe time of trial to the period preceding It, thus reducing the possibility of surprise. But discovery.like all matters of procedure, has ultimate and necessary boundaries. As indicated by Rules

.- 30(b) and fd) and 31(d), limitations inevitably arise when it can be shown that the examination is

,j)

being conducted in bad aith or in such a manner as to annoy, embarrass or oppress the personsubject to the inquiry. And as Rule 26(b) provides, further limitations come into existence whenthe inquiry touches upon the irrelevant or encroaches upon the recognized domains of privilege.

We also agree that the memoranda, statements and mental impressions in issue in thiscase fall outside the scope of the attorney-client privilege and hence are not protected from
discovery on that basis. It is unnecessary here to delineate the content and scope of that privilegeas recognized in the federal courts. For present purposes, it suffices to note that the protectivecloak of this privilege does not extend to information which an attorney secures from a witnesswhile acting for his client in anticipation of litigation. Nor does this privilege concern the
memoranda, briefs, communications and other writings prepared by counsel for his own use inprosecuting his client’s case; and it is equally unrelated to writings which reflect an attorneysmental impressions, conclusions, opinions or legal theories.

But the impropriety of invoking that privilege does not provide an answer to the problembefore us, Petitioner has made more than an ordinary request for relevant, non-privileged facts inthe possession of his adversaries or their counsel. He has sought discovery as of right of oral and
written statements of witnesses whose identity is well known and whose availability to petitionerappears unimpaired. He has sought production of these matters after making the most searchinginquiries of his opponents as to the circumstances surrounding the fatal accident, which inquirieswere sworn to have been answered to the best of their information and belief. Interrogatories
were directed toward all the events prior to, during and subsequent to the sinking of the tug. Fulland honest answers to such broad inquiries would necessarily have included all pertinent
information gleaned by Fortenbaugh through his interviews with the witnesses. Petitioner makes) no suggestion, and we cannot assume, that the tug owners or Fortenbaugh were incomplete ordishonest in the framing of their answers. In addition, petitioner was free to examine the publictestimony of the witnesses taken before the United States Steamboat Inspectors. We are thusdealing with an attempt to secure the production of wrItten statements and mental impressionscontained in the files and the mind of the attorney Fortenbaugh without any showing of necessityor any indication or claim that denial of such production would unduly prejudice the preparation
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of petitioner’s case or cause him any hardship or injustice. For aught that appears, the essence
of what petitioner seeks either has been revealed to him already through the interrogatories or is
readily available to him direct from the witnesses for the asking.

The District Court, after hearing objections to petitionet’s request, commanded Fortenbaugh
to produce all written statements of witnesses and to state in substance any facts learned through
oral statements of witnesses to him. Fortenbaugh was to submit any memoranda he had made of
the oral statements so that the court might determine what portions should be revealed to
petitioner. AU of this was ordered without any showing by petitioner, or any requirement that he
make a proper showing, of the necessity for the production of any of this material or any
demonstration that denial of production would cause hardship or injustice. The court simply
ordered production on the theory that the facts sought were material and were not privileged as
constituting attorney-client communications.

In our opinion, neither Rule 26 nor any 0th t rule dealing with discovery contemplates
production under such circumstances. That is not because the subject matter is privileged or
irrelevant, as those concepts are used in these rules. Here is simply an attempt, without
purported necessity or justification, to secure written statements, private memoranda and
personal recollections prepared or formed by an adverse party’s counsel in the course of his
legal duties. As such, it falls outside the arena of discovery and contravenes the public policy
underlying the orderly prosecution and defense of legal claims. Not even the most liberal of
discovery theories can justify unwarranted inquiries into the files and the mental impressions of
an attorney.

Historically, a lawyer is an officer of the court and is bound to work for the advancement of
justice while faithfully protecting the rightful interests of his clients. In performing his various
duties, however, it is essential that a lawyer work with a certain degree of privacy, free from
unnecessary intrusion by opposing parties and their counsel. Proper preparation of a client’s
case demands that he assemble information, sift what he considers to be the relevant from the
irrelevant facts, prepare his legal theories and plan his strategy without undue and needless
interference. That is the historical and the necessary way in which lawyers act within the
framework of our system of jurisprudence to promote justice and to protect their clients interests.
This work is reflected, of course, in interviews, statements, memoranda, correspondence, briefs,
mental impressions, personal beliefs, and countless other tangible and intangible ways—aptly
though roughly termed by the Circuit Court of Appeals in this

case (153 R2d 212 ,223) as the ‘Work product of the lawyer.’ Were such materials open to
opposing counsel on mere demand, much of what is now put down in writing would remain
unwritten. An attorney’s thoughts, heretofore inviolate, would not be his own. Inefficiency,
unfairness and sharp practices would inevitably develop in the giving of legal advice and in the
preparation of cases for trial. The effect on the legal profession would be demoralizing. And the
interests of the clients and the cause of justice would be poorly served.

We do not mean to say that aD written materials obtained or prepared by an adversary’s
counsel with an eye toward litigation are necessarily free from discovery in all cases. Where
relevant and non-privileged facts remain hidden in an attorney’s file and where production of
those facts is essentia to the preparation of one’s case, discovery may properly be had. Such
written statements and documents might, under certain circumstances, be admissible in evidence
or give clues as to the existence or location of relevant facts. Or they might be useful for purposes
of impeachment or corroboration. And production might be justified where the witnesses are no
longer available or can be reached only with difficulty. Were production of written statements and
documents to be precluded under such circumstances, the liberal ideals of the deposition-
discovery portions of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure would be stripped of much of their
meaning. But the general policy against invading the privacy of an attorney’s course of
preparation is so well recognized and so essential to an orderly working of our system ot legal
procedure that a burden rests on the one who would invade that privacy to establish adequate
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reasons to justify production through a subpoena or court order. That burden, we beeve, is
necessarily implicit in the rules as now constituted. 10

Rule 30(b), as presently written, gives the trial judge the requisite discretion to make a
judgment as to whether discovery should be allowed as to written statements secured from
witnesses. But in the instant case there was no room for that discretion to operate in favor of the
petitioner. No attempt was made to establish any reason why Fortenbaugh should be forced to
produce the written statements. There was only a naked, general demand for these materials as
of right and a finding by the District Court that no recognizable privilege was involved. That was
insufficient to justify discovery under these circumstances and the court should have sustained
the retusal of the tug owners and Fortenbaugh to produce.

But as to oral statements made by witnesses to Fortenbaugh, whether presently in the form
of his mental impressions or memoranda, we do not believe that any showing of necessity can be
made under the circumstances of this case so as to justify production. Under ordinary conditions,
forcing an attorney to repeat or write out all that witnesses have told him and to deliver the
account to his adversary gives rise to grave dangers of inaccuracy and untrustworthiness, No
legitimate purpose is served by such production. The practice torces the attorney to testify as to
what he remembers or what he saw fit to write down regarding witnesse& remarks. Such
testimony could not qualify as evidence; and to use it f& impeachment or corroborative purposes
would make the attorney much less an officer of the court and much more an ordinary witness.
The standards of the profession would thereby suffer.

Denial of production of this nature does not mean that any material, non-privileged facts
can be hidden from the petitioner in this case. He need not be unduly hindered in the preparation
of his case, in the discovery of facts or in his anticipation ot his opponents position. Searching

• interrogatories directed to Fortenbaugh and the tug owners, production of written documents and
statements upon a proper showing and direct interviews with the witnesses themselves all serve
to reveal the facts in Fortenbaugh’s possession to the fullest possible extent consistent with
public policy. Petitione?s counsel frankly admits that he wants the oral statements only to help

prepare himself to examine witnesses and to make sure that he has overlooked nothing. That is
insufficient under the circumstances to permit him an exception to the policy underlying the
privacy of Fortenbaugh’s professional activities. If there should be a rare Situation justifying
production of these matters, petitioner’s case is not of that type.

We fully appreciate the w despread controversy among the members of the legal
profession over the problem raised by this case. 111t is a problem that rests on what has been
one of the most hazy frontiers of the discovery process. But until some rute or statute definitely
prescribes otherwise, we are not justified in permitting discovery in a situation of this nature as a
matter of unqualified right. When Rule 26 and the other discovery rules were adopted, this Court
and the members of the bar in general certainly did not believe or contemplate that alt the files
and mental processes of lawyers were thereby opened to the free scrutiny of their adversaries.
And we refuse to interpret the rules at this time so as to teach so harsh and unwarranted a
result.

We therefore affirm the judgment of the Circuit Court of Appeals.

Affirmed.

Mr. Justice JACKSON, concurring.

The narrow question in this case concerns only one of thirty-nine interrogatories which
defendants and their counsel refused to answer. As there was persistence in refusal after the
court ordered them to answer it, counsel and clients were committed to jail by the district court
until they should purge themselves of contempt.
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The interrogatory asked whether statements were taken from the crews of the tugs involved
in the accident, or of any other vessel, and demanded ‘Attach hereto exact copies of all such
statements if in writing, and if oral, set forth in detail the exact provisions of any such oral
statements or reports The question is simply whether such a demand is authorized by the rules
relating to various aspects of ‘discovery’,

The primary effect of the practice advocated here would be on the legal profession itself.
But It too often is overlooked that the lawyer and the law office are indispensable parts of our
administration of justice. Law-abiding people can go nowhere else to learn the ever changing and
constantly multiplying rules by which they must behave and to obtain redress for their wrongs, The
welfare and tone of the legal profession is therefore of prime consequence to society, which would
feel the consequences of such a practice as petitioner urges secondarily but certainly.

‘Discovery’ is one of the working tools of the legal profession. It traces back to the equity bill
of discovery in English Chancery practice and seems to have had a forerunner in Continental
practice. See Ragland, Discovery Before Trial (1932) 13-16. Since 1848 when the draftsmen at
New York’s Code of Procedure recognized the importance of a better system of discovery, the
impetus to extend and expand discovery, as well as the opposition to it, has come from within the
Bar itself. It happens in this case that it is the plaintiffs attorney who demands such
unprecedented latitude of discovery and1 strangely enough, amicus briefs in his support have
been filed by several labor unions representing plaintiffs as a class. It is the history of the
movement for broader discovery, however, that in actual experience the chief opposition to its
extension has come from lawyers who specialize in representing plaintiffs because defendants
have made liberal use of it to force plaintiffs to disclose their cases in advance. See Report of the
Commission on the Administration of Justice in New York State (1934) 330, 331; Ragland,

Discovery Before Trial (1932) 35, 36. Discovery is a two-edged sword and we cannot decide this
problem on any doctrine of extending help to one class of litigants.

It seems clear and tong has been recognized that discovery should provide a party access
to anything that is evidence in his case. Cf. Report of Commission on the Administration of
Justice iii New York State (1 934) 41, 42. It seems equally clear that discovery should not nullify
the privilege of confidential communication between attorney and client. But those principles give
us no real assistance here because what is being sought is neither evidence not is it a
privileged communication between attorney and client.

To consider first the most extreme aspect of the requirement in litigation here, we find it
calls upon counsel, if he has had any conversations with any of the crews of the vessels in
question or of any other, to ‘set forth in detail the exact provision of any such oral statements or
reports.’ Thus the demand is not for the production of a transcript in existence but calls for the
creation of a written statement not in being. But the statement by counsel of what a witness told
him is not evidence when written plaintiff could not introduce it to prove his case. What, then, is
the purpose sought to be served by demanding this of adverse counsel?

Counsel for the petitioner candidly said on argument that he wanted this information to help
prepare himself to examine witnesses, to make sure he overlooked nothing. He bases his claim
to it in his brief on the view that the Rules were to do away with the old situation where a law suit
developed into ‘a battle of wits between counsel.’ But a common law trial is and always should
be an adversary proceeding. Discovery was hardly intended to enable a learned profession to
perform its functions either without wits or on wits borrowed from the adversary.

The real purpose and the probable effect ot the practice ordered by the district court would
be to put trials on a level even lower than a ‘battle of wits.’ I can conceive of no practice more
demoralizing to the Bar than to require a lawyer to write out and deliver to his adversary an
account of what witnesses have told him. Even if his recollection were perfect, the statement
would be his language permeated with his inferences. Every one who has tried it knows that it is
almost impossible so fairly to record the expressions and emphasis of a witness that when ha
testifies in the environment at the court and under the influence of the leading question there will
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not be departures in some respects. Whenever the testimony of the witness would differ from the
‘exacV statement the lawyer had delivered, the lawyer’s statement would be whipped out to

,,. impeach the witness. Counsel producing his aUversarys Inexact’ statement could lose nothing() by saying, ‘Here is a contradiction, gentlemen of the jury. I do not know whether it is my adversary
or his witness who is not telling the truth, but one is not.’ Of course, if this practice were adopted,
that scene would be repeated over and over again. The lawyer who delivers such statements
often would find himself branded a deceiver afraid to take the stand to support his own version of
the witness’s conversation with him, or else he will have to go on the stand to defend his own
credibility—perhaps against that of his chief witness, or possibly even his client.

Every lawyer dislikes to take the witness stand and will do so only for grave reasons. This
is partly because it is not his role; he is almost invariably a poor witness, Out he steps out of
professional character to do it. He regrets it; the profession discourages it. But the practice
advocated here is one which would force him to be a witness, not as to what he has seen or done
but as to other witnesses’ stories, and not because he wants to do so but in self-defense.

And what is the lawyer to do who has interviewed one whom he believes to be a biased,

lying or hostile witness to get his unfavorable statements and know what to meet? He must
record and deliver such statements even though he would not vouch for the credibility of the
witness by calling him. Perhaps the other side would not want to call him either, but the attorney
is open to the charge of suppressi g evidence at the trial if he fails to call such a hostile witness
even though he never regarded him as reliable or truthful.

Having been supplied the names of the witnesses, petitioner’s lawyer gives no reason why
he cannot interview them himself. If an employee-witness refuses to tell his story, he, too, may be
examined under the Rules. He may be compelled on discovery as fully as on the trial to disclose

/j his version of the facts. But that is his own disclosure—it can be used to impeach him if he
contradicts it and such a deposition is not useful to promote an unseemly disagreement between
the witness and the counsel in the case.

It is true that the literal language of the Rules would admit of an interpretation that would
sustain the district court’s order. So the literal language oF the Act of Congress which makes ‘Any
writing or record * * * made as a memorandum or record of any * * * occurrence, or event,’ 28
U.S.C.A. § 695, admissible as evidence, would have allowed the railroad company to put its
engineer’s accident statements in evidence. Cf. Palmer v. Hoffman,318 U.S. 109 , 111, 63S,Ct.
477,479, 87 L.Ed, 645 , 144 A.L.R 719. But all such procedural measures have a background
of custom and practice which was assumed by those who wrote and should be by those who
apply them. We reviewed the background of the Act and the consequences on the trial of
negligence cases of allowing railroads and others to put in their statements and thus to shield the
crew from cross-examination. We said ‘Such a major change which opens wide the door to
avoidance of cross-examination should not be left to implication.’ 31$ U.S. at nage 114 , 63 SCt,
at nape 481 . We pointed out that there, as here, the ‘several hundred years of history behind the
Act * * Indicate the nature of the reforms which it was designed to effect.’ 3J3 U.S. at naoe 115,
t3,3. S.Ct. at nape 481 . We refused to appty it beyond that point. We should fallow the same
course of reasoning here. Certainly nothing in the tradition or practice of discovery up to the time
of these Rules would have suggested that they would authorize such a practice as here
proposed.

The question remains as to signed statements or those written by witnesses. Such
statements are not evidence for the defendant. Palmer v. Hoffman,318 U.S. 109 ,63 S.Ct. 477.

Th Nor should I think they ordinarily could be evidence for the plaintiff But such a statement might
be useful for impeachment of the witness who signed it, if he is called and if he departs from the
statement. There might be circumstances, too, where impossibility or difficulty of access to the
witness or his refusal to respond to requests for information or other facts would show that the
interests of justice require that such statements be made available. Production of such
statements are governed by Rule 34 and on ‘Showing good cause therefor’ the court may order
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their inspection, copying ot photographing. No such appIcation has here been made; the
demand Is made on the basis of right, not on showing of cause.

I agree to the affirmance of the judgment of the Circuit Court of Appeals which reversed the
district court.
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UPJOHN COMPANY at at., Petitioners,
V.

UNITED STATES at al.

Argued Nov.5, 1980. Decided Jan. 13, 1961.

Justice REHNQUIST delivered the opinion of the Court.

We granted certiorari in this case to address important questions concerning the scope of
the attorney-client privilege in the corporate context and the applicability of the work-product
doctrine in proceedings to entotce tax summonses. 445 U.S. 925 , 100 S.Ct. 1310 .63 L.Ed2d
Z5.L. With respect to the privilege question the parties and various arrici have described our task
as one of choosing between two ‘tests’ which have gained adherents in the courts of appeals.
We are acutely aware, however, that we sit to decide concrete cases and not abstract
propositions of law. We decline to lay down a broad rule or series of rules to govern alt
conceivable future questions in this area, even were we able to do so. We can and do, however,
conclude that the attorney-client privilege protects the communications involved in this case from
compelled disclosure and that the work-product doctrine does apply in tax summons
enforcement proceedings.

Petitioner Upjohn Co. manufactures and sells pharmaceuticals here and abroad. In
January 1976 independent accountants conducting an audit of one of Upjohn’s foreign
subsidiaries discovered that the subsidiary made payments to or for the benefit of foreign
government otficials in order to secure government business. The accountants, so informed
petitioner, Mr. Gerard Thomas, Upjohn’s Vice President, Secretary, and General Counsel.
Thomas is a member of the Michigan and New York Bars, and has been Upjohn’s General
Counsel for 20 years. He consulted with outside counsel and B. T. Partet, Jr., Upjohn’s
Chairman of the Board. It was decided that the company would conduct an internal investigation
of what were termed “questionable payments.” As part of this invesqation the attorneys
prepared a letter containing a questionnaire which was sent to “All Foreign General and Area
Managers” over the Chairman’s signature. The letter began by noting recent disclosures that
several American companies made “possibly illegal” payments to foreign government officials
and emphasized that the management needed full information concerning any such payments
made by Upjohn. The letter indicated that the Chairman had asked Thomas, identified as “the
companys General Counsel,” ‘to conduct an investigation for the purpose of determining the
nature and magnitude of any payments made by the Upjohn Company or any of its subsidiaries
to any employee or official of a foreign government.” The questionnaire sought detailed
information concerning such payments. Managers were instructed to treat the investigation as
“highly confidential” and not to discuss it with anyone other than Upjohn employees who might
be helpful in providing the requested information. Responses were to be sent directly to
Thomas, Thomas and outside counsel also interviewed the recipients of the questionnaire and
some 33 other Upjohn officers or employees as part of the investigation.

On March 26, 1976, the company voluntarily submitted a preliminary report to the Securities
and Exchange Commission on Form 8-1< disclosing certain questionable payments. 1 A copy of
the report was simultaneously submitted to the Internal Revenue Service, which immediately
began an investigation to determine the tax consequences of the payments. Special agents
conducting the investigation were given lists by Upjohn of all those interviewed and all who had
responded to the questionnaire. On November 23, 1976, the Service issued a summons
pursuant to 26 U.S.C. § 7602 demanding production of:

‘All files relative to the investigation conducted under the supervision of Gerard
Thomas to identify payments to employees of foreign governments and any political contrIbutions
made by the Upjohn Company or any of its affiliates since January 1, 1971 and to determine
whether any funds of the Upjohn Company had been improperly accounted for on the corporate
books during the same period.
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The records should include but not be limited to written questionnaires sent to
managers of the Upjohn Company’s foreign affiliates, and memorandums or notes of the
interviews conducted in the United States and abroad with officers and employees of the Upjohn
Company and its subsidiaries.” App. 17a-18a.

The company declined to produce the documents spacifle in the second paragraph on the
grounds that they were protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege and constituted
the work product of attorneys prepared in anticipation of litigation. On August 31, 1977, the
United States tiled a petition seeking enforcement of the summons under 26 U.S.C. § 7402(b)
and 7604ta) in the United States District Court for the Western District of Michigan. That court
adopted the recommendation of a Magistrate who concluded that the summons should be
enforced. Petitioners appealed to the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit which rejected the
Magistrates finding of a waiver of the attorney-client privilege, 600 R2d 1223, 1227, n. 12, but
agreed that the privilege did not apply “[tb the extent that the communications were made by
officers and agents not responsible for directing Upjohn’s actions in response to legal advice
for the simple reason that the communications were not the ‘client’s.’ l ,at 1225. The court
reasoned thai accepting petitioners’ claim for a broader application of the privilege would
encourage upper-echelon management to ignore unpleasant facts and create too broad a ‘zone
of silence.” Noting that Upjohn’s counsel had interviewed officials such as the Chairman and
President, the Court of Appeals remanded to the District Court so that a determination of who
was within the “control group” could be made. In a concluding footnote the court stated that the
work- product doctrine “is not applicable to administrative summonses issued under 26 U.S.C. §
7602.” Id. ,at 1226, n. 13,

Federal Rule of Evidence 501 provides that ‘the privilege of a witness.. . shall be
governed by the principles of the common law as they may be interpreted by the courts of the
United States in light of reason and experience” The attorney chant privilege is the oldest of the
privileges for confidential communications known to the common law. 8 J. Wigmore, Evidence §
2290 (McNaughton rev. 1961). Its purpose is to encourage full and frank communication between
attorneys and their clients and thereby promote broader public interests in the observance of law
and administration of justice. The privilege recognizes that sound legal advice or advocacy
serves public ends and that such advice or advocacy depends upon the lawyer’s being fully
informed by the client. As we stated last Term in Trammel v. United States 445 U.S. 40 ,51, iQ3
$.Ct. 906 ,913, 63 L,Ed.2d 186 (19801: “The lawyer-client privilege rests on the need for the
advocate and counselor to know all that relates to the client’s reasons for seeking representation
if the professional mission is to be carried out” And in Fisher v. United States , 425 U.S. 391
403, 96 S.Ct. 1569 1577.48 L.Ed.2d 39 (1976J ,we recognized the purpose of the privilege to be
‘to encourage clients to make full disclosure to their attorneys.’ This rationale for the privilege
has long been recognized by the Court, see Hunt v. Blackburn, 128 u.s. 464 , 470, 9 S.Ct. 125,
127, 32 L.Ed. 488 (1888) (privilege “is founded upon the necessity, in the interest and
administration of justice, of the aid of persons having knowledge ot the law and skilled in its
practice, which assistance can only be safely and readily availed of when tree from the
consequences or the apprehension of disclosure’). Admittedty complications in the application of
the privilege arise when the ctient is a corporation, which in theory is an artificial creature of the

law, and not an individual; but this Court has assumed that the privilege applies when the client
is a corporation. United States v. Louisville & Nashville R. Co. . 236 U.S. 318 , 336, 5S,Ct. 363,
369, 59 L,Ed. 598 (1915) ,and the Government does not contest the general proposition.

The Court of Appeals, however, considered the apptication of the privilege in the corporate
context to present a “different problem,” since the client was an inanimate entity and “only the
senior management, guiding and integrating the several operations, . . . can be said to possess
an identity analogous to the corporation as a whole.” 600 F.2d at 1226 . The tirst case to
articulate the so-called “control group test’ adopted by the court below, Philadelphia v,
Westinghocise Electric Corp. .210 F.Supp. 483,485 f ED Pa.), petition for mandamus and
prohibition denied sub nom. General Electric Cp. v. Kirkpatrick , 312 F.2d 742 ICA3 1962), cert.
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denied, 372 U.S. 943 , 83 S.d. 937 , 9 L.Ed.2d 969 (1963) , reflected a similar conceptual
approach:

(, “Keeping in mind that the question is, Is it the corporation which is seeking the
lawyers advice when the asserted privileged communication is made?, the most satisfactory
solution, I think, is that if the employee making the communication, of whatever tank he may be,
Is in a position to control or even to take a substantial part in a decision about any action which
the corporation may take upon the advice of the attorney, . . . then, in effect, he is (or personifies)
the corporation when he makes his disclosure to the lawyer and the privilege would apply.”
(Emphasis supplied.)

Such a view, we think, overlooks the fact that the privilege exists to protect not only the
giving of professional advice to those who can act on it but also the giving of information to the
lawyer to enable him to give sound and informed advice. See Trammel , supta , at 51, 100 S.QLat 913 ; Fisher , supra , at 403, 96 S.Ct, at 1577 . The first step in the resolution of any legal
problem is ascertaining the factual background and sifting through the facts with an eye to the
legally relevant. See ABA Code of Professional Responsibility, Ethical Consideration 4-1:

“A lawyer should be fully informed of alt the facts of the matter he is handling in order for his
client to obtain the full advantage of our legal system. tt is for the lawyer in the exercise of his
independent professional judgment to separate the relevant and important from the irrelevant and
unimportant. The observance of the ethical obligation of a lawyer to hold inviolate the
confidences and secrets of his client not only facilitates the full development of facts essential to
proper representation of the client but also encourages taymen to seek early legal assistance.”

See also Hickman v. Taylor .329 U.S. 495 , 611, 67 S.Ct. 385 , 393-394, 91 LEd. 451
(1947).

In the case of the individual client the provider of information and the person who acts on
the lawyer’s advice are one and the same. In the corporate context, however, it will frequently be
employees beyond the control group as defined by the court below-officers and agents...
responsible for directing [the company’s] actions in response to legal advice-who will possess
the information needed by the corporation’s lawyers. Middle-level——and indeed lower-level—
employees can, by actions within the scope of their employment, embroil the corporation in
serious legal difficulties, and it is only natural that these employees would have the relevant
information needed by corporate counsel if he is adequately to advise the client with respect to
such actual or potential difficulties. This fact was noted in DiversIfied Industries, Inc. v. Meredith
572 F.2d 596 (CA8 1978) (en banc):

“In a corporation, it may be necessary to glean information relevant to a legal problem
from middle management or non-management personnel as well as from top executives. The
attorney dealing with a complex legal problem ‘is thus faced with a ‘Hobson’s choice’. If he
interviews employees not having “the very highest authority”, their communications to him will not
be privileged. If, on the other hand, he interviews only those employees with the ‘very highest
authority’, he may find it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to determine what happened.’ Ia.
at 608-609 (quoting Weinschel Corporate Employee Interviews and the Attorney-Client Privilege,
12 B.C.lnU. & Corn. LRev. 873, 876 (1971)).

The control group test adopted by the court below thus frustrates the very purpose of the
privilege by discouraging the communication of relevant information by employees of the client to
attorneys seeking to render tegal advice to the client corporation. The attorney’s advice will also
frequently be more significant to noncontrol group members than to those who officially sanction
the advice, and the control group test makes it more difficult to convey full and frank legal advice
to the employees who will put into effect the client corporation’s policy. See, a. g., Duplan Corp. v,
Oeering Milliken, Inc. , 397 F.Surp. 1146, 1164 (DSC 1974) (‘After the lawyer forms his or her
opinion, it is of no immediate benefit to the Chairman of the Board or the President. It must be
given to the corporate personnel who will apply it).
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The narrow scope given the attorney-client privilege by the court below not only makes it
difficult for corporate attorneys to formulate sound advice when their client is faced with a specitic
legal problem but also threatens to limit the valuable efforts of corporate counsel to ensure their
client’s compliance with the law. tn light of the vast and complicated array of regulatory legislation
confronting the modern corporation, corporations, unlike most individuals, “constantly go to
lawyers to find out how to obey the law,” Burnham, The Attorney-Client Privilege in the Corporate
Arena,24 Bus.Law. 901 ,913 (1969), particularly since compliance with the law in this area is
hardly an instinctive matter, see, a g., United States v. United States Gypsum o. , 438 US. 422
,440-441, 98 $.Ct, 2864 , 2875-2876, 57 LEd,2d 854 (1 9Z(”the behavior proscribed by the
[Sherman] Act is often difficult to distinguish from the gray zone of socially acceptable and
economically justifiable business conduct”). 2 The test adopted by the court below is difficult to
apply in practice, though no abstractly formulated and unvarying “test” will necessarily enable
courts to decide questions such as this with mathematical precision. But if the purpose of the
attorney-client privilege is to be served, the attornoy and client must be able to predict with some
degree of certainty whether particular discussions will be protected. An uncertain privilege, or
one which purports to be certain but results in widely varying applications by the courts, is little
better than no privilege at all. The very terms of the test adopted by the court below suggest the
unpredictability of its applicatiort The test restricts the availability of the privilege to those officers
who play a “substantial role” in deciding and directing a corporation’s legal response, Disparate
decisions in cases applying this test illustrate its unpredictability. Compare, a. g., Hogan v. Zletz,
43 F.RD. 308, 315-316 (ND OkL1967), aff’d in part sub nom, Natta v. Hogan .392 F.2d 6
tCA1 0 1968) (control group includes managers and assistant managers of patent division and
research arid development department), with Congoleum Industries, Inc. v. GAF Corp. , 49
F,RD. 82, 83-85 (ED Pa.1969), aff’d, 478 F.2d 1398 (CA3 1973) (control group includes only
division and corporate vice presidents, and not two directors of research and vice president for
production and research). The communications at issue were made by Upjohn employees to
counsel for Upjohn acting as such, at the direction of corporate superiors in order to secure legal
advice from counsel. As the Magistrate found, ‘Mr. Thomas consulted with the Chairman of the
Board and outside counsel and thereafter conducted a factual investigation to determine the
nature and extent of the questionable payments and to be in a position to give legal advice to the
company with respect to the payments .“ (Emphasis supplied.) 78-1 USTC 9277, pp. 83,598,
83,599.

Information, not available from upper-echelon management, was needed to supply a basis for
legal advice concerning compliance with securities and tax laws, foreign laws, currency
regulations, duties to shareholders, and potential litigation in each of these areas. The
communications concerned matters within the scope of the employees’ corporate duties, and the
employees themselves were sufficiently aware that they were being questioned in order that the
corporation could obtain legal advice. The questionnaire identified Thomas as “the company’s
General Counsel” and referred in its opening sentence to the possible itlegality of payments such
as the ones on which information was sought. App. 40a. A statement of policy accompanying the
questionnaire clearly indicated the legal implications of the investigation. The policy statement
was issued “in order that there be no uncertainty in the future as to the policy with respect to the
practices which are the subject of this investigation.” It began “Upjohn will comply with all laws
and regufations,” and stated that commissions or payments “will not be used as a subterfuge for
bribes or illegal payments” and that all payments must be ‘proper and legal.” Any future
agreements with foreign distributors or agents were to be approved ‘by a company attorney” and
any questions concerning the policy were to be referred “to the company’s General Counsel.” Id.

at 1 65a-1 66a. This statement was issued to Upjohn employees worldwide, so that even those
interviewees not receiving a questionnaire were aware of the legal implications of the interviews
Pursuant to explicit Instructions from the Chairman of the Board, the communications were
considered “highly confidential” when made, Id. , at 39a, 43a, and have been kept confidential
by the company. Consistent with the underlying purposes of the attorney-client privilege, these
communications must be protected against compelled disclosure.

The Court of Appeals declined to extend the attorney-client privilege beyond the limits of
thR nnntrnl orouo test for fear that dome so would entail severe burdens on discovery and create
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a broad “zone ot silence” over corporate affairs. Application of the attorney-client privilege to
communications such as those involved here, however, puts the adversary in no worse position
than if the communications had never taken place. The privilege only protects disclosure of
communications; it does not protect disclosure of the underlying facts by those who

....) communicated with the attorney:

“mhe protection of the privilege extends onty to communications and not to facts. A tact is
one thing and a communication concerning that fact is an entirely different thing. The client
cannot be compelled to answer the question, ‘What did you say or write to the attorney’?’ but may
not refuse to disclose any relevant fact within his knowledge merely because he incorporated a
statement of such fact into his communication to his attorney’ Philadelphia v, Westinghouse
Electric Carp. , 205 F.Supp. 830 ,831 (q2.7).

See also Diversified Industries , 572 F.2d., at 611; State ex ret. Dudek v. Circuit Court 34
W.2d 559 , 580, 150 N.W.2d 387 , 399 (1967) (“the courts have noted that a party cannot
conceal a fact merely by revealing it to his lawyer”). Here the Government was free to question
the employees who communicated with Thomas and outside counseL Upjohn has provided the
IRS with a list of such employees, and the IRS has already interviewed some 25 of them. Whil it
would probably be more convenient for the Government to secure the results of petitioner’s
internal investigation by simply subpoenaing the questionnaIres and notes taken by petitioner’s
attorneys, such considerations of convenience do not overcome the policies served by the
attorney-client privilege. As Justice Jackson noted in his concurring opinion in Hickman yJavir
.329 US., atSl 6 , 67 S.Ct., at 3_: “Discovery was hardly intended to enable a learned
profession to perform its functions. . . on wits borrowed from the adversary.”

Needless to say, we decide only the case before us, and do not undertake to draft a set of

rules which should govern challenges to investigatory subpoenas. Any such approach would
violate the spirit of Federal Rule of Evidence 501. See S.Rep. No. 93-1277, p. 13 (1974) t”the
recognition of a privilege based on a confidential relationship - . . should be determined on a
case-by-case basis”); Trammel 445 U.S.. at 47 , IQO S.CL at 91Q-91 1 ; United Sta.v. Gil1oçç

445 US. 360,367,100 S.Ct. 11851190,66 L.Ed.2d 454 (1980),While such a “case-by-case
basis may to some slight extent undermine desirabte certainty in the boundaries of the attorney-
client privilege, it obeys the spirit of the Rules. At the same time we conclude that the narrow
“control group tesr’ sanctioned by the Court of Appeals, in this case cannot, consistent with “the
principles of the common law as.. . interpreted . in the light of reason and experience,” Fed.
Rule Evid. 501, govern the development of the law in this area.

Ill

Our decision that the communications by Upjohn employees to counsel are covered by the
attorney-client privilege disposes of the case so far as the responses to the questionnaires and
any notes reflecting responses to interview questions are concerned. The summons reaches
further, however, and Thomas has testified that his notes and memoranda of interviews go
beyond recording responses to his questions. App. 27a-28a, 91 a-93a. To the extent that the
material eubject to the summons is not protected by the attorney-client privilege as disclosing
communications between an empioyee and counsel, we must reach the ruling by the Court of
Appeals that the work-product doctrine does not apply to summonses issued under 26 U.S.C. §
7602. 6

The Government concedes, wisely, that the Court of Appeals erred and that the work
•-- product doctrine does apply to IRS summonses. Btief for Respondents 16, 48. This doctrine was
j announced by the Court over 30 years ago in Hickman v. Ta vior,329 67 S.Ct. 385,

9. L,Ed. 451 (1947) . In that case the Court rejected ‘an attempt, without purported necessity or
justification, to secure written statements, private memoranda and personal recollections
prepared or formed by an adverse party’s counsel in the course of his legal duties,’ Id. , at 510,
67S.Ct., at 393. The Court noted that “it is essential that a lawyer work with a certain degree of
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privacy” and reasoned that if discovery of the material sought were permitted much of what is
now put down in writing would remain unwritten. An attorneys thoughts,
heretofore inviolate, would not be his own, Inefficiency, unfairness and sharp practices would
inevitably develop in the giving of legal advice and in the preparation of cases for trial. The effect
on the legal profession would be demoralizing. And the interests of the clients and the cause of
justice would be poorly served.” id. , at 511, 67 S.Ct.. at 393-394.

The “strong public policy” underlying the work-product doctrine was reaffirmed recently in
UnitecLStates v. Nobles .422 U.S. 225 , 236-240,95 S.Ct. 2160 .2169-2171,45 LEd.2d 141
[1975) , and has been substantially incorporated in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(3). ‘

As we stated last Term, the obligation imposed by a tax summons remains ‘subject to the
tradihonal pnvtleges and hmitahons ‘United States v Euge 444 U S 707 , 714 100 S Ct 874
879880, 63 L.Ed.2d 741 (1980). Nothing in the language of the IRS summons provisions or
their legislative history suggests an intent on the part of Congress to preclude applicatLon of the
work- product doctrine. Rule 26(b)f3) codifies the work-product doctrine, and the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure are made applicable to summons enforcement proceedings by Rule 81 (a)(3).
See Donaldson v. United States .400 528, 91 S.Ct. 534_, 547, 27 LEd.2d 580 (1971)
• While conceding the applicability of the work-product doctrine, the Government asserts that it
has made a sufficient showing of necessity to overcome its protections. The Magistrate
apparently so found, 78-1 USIC ¶ 9277, p. 83,605. The Government relies on the following
language in Hickman:

“We do not mean to say that all written materials obtained or prepared by an
adversary’s counsel with an eye toward litigation are necessarily free from discovery in all cases.
Where relevant and nonprivileged facts remain hidden in an attorney’s file and where production
of those facts is essential to the preparation of one’s case, discovery may properly be had,
And production might be justified where the witnesses are no longer available or can be reached
only with difficulty.” .9U.$.., atSl 1, L$.Ct,t 394,

The Government stresses that Interviewees are scattered across the globe and that Upjohn
has torbidden its employees to answer questions it considers irrelevant. The above-quoted
language from Hickman ,however, did not apply to “oral statements made by witnesses
whether presently in the form of [the attorney’s] mental impressions or memoranda.” Id. ,at 512,
67 S.Ct.. at 394 . As to such material the Court did Thot believe that any showing of necessity can
be made under the circumstances of this case so as to fustify production. . .. If there should be a
rare situation justifying production ot these matters petitioner’s case is not of that type.” Id. , at
51 2-513, 67 S.Ct., at 394-395. See also Nobles, supra , 422 U.S., at 252-253 ,.atj77
(WHITE, J., concurring). Forcing an attorney to disclose notes and memoranda of witnesses’ oral
statements is particularly disfavored because it tends to reveal the attorney’s mental processes,
329 U. S., at 513 ,67 S.Ct., at 394-395 (“what he saw fit to write down regarding witnesses’
remarks”); id ,at 516-517, Lct. at 396 (“the statement would be his [the attorney’s] language,
permeated with his inferences”) fjackson, J., concurring).

Rule 26 accords special protection to work product revealing the attorney’s mental
processes. The Rule permits disclosure of documents and tangible things constituting attorney
work product upon a showing of substantial need and inabitity to obtain the equivalent without
undue hardship. This was the standard applIed by the Magistrate, 78-1 USTC 1 9277, p. 83,604.
Rule 26 goes on, however, to state that “[ijn ordering discovery of such materials when the
required showing has been made, the court shall protect against disclosure of the mental
impressions, conclusions, opinions or legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a
party concerning the litigation.” Although this language does not specifically refer to memoranda
based on oral statements of witnesses, the Hickman court stressed the danger that compelled
disclosure of such memoranda would reveal the attorney’s mental processes. It is clear that this
is the sort of material the draftsmen of the Rule had in mind as deserving special protection. See
Notes of Advisory Committee on 1970 Amendment to Rules, 28 US.C.App., p. 442 (“The
subdivision. . . goes on to protect against disclosure the mental impressions, conclusions,
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opinion drew special attention to the need for protecting an attorney against discovery of
memoranda prepared from recollection of oral interviews. The courts have steadfastly
safeguarded against disclosure of lawyers’ mental impressions and legal theories.

Based an the foregoing, some courts have concluded that no showing of necessity can
overcome protection of work product which is based on oral statements from witnesses, See, e. g.,
Into Otand Jury Proceedings, 473 F.2d 840 , 848 (CA8 1973) (personal recollectlons, notes, and
memoranda pertaining to conversation with witnesses); In re Grand Jury’ Investigation , 412
F.Supp. 943 ,949 (ED Pal 976) (notes of conversation with witness ‘are so much a product of the
lawyers thinking and so little probative of the witness’s actual words that they are absolutely
protected from disclosur&). Those courts declining to adopt an absolute rule have nonetheless

recognized that such material is entitled to special protection. See, e, g., In to Grand Jury
Investigation , 599 R2d 1224, 1231 (CA3 1979) (‘special considerations. . must shape any
ruling on the discoverabWty of interview memoranda,. .; such documents will be discoverable
only in a ‘rare situation’ ‘); Cf. hire Grand Jury Subpoena , 599 F.2d 504 .511-512 (CA2 1979).

We do not decide the issue at this time, It is clear that the Magistrate applied the wrong
standard when he concluded that the Government had made a sufficient showing of necessity to
overcome the protections of the work-product doctrine. The Magistrate applied the “substantial
need” and “without undue hardship” standard articulated in the first part of Rule 26(b)(3). The
notes and memoranda sought by the Government hero, however, are work product based on oral
statements. If they reveal communications, they are, in this case, protected by the attorney-client
privilege. To the extent they do not reveal communications, they reveal the attorneys’ mental
processes in evaluating the communications. As Rule 26 and Hickman make clear, such work
product cannot be disclosed simply on a showing of substantial need and inability to obtain the
equivalent without undue hardship.

While we are not prepared at this juncture to say that such material is always protected by
the work-product rule, we think a far stronger showing of necessity and unavailability by other
means than was made by the Government or applied by the Magistrate in this case would be
necessary to compel disclosure. Since the Court of Appeals thought that the work-product
protection was never applicable in an enforcement proceeding such as this, and since the
Magistrate whose recommendations the District Court adopted applied too lenient a standard of
protection, we think the best procedure with respect to this aspect of the case would be to
reverse the judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit and remand the case to it for
such further proceedings in connection with the work-product claim as are consistent with this
opinion.

AccordIngly, the judgment of the Court of Appeals is reversed, and the case remanded for
further proceedings.

Itis so ordered.

a
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Discovery Practice Exercises

fl are to qiestions om two rbfierent rams, relating to wor.% product and attorney
client pnvtkgt. LSSUCS that we may d cuss in class tomo;rovt. My guess is that we will
have a bit of time to cover these but that you will probably be able to spend wore time on
them in your TA groups this week:

From Fafl 2003 exam fnote. this wos rw dWerenI quesriaar on the exam, cnd the work
produCt ttorne-y client motericl only retrnes to the second qtwstion. Still, because the
re or’d question references thefactsfrorn shefirs! question, Ineeddto include it here]:

Ernst & Yoertg, LI.?. and Ceadant Cerporsijon arc co-defendants in a securities case
brought n the United States Disirict Coutt to: the Southern District of Texas. Asrnme
that Ernst Lcr Young is a Pennsylvania corporation and that Cendant is incorporated hi
Delaware, and that both have their principal place of business in New York.

Theplaintiffs, a gmupafinvestors all of wbom arefrDm Texas, aflegethatthetwo
companies conspired to defraud them as to the true financial coditon of Cendant. They
claim that they never would have bought shares in the company ii they bad known of
Cendant’s poor financial condition. They allege claims arising under federal securities
Jaw. In particular their claims are based cm Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (the Exchange Act’) and Rule 1 Ob-5 promulgated thereunder by
the Secudues and Exchange Commission (the SEC”), Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the
xchange Act end Rule I Oh- 5 promulgated thereunder by the SEC. Section 10(b) of the
Exchange Act and Rule iCJb-5 prohibit fraudulent, material misstatements orcmjsrioes
in connection with the sale c-f purchase of a security.”

Both e ant and hmst & nung tllCp5 answer moti: :.s for di:rrtissa] under Fed. P.
Civ. P. 12(b)(%). In addition to itS answer, Ernst & Young files and ser:en a cros-claim
aaint Candent wider Fedczal Rule ofCiiI Prccdur 13(c). Frnt & Ynuw,aieges
that Cendant owes it indcmrity, based on the terms of the audit cenact between Cendant
and Ernst iYoeng, for any monies it might pay-- byjudtpnent or by sctUement----to the
pleisitiEs. That contract was negotiated and finaiied in New Yoriç following stensive
thscuston.c betven Ctendard nd Ernst & i’rtung tn Cendinl sNew York office Please
ODIC that the cross-claim necessarily is based on state law since, for puiposes of the
claim, ceithr Cendani nor its auditor are considered “purchaseis or “sellers” of
secunts within the meaning of Section 10(h) and Rule lOb-S. Cendant timely files an
answer in the cross-claim, asserting as it principal defense that hecuse Ernst & Young
war n igant in preparing the audits, it does not owe cnntreer,.a1 indemnity.

Exsctiy one rrcnr.h later, the plaictiff settle all of their claims against Cendant and Ernst
& Young. Al] arties appear before the cmiii to announce that a siur]crner.t has been
reached as to the plaintiffs’ claims, and they ask the court to sign a judgment disposing of
all ofp]aintiff’ claims. The judge enters the judgment and ±srnissesai] of the plaintiffs’
clanrs. Al this same hearing, Ernst & Young emphasizes that ts cross-claim against
Cendsut remains and asks for a itini setting. The judge acknowledges that the cross-
claim sin’ives the senlernent. but says she warns to wait before setting the earn for trial.
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[the fij question asked students the following: TI Centhnt does not want to have to
eontirnie to litigate in this federal district court, what argument(s) should it male,
Prepare a m crandi.im outlining the options available to Cendant, citing any specific
authority. Be certain to assess the IilcelThod of success for any option you discuss.]

Tn the sam- lit gEt Ofl, assume that Ceudant decides it wants to Tertinin in the United
States District Court for the Southern District of Texas p.cj tj any ci
actions you may have discussed in your previous answer. instead, Cendant notices and
takes the oral deposition of Simon Wood, a former Ernst & Young senior manager and
auditor who prepared the Ceudant financini stntements at issue in the underlying
litigation. At Wood’s deposition, Cendaut inquires into communications that took place
between Wood, Ernst & Young’s counsel (who also represented Wood) and Dr. Philip
C. McGraw of Courtroom Sciences, Inc. Dr. McGraw is a consulting expert in trial
strategy and deposition preparation who was retaintd as a non-testifying trial expert to
assIst Thnst & Young’s counsel in preparing the case. Dr. McGraw participated in a
deposition preparation meeting with Wood and his counsel before the deposition was
conducted.

At the deposition, Cendant’s counsel spcciflcally asks Wood, “Did Dr. McGraw pmvide
you with guidance in your conduct as a witness?” and “Did you rehesuse any of your
prospective testimony in the presence of Dr. McGraw?

:,.:_. ,t.. ,___..._,,. *...-.-—-- —- J- ._! f.,‘ alLU uUC’i ui, ciicit litiL w
answer. Alter the deposition, Cendant brings a motion to compel. 1.1 you were the trial
judge ruling on whether to allow these inquiries, bow would you rule?

irom Fafl 200% exam:

In May 2001, Mary Lou Scott was badly injured when a car in which she was a passenger
crashed. Ms. Scott filed suit against XYZ Company, the manufacturer of the tire,
alleging that defects in the tire design caused the accident. She has noticed the deosition
of XYZ’s general counsel for next month. You mean associate in a private law firm
retained by XYL in interviewing the general counsel of the company you learn that be
plays golf once a month with the company’s chief of engineering and has done so for the
last ten years. You Ieam further thai a! their last outing together, the chief of engineering
informed the general counsel that he, the chief of engineering, bad raised questions with a
nowdeceased XYZ vlce-preident concerning the safety ofthe company’s X1% tire in
1995. two years before the product was sold to the public.

Is the genera] counsel’s coaversation with the Chief of Engineering privileged from
disclosure? Must the general counsel testify about his conversation if be is asked about i
at the deposition? Write a memorandum to the ft addressing these.questions
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-: .‘ . . I. Introduction
The dispositive impact of summary judgment rulings, together
with the procedural changes that have increased the influ
ence of summary judgments on federal litigation, have led
commentators to characterize summary judgment practice
as “the focal point of modern litigation.”1 At the forefront of
any discussion on federal summary judgment practice is the
so-called trilogy of cases announced by the U.S. Supreme
Court, in its 1986 term—Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, Anderson
v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., and MatsushitaEtectric Industrial Co. v.
Zenith Radio Corp.2 The burden-shifting framework enunci
ated by the Court in this trilogy; as well as its clarification
ofFederal Rule of Civil Procedure - .

. .4.., .

-56’s “material -fact” standard, ‘hag
had such widespread ramifications
for. federal summary. judgment
-practice -that .former Chief Justice
William Rehnquist :characterized
Cetotëx- -as the most important.
decision of-his tenure.3 But beyond
this vital procedural framework, a
number of similarly critical bspects --- ,. ..

of.federal summary-judgment pracdce perhaps are -less well
known, yet somtime5 equally as dispsith’e of an individual
case. This article focuses on litigating summary judgments
in federal court, with -a -particular emphasis on several of
those discrete, yet important issues often overlooked- by
practitioners.-.. .- ---1 ;‘•... - . . .-. .• .

-

II. The Rule 56 Standard: Burden Shiftingand the Trilogy
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56sets forth the proedures
governing the litigation of- motions for summary judgment
in federal court. Rule 56 was sigpificantly amended, ffe
tive December 1, 2010,. resulting in technical change ‘1tb
the rules surrounding federal summary judgmrit practice.
As amended, Rule 56(a) mandates that a -court ‘shall grant
summary -judgment if - the movant shows that ther is no
genuine dispute as to any material fact and the -.movant is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law.’4 The amended -Rule
thus includes more mandatory lanuage—”shall” -has replaced
“should”—änd a slightly altered standard of review—”genuine
dispute as to any material fact” has replaced “genuine issue as

to any material fact”—than its pte-amendment predecessor.
Although the language of the rule has changed, many prac
titioners, and even courts, still frequently recite- the more
familiar standard of genuine “issue” as opposed to genuine
“dispute.”5 Attorneys should be aware of the amended rule
and incorporate the revised language into their summary
judgment briefing. - --

- -

The primary - procedural issue a ‘practitioner 4should be
aware of when litigating summary judgment motions in
federal court is the burden-shifting framework enunciated
by the Supreme Court’s 1986 summary judgment trilogy.6

- -: -
- Irk Matsushita and Libeity Lobby,
the Court .eicpounded on the

-
‘ “material fact”-standard, while in
-, Celotex the Court initially outlined
the manner in which the burden
shifts from -the movant to the
nonmovant in a typical summary

- judgment.7 As . described -by one
- commentator, ‘Celolex has made - - -

-- - s - t easier to make the motion,. arkd
Anderson and Matsushita haie increased the chancesthat it - --

will be granted 8

Under Celotex s burden-shifting framework the movant bears
an initial burden to demonstrate the absence of a genuine
dispute as1to any’tniatenal fact on the adverse party s claun
To satisfythismiual burden although the moving party
is not requirethto present evidence proving the absence of
a genuine spute of material fact it is not enough merely
to make conclusory statements that the nonmovant has no
evidence Rather the movant must point th CourtrtoGan
absence of evidence in supp’ort of th nonmovantscaet

4 .1

.- - - -f
slufts, and the itonmovant must go beyonl the Ieadings*d
come forward with sEecific evidence demonstrating that ther
is a genuineithspute for trial 12 There is no genuine thspnte
for trial wherlihe record, -taken as-a whole, - ould not ld - : - - .

a rational trier oL fact to find for- the nonmovant.13: if the - - .-. - -

nonmovant fails to meet this burden,- summary judgment
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in the movañt’s favor is appropriate.’4 Thus, the burder to
demonstrate that there is a genuine dispute of material fact is
on the party who seeks to avoid summary judgment.

III. Examining a Sample of Discrete Issues
Citing an outdated standard of review is just one way that
practitioners often run afoul of the procedural rules governing
federal summary judgment practice. For example, misunder

= standing. the timing rules, conflating a court’s re’,iew of the
pleadm with its review of the evidence or confusing the
vaitous rules governing the appealability of orders on sum
maI)rjdgmenr could all result in delays or in some instances
barriers to ah advantageous ruling. A sample of these issues,
and other important matters are explored below

A.. Deadline to Respond
Rule 5 6(c) formerly required a party opposing summary judg
ment to respond within twenty-one days.iS As altered by the

• 2010 amend±nents, however, Rule 56 does not establish an
V explicit deadline to respond.’ Rather, a district court’s local

rules or scheduling orders may specify a date by which a
response must be filed.17 Because the rules often vary between
districts—even districts within the same circuit—attorneys
should always consult the local, rules of the district frr which
their case is pending. In both the Southern and the Northern
Districts: of Texas, for example, the response must be filed
within twenty-one days of the filing of the. motion,:while the
Western District of Texas requires a response within fourteen
days from the motion being filed, and the Eastern District
of Texas sets fourteen days from the date of service as th
deadline.iB Like responses, the former timing rules of Rule
56 governing replies have been withdrawn and local rules
and procedures should instead be referenced.’9

B. failure to Respond
Wholesale failure to respond is construed as a representation
of no opposition under the local rules of many districts, and.
such a failure may lead to the entry of summary judgment
against the non-responding party.2° However, summaryjudg
ment cannot be granted solely on the basis of a nonmovant’s
failure to respond.21 Rule 56(e) no longer explicitly provides,
in the same way that it did prior to the 2010 amendments, that
if no response is filed, the court should, if appropriate, grant
summary judgment.22 Instead, “[ilf a party fails to properly
support an assertior of fact or fails to properly address another
party’s assertion of fact.. . the court may. . . consider the fact
undisputed for purposes of the motion tandi grant summary
judgment.”23 Thus, summary judgment may only be granted if
the moving party satisfies its initial burden of demonstrating
that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and

V
-:. •, , ‘ ,

•‘‘ •‘‘ , .., .,

the nonmovant fails to meet it burden in res

C. Rule 12(b)(6) Motions to Dismiss Treate(
Motions for Summary Judgment
When matters outside the pleadings are consi
motion to dismiss pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil P
12(b)(6), Rule 12(d) requires the court to treat the rn
one for summary judgment and to dispose of it as
by Rule 56.25 If a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss IL -
converted to, a Rule 56 motion for summary judgméi
sunimary judgment rules govern the standard of
In this manner;, the respondent is entitled to the-’
safeguards of summary judgment.27 ,

:,

V. V,

•=,,
- ‘t’ :.

‘,

Under Rule 5,6 the district cout is iiot required to pr
parties notice beyond its decision to treat a Rule
motion as one for summary judgment.28 An express warning,..
by the court that it plans to convert the motion is unn’eces
sary—the’nonmovant merely must be aware that themovafit -
has submitted matters outside the pleadings for the court’s
review.29 The standard is whether the oppàsing paily hd’ •
notice after the’ court accepted for consideration matters
outside the pleadings.3° The notice required. is only that

‘the district’ court may treat’ the motion as one-for summary’
judgment, not that.the court wilt in fact do so The Fifth
Circuit has found that when a defendant attaches evidence •

to its motion to dismiss and the plaintiff attaches evidence’ to . -

its response, the.plaintiff is on notice that the court may treat. -
the motion as one for summary judgment, and no additioçial
notice by the court is required32 Practically speaking, judges
will often issue an order notifying the parties that the court
will convert a motion to dismiss into a motion for summary
judgment. Nevertheless, practitioners should be, mindful
that such an express notification is not required and, when
responding to a motion to dismiss, attaching evidence to the
response, if the movant has attached evidence to the motion,
could result in the court’s conversion of the motion into one
for summaryjudgment without further notice from the court.

D.-, Summary Judgment Hearings ‘

Oral hearings for summary judgment motions are not required
under the Federal Rules and consequently are rarely. granted.33
The Rules likewise do not provide for a specific time by which
motions must be served upon the opposing party.34 Courts are
generally’permitted to’ rule on summary judgment motions
without first giving the parties advance notice of the court’s
intention to decide the motion, by a certain date.35 As such,
federal courts typically rule on such motions solely based on
the parties’ submissions. Attorneys who wish to have an oral
hearing prior to, the court’s ruling should consult the relevant

32 ‘., : “ . “
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irules and the individual judge’s procedures and consider
...i specifically requesting an oral hearing.36

- :t Court’s Order on Summary Judgment
a) provides that “[tihe court should state on the

the reasons for granting or denying the motion.”37 In
ce, because there is, in most instances, no appellate

-- v of summary judgment denials, district courts often

issue denials without giving extensive reasons, or any reasons
at all.38 In contrast, a prevailing movant should seek an order
frbm the court with a specific finding that the movant carried

h; burden of proof and there is no genuine dispute as to
añ ijiaterial fact. When a district court provides a detailed
çplanation supporting the grant of summary judgment,
tIi.eappellate court “need not scour the entire record while
if.-ponders the possible explanations” for the entry of sum

“rnaryJudgment.39 As such, the Fifth Circuit has stated that
a detailed discussion is of great importance.4° A statement of

the reasons for granting summary judgment usually proves

“not ànly helpful, but essential.’4’ The movant therefore
shoTild submit a proposed order with reasons for granting
the motion rather than a form order merely stating that the
mgrnted.

2VV

F çummaryJudgments Are Appealable
Qt grants summary judgment and disposes of

a1 judgment is appealable, and the court’s order
is p4inovo review.42 However, a district court’s
dern ‘ifion for summry judgment is not ordinarily
ievie 4 “appeal.43 In this situation, the court’s decision
constit1 interlocutory order from which the right to
áppeali unavailable until entry of judgment following a
tnal the merits Specific exceptions to this rule exist in
tüthuçh,as the denial of qualified immunity, pursuant
to the car’al àrder doctrine.45 Further, upon certification
by thi lgç,4the district court’s denial of a motion for
sumiithehtinaybe reviewed by permissive interlocu
tor)l,but such certifications are relatively rare.47

Mh!Fifth Circuit has repeatedly held that orders
defiyiflg .summary judgment are not generally appealable
wheiffinal judgment adverse to the movant is rendered
folloving full trial on the merits.48 In Ortiz v. Jordan, the
upi&Court resolved a circuit split on this issue by unani
mousiy’éanfirming the Fifth Circuit’s rule of law, holding that
a partmäy not “appeal an order denying summary judgment
after

- J trial on the merits.’4 Co’nsequently, in most
,litigants should be prepard to proceed to a trial

nerits following the denial of a motion for summary
int and should not rely on arguments made within a

motion for summary judgment to preserve error for appeal.

IV. Conclusion
The burden-shifting framework controlling federal summary
judgment practice is critical for any federal practitioner to
master. Yet, recent amendments to Rule 56 are still, in many
cases, misunderstood. The discrete issues identified by this
article are merely a sampling of the many technicalities that
federal practitioners encounter when litigating summary judg
ments. Attorneys should constantly familiarize themselves
with the local rules pf the district in which they are practicing
and stay abreast of amendments to Rule 56 and precedent-
setting cases opining on issues related to summary judgment.

iiavid Hittner is a Judge of the United States District Court for
the Southern District of Texas and lormerty Judge of the 133rd
Judicial District Court of Harris County, Texas, and is the author
of a three-voturne book on federal civil procedure.

Matthew Hoffman is a law clerk to Judge David Hittner. He will
be joining the Houston office of Vrnson & Etkrns this fall

An extended version of this article, including commentary on
summary judgment practice in state court, wilt appear next year
in 52 Hqus. L. REv. (forthcoming Mar. 2015). *

Arthur R. Miller, The Pretrial Rush to Judgment: Are the ‘Litigation
Explosion,” “Liability Crisis,” and Efficiehcy Cliches Eroding Our Day
in Court and Jury Trial Commitments.7, 78 N.Y.U. L Rev. 982, 984,
1016 (2003) (capitalization omitted); see also Brooke D. Coleman,
The Celotex Initial Burden Standard and an Opportunity to “Revivify”
Rule 56, 32 5. ILL. U. U. 295, 295 (2008) (“Suminary judgment,
which started as an obscure procedural rule, is now a standard part
of the litigation process. The percentage of federal cases ended by
summary judgment increased from 3.7% in 1975 to 7.7% in 2000.”).
2 Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S.2317 (1986); Anderson v. Liberty
Lobby, Inc.; 477 U.S. 242 (1986); Matsushita Etec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith
Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574 (1986). ; :. ‘-

Telephone Interview with Aaron Streett, Partner, VBaker Botts,
former Law Clerk, Chief Justice William H. Rëhnquist, U.S.
Supreme Court (Sept. 24, 2013). ChiefJustice Rehnquist’s revelation
is borne out by thVe empirical evidence, as gathered by Professor
Adam Steinman in, most recently, -a 2010 examination of the V

most highly cited Supreme Court cases. According to Professor
Steinman’s research, the 1986 summary judgment trilogy of cases

V-V

weie, individually, the three most frequently cited Supreme Court
decisions of all time, with Cclotex and Liberty Lobby both garnering V

V
V

more than 120 000 federal crtmg references as Qf 201.0 Adam N
Steinman The Pleading ProItem 62AN L i’U93J 1357 app
(2010) l3 4a.

FEDRCWP 55 4-
See £ Clayton v ConocL4PhztttpstQ 722 F 3d 279 290 (5th
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CELOTEX CORPORATION, Petitioner
V.

Myrtle Nell CATRETT, Administratrix of the Estate ot Louis H. Catrett, Deceased.

Argued April 1, 1986.

Decided June 25, 1986.

Justice REHNQUIST delivered the opinion of the Court. ‘L tJtii+.. istJ I
q& ZYQ%’t,r-)The United States District Court for the District of Columbia granted the motion of petitionerCelotex Corporation for summary judgment against respondent Catrett because the latter was

unable to produce evidence in support of her allegation in her wrongful-death complaint that thedecedent had been exposed to petittoner’s asbestos products. A divided panel of the Court ofAppeals for the District of Columbia Circuit reversed, however, holding that petitioners failure tosupport its motion with evidence tending to negate such exposure precluded the entry of
summary judgment in its favor. Catrett v. Johns-Manville Sales Corp.. 244 U.S.APt.D.C. 160,756 F.2d 1 131 t1985L This view conflicted with that of the Third Circuit in In ía JapaneseElectronic Products, 3 F.2d 238 (1 983L rev’d on other grounds sub nom. Matsushita Elec.Lc
Industrial Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 106 S.Ct. 1348 , 89 L.Ed.2d 538 (1986).We granted certiorari to resolve the conflict, 474 U.S. 944, 106 S.Ct, 342 , 88 L.Ed.2d 285 (1985)and now reverse the decision of the District of Columbia Circuit.

Respondent commenced this lawsuit in September 7980, alleging that the death in 1979 ofher husband, Louis H. Catrett resulted from his exposure to products containing asbestos
manufactured or distributed by 15 named corporations. Respondent’s complaint sounded in
negligence, breach of warranty, and strict liability. Two of the defendants filed motionschallenging the District CourVs in personam jurisdiction, and the remaining 13, including
petitioner, filed motions for summary judgment. Petitioner’s motion, which was first filed in
September 1981, argued that summary judgment was proper because respondent had “failed toproduce evidence that any [Celotex) product. . . was the proximate cause of the injuries allegedwithin the jurisdictional limits at tthe District) Court.” In particular, petitioner noted that respondenthad failed to identify, in answering interrogatories specifically requesting such information, anywitnesses who could testify about the decedent’s exposure to petitioner’s asbestos products. Inresponse to petitioner’s summary judgment motion, respondent then produced three documentswhich she claimed “demonstrate that there is a genuine material factual dispute” as to whetherthe decedent had ever been exposed to petitioner’s asbestos products. The three documentsincluded a transcript of a deposition of the decedent, a letter from an official of one of the
decedent’s former employers whom petitioner planned to call as a trial witness, and a letter froman insurance company to respondent’s attorney, all tending to establish that the decedent hadbeen exposed to petitioner’s asbestos products in Chicago during 1970-1971. Petitioner, in turn,argued that the three documents were inadmissible hearsay and thus could not be considered inopposition to the summary judgment motion.

In July 1982, almost two years after the commencement of the lawsuit, the District Courtgranted all of the motions filed by the various defendants. The court explained that it was grantingpetitioner’s summary judgment motion because ‘there [wasj no showing that the plaintiff was
exposed to the defendant Celotex’s product in the District of Columbia or elsewhere within the
statutory period.” App. 217. 2 Respondent appealed only the grant of summary judgment in favorof petitioner, and a divided panel of the District of Columbia Circuit reversed. The majority ot theCourt of Appeals held that petitioner’s summary judgment motion was rendered “fatally defective”by the fact that petitioner ‘made no effort to adduce any evidence, in the tarm of affidavits orotherwise, to support its motion.” 244 U.S.APP.D.C., at 163 ,756 F.2d, at 184 (emphasis in
original). According to the majority, Rule 56(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and this
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Court’s decision inAdickes v. S.H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144 159, 90 S.Ct, 1596 1609,26LEU.2d 142 (19701 , astabhsh that ‘The party opposing the motion forsummary judgment bears the burden of responding only after the moving party has met its burdenof coming forward with proof of the absence of any genuine issues of material fact.” %4U.SAPP.D.C.. at 183 , 756 F.2d, at 184 (emphasis in original; footnote omitted). The majotitytherefore declined to consider petitioner’s argument that none of the evidence produced byrespondent in opposition to the motion for summary judgment would have been admissible attrial. Ibid. The dissenting judge argued that [t]he majority errs in supposing that a party seekingsummary judgment must always make an affirmative evidentiary showing, even in cases wherethere is not a triable, factual dispute.” Id., at 167, 756 F.2d, at 188 (Bork, J., dissenting). Accordingto the dissenting judge, the majority’s decision ‘undermines the traditional authority of trial judgesto grant summary judgment in meritless cases.” Id., at 166, 756 F.2d, at 187.

We think that the position taken by the majority of the Court of Appeals is inconsistent withthe standard for summary judgment set forth in Rule 56(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. Under Rule 56(c), summary judgment is proper “if the pleadings, depositions,answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show thatthere is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to ajudgment as a matter of law” In our view, the plain language of Rule 56(c) mandates the entry ofsummary judgment, after adequate time for discovery and upon motion, against a party who tailsto make a showing sufficient to establish the itence of an element essential to that party’scase, and on which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial. in such a situation, there canbe “no genuine issue as to any material fact,” since a complete failure of proof concerning anessential element of the nonmoving party’s case necessarily renders all other facts immaterial.The moving party is “entitled to a judgment as a matter of law” because thenonmoving party has failed to make a sufficient showing on an essential element of her case withrespect to which she has the burden of proof. ‘mh[el standard tior granting summary judgmentmirrors the standard for a directed verdict under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 50(a)...Andetson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 250, 1Q6 S.Ct. 2505 2511,91 L.Ed.2d 202 t198j.

Of course, a party seeking summary judgment always bears the initial responsibility ofinforming the district court of the basis for its motion, and identifying those portions at “thepleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with theaffidavits, if any,” which it believes demonstrate The absence of a genuine issue of material fact.But unlike the Court of Appeals, we find no express or implied requirement in Rule 56 that themoving party support its motion with affidavits or other similar materials negating the opponent’sclaim. On the contrary, Rule 56(c), which refers to the affidavits, if any ‘ (emphasis added),suggests the absence of such a requirement. And if there were any doubt about the meaning ofRule 56(c) in this regard, such doubt is clearly removed by Rules 56(a) and (b), which providethat claimants and defendants, respectively, may move for summary judgment with at withoutsupporting affidavits ‘4 (emphasis added). The import of these subsections is that, regardless ofwhether the moving party accompanies its summary judgment motion with affidavits, the motionmay, and should, be granted so long as whatever is before the district court demonstrates that thestandard for the entry of summary judgment, as set forth in Rule 56(c), is satisfied. One of theprincipal purposes of the summary judgment rule is to isolate and dispose of factually unsupported claims or defenses, and we think it should be interpreted in a way that allows it to
accomplish this purpose.

Respondent argues, however, that Rule 56(e), by its terms, places an the nonmoving partythe burden of coming forward with rebuttal affidavits, or other specified kinds of materials, only inresponse to a motion for summary judgment ‘made and supported as provided in this rule.”According to respondent’s argument, since petitioner did not “support” its motion with affidavits.summary judgment was improper in this case. But as we have already explained, a motion forsummary judgment may be made pursuant to Rule 56 ‘with or without supporting affidavits.” incases like the instant one, where the nonmoving party will bear the burden at proof at trial on adispositive issue, a summary judgment motion may properly be made in reliance solely on the
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‘pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on tile.” Such a motion,
whether or not accompanied by affidavits, wiU be “made and supported as provided in this rule,”
and Rule 56(e) therefore requires the nonmoving party to go beyond the pleadings and by her
own affidavits, or by the ‘depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file,”
designate ‘specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial.”

We do not mean that the nonmoving party must produce evidence in a form that would beadmissible at trial in order to avoid summary judgment. Obviously, Rule 56 does not require the
nonmoving party to depose her own witnesses, Rule 56(e) permits a proper summary judgmentmotion to be opposed by any of the kinds of evidentiary materials listed in Rule 56(c), except themere pleadings themselves, and it is from this list that one would normally expect the nonmoving
party to make the showing to which we have referred.

The Court of Appeals in this case felt itself constrained, however, by language in our decision inAdickes v. SH, Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144 ,90 S.Ct. 1598 .26 LEU.2d 142 (1970). There we heldthat summary judgment had been improperly entered in favor of the defendant restaurant in anaction brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. In the course of its opinion, the Adickes Court said that
“both the commentary on and the background of the 1963 amendment conclusively show that itwas not intended to modify the burden of the moving party. . . to show initially the absence of agenuine issue concerning any material fact.” Id., at 159, 90 S.Ct.. at 1609 We think that this
statement is accurate in a literal sense, since we fully agree with the

Adickes Court that the 1963 amendment to Rule 56(e) was not designed to modify the burden ofmaking the showing generally required by Rule 56(c). It also appears to us that, on the basis of
the showing before the Court in Adickes, the motion for summary judgment In that case should
have been denied. But we do not think the Adickes language quoted above should be construed
to mean that the burden is on the party moving for summary judgment to produce evidence
showing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, even with respect to an issue on whichthe nonmoving party bears the burden of proof. Instead, as we have explained, the burden on themoving party may be discharged by ‘showing”—that is pointing out to the d strict court—that
there is an absence of evidence to support the nonmoving party s case

The last two sentences of Rule S6(e) were added, as this Court indicated in Adickes, to
disapprove a line of cases allowing a party opposing summary judgment to resist a properly
made motion by reference only to its pleadings. While the Adickes Court was undoubtedly
correct in concluding that these two sentences were not intended to reduce the burden of the
moving party, it is also obvious that they were not adopted to add to that burden. Yet that is
exactly the result which the reasoning of the Court of Appeals would produce; in effect, an
amendment to Rule 56(e) desIgned to facihtate the granting of motions for summary judgment
would be interpreted to make it mote difficult to grant such motions. Nothing in the two
sentences themselves requires this result, for the reasons we have previously indicated, and we
now put to rest any inference that they do so.

Our conclusion is bolstered by the fact that district courts are widely acknowledged to
possess the power to enter summary judgments sue sponte, so long as the losing party was on
notice that she had to come forward with all of her evidence. See 244U.Sp.D.at16T-168,
756 R2d, at 189 (Bork, J., dissenting); bA C. Wright, A. Miller, & M. Kane, Federal Practice and
Procedure § 2720, pp. 28-29 (1983). It would surely defy common sense to hold that the District
Court could have entered summary judgment sua sponte in favor of petitioner in the instant case,
but that petitioners filing at a motion requesting such a disposition precluded the District Court
from ordering it.

Respondent commenced this action in September 1980, and petitioner’s motion was filed
in September 1981 The parties had conducted discovery and no serious claim can be made (1)that respondent was in any sense ‘railroaded” by a premature motion for summary judgment. Any
potential problem with such premature motions can be adequately dealt with under Rule 56(f), 6
which allows a summary judgment motion to be denied, or the hearing on the motion to be
continued, if the nonmovinq oartV has not had an opportunity to make full discovery.
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In this Court, respondent’s brief and oral argument have been devoted as much to the
?— proposition that an adequate showing of exposure to petitioner’s asbestos products was

, ) made as to the proposition that no such showing should have been required. But the Court ofAppeals declined to address either the adequacy of the showing made by respondent in oppositionto petitioner’s motion for summary judgment, or the question whether such a showing, it reduced toadmissible evidence, would be sufficient to carry respondent’s burden of proof at trial. We think theCourt of Appeals with its superior knowledge of local law is better suited than we are to make thesedeterminations in the first instance,

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure have for almost 50 years authorized motions forsummary judgment upon proper showings of the lack of a genuine, triable issue of material fact.Summary judgment procedure is properly regarded not as a disfavored procedural shortcut, butrather as an integral part of the Federal Rules as a whole, which are designed “to secure the just,speedy and inexpensive determination ot every action.” Fed.RuIe Civ.Proc. 1; see Schwarzer,
Summary Judgment Under the Federal Rules: Defining Genuine Issues of Material Fact, 99F.R.D. 465, 467 f19e4), Before the shift to ‘notice pleading” accomplished by the Federal Rules,motions to dismiss a complaint or to strike a defense were the principal tools by which factuallyinsufficient claims or defenses could be isolated and prevented from going to trial with theattendant unwarranted consumption of public and private resOurces. But with the advent of“notice pleading,” the motion to dismiss seldom fulfills this function any more, and its place hasbeen taken by the motion for summary judgment. Rule 56 must be construed with due regard notonly for the rights of persons asserting claims and defenses that are adequately based in fact tohave those claims and defenses tried to a fury, but also for the rights of persons opposing suchclaims and defenses to demonstrate in the manner provided by the Rule, prior to trial, that theclaims and defenses have no factual basis,

The judgment of the Court of Appeals is accordingly reversed, and the case is remanded for furtherproceedings consistent with this opinion. It is so ordered.

Justice WHITE, concurring.

I agree that the Court of Appeals was wrong in holding that the moving defendant mustalways support his motion with evidence or affidavits showing the absence of a genuine disputeabout a material tact. I also agree that the movant may rely on depositions, answers tointerrogatories, and the like, to demonstrate that the plaIntiff has no evidence to prove his caseand hence that there can be no factual dispute. But the movant must discharge the burden theRules place upon him It is not enough to move for summary judgment without supporting themotion in any way or with a conolusory assertion that the plaintiff has no evidence to prove hiscase.

A plaintiff need not initiate any discovery or reveal his witnesses or evidence unlessrequired to do so under the discovery Rules or by court order. Of course, he must respond itrequired to do so; but he need not also depose his witnesses or obtain their affidavits to defeat asummary judgment motion asserting only that he has failed to produce any support for his case. Itis the defendant’s task to negate, if he can, the claimed basis for the suit.

Petitioner Celctex does not dispute that if respondent has named a witness to support herclaIm, summary judgment should not be granted without Celotex somehow showing that thenamed witness’ possible testimony raises no genuine issue of material fact. Tr. of Oral Arg. 43,
‘ 45 It asserts, however, that respondent has failed on request to produce any basis for her easeRespondent, on the other hand, does not contend that she was not obligated to reveal herwitnesses and evidence but insists that she has revealed enough to defeat the motion forsummary judgment. Because the Court of Appeals found it unnecessary to address this aspectof the case, I agree that the case should be remanded for further proceedings.
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SUPREME COURT Of TUE UNITED STATES

No. O—I53

TIMOTHY SCOTT, PETITIONER L VtCTOR FL\MRlS

ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO ThE UNITED STATES COURT OF
APPEALS FOR THE ELEVENTH CIRCUIT

tApril O, 20071

JUSTICE SCALIA delivered the opinion of the Court
We consider whether a law enbrcement of5cinl can,

consistent with the Fourth Amendment, attempt to step a
fleeing motorist from continuing hi public-endtingering
flight by ramming the mutorists ear from behind. Put
another way: Can an ufficer take actions that place a
fleeing motorist at risk of serious injury or death in order
to stop the mutorist*s flight from endangering the lives of
innocent bystanders?

In March 2001, a Georgia county deputy clocked re
spondent’s vehicle traveling at 73 miles per hour on a rud
with a 5i-mikpor-hour speed limit. The deputy activated
his blue flashing lights indicating that respondent should
pull over. Instead, respondent sped away, initiating a
chase down what is in mast portions a two-lane road, at
speeds exceeding 5 miles per hour. The deputy radioed
his tlispatch to report that he was pursuing a fleeing
ehicle, and broadcast its license plate number. Peti
tioner, Deputy Timothy Scott, heard the radio communica
tion and joined the pursuit along with other orncers. In
the midst of the chase, respondent pulled into the parking
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lot of a shopping center and was nearly boxed in by the
various police vehicles Respondent evaded the trap by
making a sharp turn, colliding with Scott’s police car,
exiting the parking lot, and speeding oft once again down a
two-lane highway.

Following respofldent’s shopping center maneuvering,
which resulted in slight damage to Scott’s police car, Scott
took over as the lead pursuit vehicle. Sj minutes and
nearly 10 miles after the chase had begun, Scott decided to
attempt to terminate the episode by employing a ‘Preci
sion Intervention Technique (P1T maneuver, which
causes the fleeing vehicle to spin to a stop.” Brief for
Petitioner 4. Having radioed his supervisor for perruis
sion, Scott was told to ‘[gjo ahead and take him out.’”
Horns v. Cmveicx (‘ounty, 433 F. 3d 807, 311 (CAL] 20O).
Instead, Scott applied his push bumper to the rear of
respondent’s vehicle.’ As a result, respondent lost control
of his vehicle, which left the roadway, ran down an em
bankment, overturned, and crashed. Respondent was
badly injured and was rendered a quadrIplegic.

Respondent Eled suit against Deputy Scott and others
under Rev, Stat. §1979, 42 U. S. C. §1983, alleging, intcr

a v,o1aton of his federal constitutional rights, viz.
use of excessive force resulting in an unreasonable seizure
under the fourth Amendment. In response, Scott filed a
motion for summary judgment based on an assertion of
qualified immunity. The District Court denied the motion,
finding that “there are material issues of fact on which the
issue of qualified immunity turns which present sufficient
disagreement to require submission to a jury.” Harris v.

says h decided not to employ the PIT maneuver because he
was ‘concerned that the vehicles were moving to quickly t sfe1
e,cecute the nsaneuver, Brief for Petitioner 4. Respondent agrees that
the PIT maneuver could net have been safely employed, See Brief for
Respondent 9. tt. m irrelevant to our analysis whether Scott had
permission to take the precise actions he took.

a
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Coueta Cauny, No. 3:0l CV148WBH (ND Ga SepL
23, 2003), App. to Pet, for Cert. 41a42a. On interlocutory
oppeal, the United Stales Court of Appeals for the Elev
enth Circuit afrmod the District Courts decision to allow
respondent’s Fourth Amendment claim against Scott to
proceed to triaL3 Taking respondent’s view of the facts as
given, the Court of Appeals concluded that Scott’s actions
could constitute “deadly force” under Tennessee v. Corner,
471 U. S. I (1935), and that the use of such force in this
context “would violate frespondent’s] constitutional right
to be free from excessive force during a seizure. Accord
ingly, a reasonable jury could find that Scott violated
Irespondent’sl Fourth Amendment rigbts.” 433 F. 3d, at
816. The Court of Appeals further concluded that “the law
as it existed tat the time of the incidenti, was sufficiently
clear to give reasonable law enforcement officers ‘fair
notice’ that ramming a vehicle under these circumstances
wa unlawfuL’s Id., at 317. The Court of Appeals thus
concluded that Scott was not entitled to qualified tmmu
mty. We granted certiorari, 51 U, S. — (2606), and now
reverse

II
In resoLving questions of qualified immunity, courts are

roquu’rd to resolve a “threshold question: Taken in the
light most favorable to the party asserting the injury, do

Quahfled immunity is “an immunity from siuL rather th:in a mere
defeeu to bUbdity; nod Iik n ebsolote immunity, it is efftivcly Tont
if a rase te erroneously permiLted to go to trial” Mitchell v. Forsyth,
•t’2 U S. 5 1, 523 ft985. Thus, e have hohi that n order denying
un1ijied immunity is immediately appealable even though it is inter
cutry, otherwise, it would he effectivel’ unreviewable’ td,, at 527
Further, ‘ie repeatedly have stressed the importance of resolvuig
irsmunity questions at the earhest poiblo stage in litgation’ Thahr
v BriaiU. 502 U. S. 223, 227 (1901) (per curiin),

3Nuie of the other claims respondent broog)n against Scou or any
iher party are before this Court,
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the facts alleged show the officer’s conduct violated a
constitutional right? This must be the initial inquiry.”
Saucier v. Kate, 533 U. S. 194, 20 (2001), If and only if,
the court Ends a violation of a constitutional right, “the
next, sequential step is to ask whether the right was
clearly established . in light of the specific context of the
case,” Ibid. Although this ordering contradicts “[o)ur
poiicy of avoiding unnecessary adjudication of consttu
tional issues,’ United States v. Treasury Employees, 513
U. S. 454, 478 (1995) (citing Ashwunder u. TI/A, 297 U. S.
288, 346—317 (1936) (Brandeis, 3., concurring)), we have
said that such a departure from practice is “nccessa1n to
set forth principles which wifl become the basis for a
tfuture) holding that a right is clearly established.” Satt’
ncr, sicpra, at 20t. We therefore turn to the threshold
inquiry: whether Deputy Scott’s actions violated the
i”ourth Amendment.

Poor to chts Court’s announcruenc of Suuctrr’s ‘rigid ‘order of bat.
tie Brossoze v. Hougen, 543 U. $ 191, 201—202 (2004) (BKEYEn. .1.

ncurriog), we had described this order of inquiry as th ‘hotter
approach,” County of Sacramento v. Lei-s. 5i3 U. S. 83.3, 841. n. S
(1998), though nut one that was required in all caice. Sue id, at 858—
959 (Bitrvts, 1., conr.urñng); d, at 859 (S1tvEs, J., concurring in
jndgment). Tnere has been doubt expressed regsrthng the wisdom of
Saucier’s denaion Lu niake the threshold inquiry mandawry, especially
in uaaes where the constitutional question is relatively difl3cult and the
quabSed immunity question relatively straightforward. See, e.g.,
&osseau, supra, at 201 (BftEYER, J., juinerl by SCALIA end GINSSURO,
JJ., concuthog); Bunting v. Mdflen, 541 U. S 1010 (2004) (STEVENS, 3,,
joined by CtNsBUttn and IIREYER, JJ , respecting denial of certiurar),
Id, at 025 (ScALI,, 3., joined by Rehoquist, C 3., dissenting). See ato
Lyons v, Xenin, 117 F. 3d 565, 580—584 tA6 20051 (Sutton, J,, cnncur
ring). W need not address the wisdom of Saucier in this ease, hou.
ever, becaase the constitutional question with which we are preeoted

as discussed in Part liLE, mini, easily decided. Deciding that
question Scsi. is thus the ‘better approach,” Lewis. supra, at 941, n.5,
regardless of whether it is required.
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A

The first step in assessing the constitutionality of Scott’s
actions is to determine the relevant facts. As this case
was decided on summary judgment, there have not yet
been factual findings by a judge or jury, and respondent’s
version of events (unsurprising)y) differs substantialty
from Scott’s version. When things are in such a posture,
courts are required to view the facts and draw reasonable
inferences “in the light most favorable to the party oppos
ing the [sunimary judgmeotj motion.’ Unifrd Stoics V.
Diebotd, Inc., 309 U. S. 054, 6i5 (1902) (per ctriam);
SauCier, supra. at 201. In quali5ed immunity cases, this
uuaUy means adopting (as the Court of Appeals did here)
the plaintiffs version of the facts.

There is, however, an added wrinkle m this case: exis
tence in the record of a videotape capturing the events in
question. There are no allegations or indications that this
videotape was doctored or altered in any way, nor any
contention that what it depicts differs from what actually
happened. The videotape quite clearly contradicts the
version of the story told by respondent and adopted by the
Court of Appeals.5 For example, the Court of Appeals
adopted respondents assertions that, during the chase,
“there was little, if any, actual threat to pcdcstriana or
otheT motorists, as the roads were mostly empty and
trespondentI remained in control of his vehicle.” 433 F. 3d,
at 81& rndeed, reading the lower court’s opinion, one gets

iJusricE STEV4s sUge5ta that our reaction to the vidotp i
aarehow diusyncratic, and auems to beheve we are
ti.i r.oatent See post, at 4 (hseentin OpISion) (In urn, the
factual tstements by the Court of Appeals quoted by the
Court . were entirely accurate’). We are happy to allow the
videotape to speak for itself. Se Becord 36, bh. A. a’ailable at
hutp:llwww.supreineouruusgw/opinianaMdeotscout.yharrs.rmvb and
in Clerk ci Ceurt’ case tUe.
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the impression that respondent, rather than fleeing from
police, was attempting to pass his driving test:

“[T]aking the facts from the non-movant’s viewpoint,
trospondent] remained in control of his vehicle, slowed
for turns and intersections, and typically used his in
djcator for turns. He did not run any motorists off
the road. Nor was he a threat to pedestrians in the
shopping center parking lot, which was free from Pe
destrian and vehicular frame us the center was closcd
Significantly, by the time the parties were back on the
highway and Scott rammed [respondenti, the motor
way bad been cleared of motorists and pedestrians al
legedly because of police blockades of the nearby inter’
sections,” H., at 8). 816 (citations omitted).

The videotape tells quite a different story. There we see
r.pondenLsvehirln racing dQwi narrow, twQ4an rnid
ti dte dead u uigi aped s1e tki fa0t. u
eee it swerve around more than a dozen other cars, cross
the double-yellow line, and force cars traveling in both
directions to their respective shoulders to avoid being hit.
We see it run multiple rd lights and travel for consider
able perinds of time in the occasional center left-turn-only
lane, chased by numerous police cars forced to engage in

Ju5-ncsSrcvrNs hypnthsizes that these cars ‘had already pulled to
the side of the road or were driving along the sbauldr because they
heard the police sirens or saw the flashing bhts,” so that “tl iun
riuld certainly conclude that those matorist3 were exposed to no
greater risk than persons who take the same action in response to a
speeding ambulance.” Post, at 3. It is not our experience that ambu
lances and fire engines careen down two-lane roads at S5plus miles per
hour, with an unmarked scout cur out in front of them. The risk they
pose to the public is vastly less tho what respondent created here.
But even if that were not so, it would in no way lead to the conclusion
that it was unreasonable to etitninate the threat to life that respondent
posed, Socety accepts the risk of speeding ambulances and fire engines
in order to save life and property; it necd net food assuredly does not)
accept a similar risk posed by a reckless motorist fleeing the police.
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the same hazardous maneuvers just to keep up. Ear from
being the cautious and controlled driver the lower court
depicts, what we see on the video more closely resembles a
Hollywood-style ear chase of the most frightening sort,
placing police officers and innocent bystanders alike at
great risk of serious injury.

At the summary judgment st.age, facts must be viewed in
the light most favorable to the nonmoving party only if
there is a “genuine0 dispute as to those facts. Fed. Rule
Civ. Proc. 56(c). As we have emphasized, [when the
moving party has carried its burden under Rule 56(c), its
opponent must do more than simply show that there is
some metaphysical doubt as to the materiat facts..,.
Where the record taken as a whole could not lead a ra
tional trier of fact to find for the nonmoving party, there is
no ‘genuIne issue for trial-’” Motsushita Etec. Industrial
Co. v. Zenith Rndio Corp., 475 U. S. 574, 386—587 (1986)
(footnote omitted). “[Tihe mere existence of some alleged
factual dispute between the parties wilt ot defeat an
otherwise properly supported motion for summary judg
ment; the reqturement is that there be no genuine issue of
material fact.” .1nderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U. S.
242, 247233 (1986). When opposing parties tell two
different stris, one of which is blatantly contradicted by
the record, so that no reasonable jury could believe it, a
court should net adopt that version of the facts for pur
poses of ruling on a motion for summary judgment.

That ‘as the case here with regard to the factual issue
whether respondent was driving in such fashion as to
endanger human life. Respondent’s version of events is so
utterly dtscredited by the record that no reasonable jury

This i not to say that each and every factual statement made by the
Court of Appaia ms inaccurate. Far example, the videotape validates
the courte statement that vhen Scott rammed rspondent’ vehicle L
was not thremtemn any other vehicles or pedoetrians. (Undoubtedly
Scott .a(rd f the road to b clear bef executing his maneuver.)
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could have believed him. The Court of Appeals should not
have relied on such visible fiction; it should have vicwed
the facts in the light depicted by the videotape.

B
Judgzng the matter on that basis, we think it is quite

clear that Deputy Scott did not violate the Fourth
AmendmenL Scott does not contest that his decision to
terminate the car chase by ramming his bumper intO
respondent’s vehicle constituted a “seizure,” “[A] Fourth
Amendment seizure [occurs] . . . when there is a govern
mental termination of freedom of movement through
means intentionally applied.” Brouer v. County of Inyo,
139 U. S. 593, 596—597 (1989) (emphasis deleted). Sec
also ic, at 597 (If. the police cruiser had pulled along
side the fleeing car and sideswiped it, producing the crash,
then the termination of the suSpect’s freedom of movement
would have been a sezurc”). ft is also coiceded, by both
stdes, that a claim of “excessive force in the coutse of
making ja] ‘seizure’ of tthe] person .. . t.is) properly
analyzed under the fourth Amendment’s ‘objective ren
sonahlenes& standard.” Graham v. Gonnor, 490 U. S. 386,
388 t1989). The question we need to answer is whether
Scott’s actions were objectively reasonable,8

Respondent urges us to analyze this case as we analyzed
Garner, 471 U. S. 1. See Brief for Respondent 16—29, We

Jsr:cr Srsvs incorrectly declares this to be “a question of fict
best reserved tor a jury,” nod complains we are “usurpjingl the
factFrndin function.” Pest. at 7. At th summary judgment etae
however, once we have determined the relevant set of facts and drawn
all Inferences in favor of the noomoving party to the extt’.at cppr1obte
by the record. ace Part III A. aapra, the reasonableness of Scott’s
aruons—r, in Jtsrtrs Srrv’s’ parlance “[w]hether {respondant’sl
actions have tsen to a level warranting deadly force” post, at 7—k a
pure queston of law
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must first decide, he says, whether the nctions Scott took
constttuted “deadly force.” (He defines “deadly force” as
“any use of force which creates a substantial likelihood of
causing death or serious bodily injury,” id, at 19) U so,
respondent claims that Garner prescribes certain precon.
dilions that must be met before Scott’s actions can survive
Fourth Amendment scrutiny: (1) The suspect must have
posed an immediate threat of serious physical harm to the
officer or others; (2) deadly force must have been neces
sary to prevent escape;9 and (3) where feasible, the officer
must have given the suspect some warning. See Brief for
Respondent li-l8 (citing Garner, sctpra, at —l2). Since
these Garner preconditions for using deadly force were not
met in this case, Scott’s actions were per e unreasonable.

Respondent’s argument falters at its first step; Garner
thd not establish a magical onloff switch that triggers rigid
preconditions whenever an officer’s actions constitute
dead1y force” Garner was simply an application of’ the
Fourth Amend me nt’s “reasonableness” test, Graham,
supra, :It 3S8, to the use of a particular type of force in a
particular situation. Garner held that it was unrcason
able to kiH a “young, slight, and unarmed” burglary sus

RespndeoL tike the Court of Appale, defines this second precondi
tin aS ‘necesaary to prevent escape,’’ Brief for Respondent 11; Harris

(‘oueco county, 43 F 3d S07, H3 (CM I 20O), quoting Carrier, 471
U S., at 11. But that quote from Gurrtr is taken nut of cantext, The
nerossit described in Garner was, in fact, the need to prevent “serious
physical hirm, either to the oflicer or to ethers.” Ibid. ly way of
example only, Garner hypothesized that Ucadily force may be used ‘il
necessary to prevriL escape” wl,eO the suspect is koown to have com’
mitred a crime involving the Infliction or threatened infliction of serious
pI’ ysical harm,” ibid., so that his mere being at large poses an inherent
danger La society. Respondent dId not pose that type of inherent threat
to sncier.y, since (prior to the car chase) he had committed only a minor
ttaffic offense and, as far as the police were aware, had no prior cn.mi’
nat record. Bat in this case, unlike in Corner, it was respondent’s flight
itself (by means of a speeding automobile) that posed the threat of
‘SCriTiUS physical harm - La others.” Thid.
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pect, 471 U. S., at 21, by shooting him ‘In the back of the
head” while be was running away on foot, id,, at 1, and
when the officer “could not reasonably have believed that
[the suspecti . . . posed any threat,” and “never attempted
to justify his actions on any basis other than the need to
prevent an escape,” Id,, at 21. Yhatever Garner said
about the factors that might hace justified shooting the
suspect. in that case, such “preconditions’ have scant
applicability to this case, which has ‘.astly different facts.
‘Garner had nothiiig to do with one car striking another or
even with car chases in general - . . A police car’s bump
ing a fleeing car is, in fact, not much like a policeman’s
shooting a gun so as to hit a person.” Adams v. St. Lucie
County Sheriff’s Dept., 962 F. 2d 1563, 1577 (CAll 1992)
(Edmondson, I, dissenting), adopted by 998 F. 2d 923
(CAll 1993) (en banc (per curinm) Nor is the threat
posed by the flight on foot of an narmcd suspect vrsfl
remotely omparabi,e to the etrema danger to human bfc
posed by respondent in this case. Although respondent’s
attempt to craft an easy-to-apply legal test. in the Fourth
Amendment context is admirable, in the end we must still
slosh our way through the factbound morass of “reason
ableness.” Whether or not Scott’s actions constituted
application of “deadly force,” all that matters is whether
Scott’s actions were reasonable.

9

In determining the reasonableness of the manner in
which a seizure is effected, “[wie must balance the nature
and quahty of the intrusion on the individual’s Fourth
Amendment interests against the importance of the gov.
eromental interests alleged to justify the intru5in.”
United States v, Place, 462 U. S. 69G. 703 (1983). Scott
defends his actions by pointing to the paramount govern
mental interest in ensuring public safety, and respondent
nowhere suggests this was not the purpose motivating

C)
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Scott’s behavior. Thus, in judging whether Scott’s actions
were reasonable, we must consider the risk of bodily harm
that Scott’s actions posed to respondent in light of the
threat to the public that Scott was trying to eliminate,
Although there is no obvious way to quantify the risks on
either side, it is clear from the videotape that respondent
posed an actual and imminent threat to the lives of any
pedestrians who might have bee.a present. to other civilian
motorists, and to the officers ineo1vd in the chase. See
Part Ill A, supra, It is equafly clear that Scott’s actionS
posed a high likelihood of serious injury or death to re
spondent—though not the nenr certainty of death posed
by, say, shooting a fleeing felon in the back of the head,
see Garner, supra, at 4, or puffing alongside a fleeing
motorist’s car and shooting the motorist, ef. Voughaa v.
Cox, 343 F. 3d 1323, l32 1327 (cAll 2003). So how does
a court go about weighing the perhaps lesser probability of
injuring or killing numerous bystanders against the per
haps larger probability or injuring or killing a single per
son? We think it appropriate in this process to take into
account not only the number of lives at risk, but also their
relative culpability. It was respondent, after all, who
intentionally placed himself and the public in danger by
unlawfully engaging in the reckless, high-speed flight that
ultimately produced th choice between two evils (hat,
Scott confronted. Multiple police cars, with blue lights
flashing and sirens blaring, had been chasing respondent
for nearly 10 miles, hut he ignored their warning to stop.
By contrast, those who might have been harmed had Scott
not taken the action he did were entirety innocent. We
have little difficulty in concluding it. was reasonable for
Scott to take the action that he thd.IO

5The Court of Appeals cites Browr v. Courry of fnyo, 459 1. S. 505,
505 (1989, for its refusal Lu ‘countenance the argument that by can
towing ti flea, a suspect absok’es a pursuing poLce ofEcer of any
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But wait. says respondent: Couldn’t the innocent public
uqually have been protected, and the tragic accident en
tirely avoided, Lf the police had simplY ceased their pur
suit? We think the police need not have taken that chance
and hoped for the best. Whereas Scott’s action—Taniming
respondent off the road—was certain to eliminate the risk
that respondent posed to the public, ceasing pursuit was
not. First of all, there would have been no way to convey
convincingly to respondent that the chase was off, and
that he was free to go. Had respondent looked iii his rear
view mirror and seen the police cars deactivate their
flashing lights and turn around, he would have had no
idea whether they were truly letting him get away, or
simply devising a new strategy for capture. Perhaps the
police kaev a shortcut he didn’t know, and would reap
pear down the road to intercept him; or perhaps they were
setting up a rnnrlhlnrlr in he path flf rnhI’Pr, 4? 11 S
at i4, C.vcn wch an:crtaxity, rcspoadcnt might hav:
been iust as likely to respond by continuing to drive reck.
lessly as by slowing down and wiping his brow.

Second, we are loath to lay down a rule requiring the

possible liability for sU ensuing a’uons during the cha5e ‘ 433 F. 3d, at816 The inly question in Brewer was whether a po’uce radhlockcmistttuted a seizure under the Fourth Amendment, To deciding thatquestrnn, the relative cu1pbility of the parties is, of course, irrelevant:a seizure o”curs whenever the police are “responsib(lel fur the ternunatwo of a person’s movealent,” 133 F. 3d, at MG, regardless, of thereason For the termination. Culpability i relevant, however, to theruusoszczbliirwas of the seizure—to whether preventing poesible harm cithe innocent jusLIfla exposing to possible harm the person threateningthem.
° Contrary to Jctic Sigvass’ assertions, we do not ‘assumle] thatdangers caused by flight from a poiive pursuit will continue after thepursuit, ends,” pose. at 6, nor do we make any ‘factual assumptions”

prM, at 5, with respect to what would have happened if the police had
cne home We simply point ut the uncertoiritws regarding whatwould have happened, rn response to respondent’s factual assumptionthat the high speed flight weuTd have ended.
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police to allow fleeing suspects to get away whenever they
drive so recklessly that they put other people’s lives in
danget. It is obvious the perverse incentives such a rule
would create: Every fleeing motorist would know that
escape is within his grasp, it only he accelerates to 90
miles per hour, crosses the doub1eyellow line a few times,
and runs a few red lights. The Constitution assuredly
does not impose this invitation to impunity-earnedby
recklessness. Instead, we lay down a more sensible rule: A
police officer’s attempt to terminate a dangerous high-
speed car chase that threatens the lives of innocent by
siandera das not violate the Fourth Amendment, even
when it places the fleeing motorist at risk of serious injury
or death.

k * *

The car chase that respondent initiated in thIs ease
posed a substantial and immediate risk of serious physical
injury to others; no reasonable jury could conclude othcr
wise. Scott’s attempt to terminate the chase by tbrcing
respondent off the road was reasonable, and Scott is enti
tled to rummary judgment. The Court of Appeals’ decision
to the t:onrary is reversed.

Ii is so nrdi’r’d.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
ROBERT R. TOLAN L’ JEFFREY WAYNE COTTON
ON PETITION FOR WRtT OF CRPIORARI TO THE UNITED

STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR TUE FIFTH CIRCUIT
No. I3—5t. Decided May 5, 2013

PER CURIAM.
During the early morning hours of New Year’s Eve,

2003, police sergeant Jeffrey Cotton fired three bullets at
Robert Tolan; one of those bullets hit its target and punc
tured Tolan’s right lung. At the time of the shooting,
Thian was unarmed on his parents’ front porch about 15 to
20 feet away from Cotton. Tolan suede alleging that Cot
ton had exercised excessive force in violation of the Fourth
Amendment. The District Court granted summary judg
ment to Cotton, and the Fifth Circuit affirmed, reasoning
tbat regardless of whether Cuttn used excessive force, he
was entitled to qualified immunity because he did not
violate any clearly established right. 713 F. 3d 299 (2013),
In articulating the factual contest of the case, the [‘ifth
Circuit failed to adhere to the axiom that in ruling on a
motion for summary judgment, 1the evidence of the
nonmovant is to be believed, and all justifiable inferences
are to be drawn in his favor.” Anderson V. Liberty Lobby,
mc’ 477 U. S. 242, 255 (1986). For that reason, we vacate
its decision and remand the case for ftirther proceedings
consistent with this opinion,

I

The following facts, which we view in the light most
favorable to Tolan, are taken from the record evidence and
the opinions below. At around 2:00 on the morning of
December 31, 200ti, John Edwards, a police officer, was on
patrol in Bellaire, Texas, when he noticed a black Nissan
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sport utility vehicle turning quickly onto a residential
street. The officer watched the vehicle park on the side of
the street in front of a house, Two men exited: Tolan and
his cousin Anthony Cooper.

Edwards attempted to enter the license plate number of
the vehicle into a computer in his squad car. But he keyed
an incorrect character; instead of entering plate number
G96BGK, he entered 695BGK That incorrect number
matched a stolen vehicle of the same color and make. This
match caused the squad car’s computer to send an auto
matic message to other polite units, informing them that
Edwards had found a stolen vehicle.

Edwards exited hi cruiser, drew his service pistol and
ordered Tolan and Cooper to the ground. He accused
Thian and Cooper of having stolen the car. Cooper ye
sponded. “That’s not true.” Record t29. And Tohin ex
plained, “That’s my car.” Ibid. Tolan theim complied with
the officer’s demand to lie face-down on the homes front
porch.

As it turned out, Thian and Cooper were at the home
where Tolan lived with his parents. Hearing the comma
tiGn, Tolan’s parents exited the front door in their paja
mas. in an attempt to keep the misunderstanding from
escalating into something more, Tolan’s father instvuted
Cooper to lie down, and instructed Tolan and Cooper to
say nothing. Tolan and Cooper then remained facedown.

Edwards told Tolan’s parents that he believed Tolan nd
Cooper had stolen the vehicle. In response, Tolan’s father
identified Tolan as his son, and Tolan’s mother explained
that the vehicle belonged to the family and that no crime
had been committed. Tolan’s father explained, with hi
hands in the air, “ITihis is my nephew. This is my son.
W live here. This is my house.” Id., at 2059. Tolan’s
mother similarly offered, “[$lir this is a big mistake, This
car is not stolen., - . That’s our car,” Id., at 2075.

While Tolan and Cooper continued to lie on the ground
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in silence, Edwards radioed for assistance. Shortly theve
after, Sergeant Jeffrey Cotton arrived on the scene and
drew his pistol. Edwards told cotton that Cooper and
Thian had exited a stolen vehicle. Tolan’s mother reiter
ated that she and her husband owned both the ear Tolan
had been driving and the home where these events were
unfolding Cotton then ordered her to stand against the
family’s garage door. In response to Cotton’s order, To
Ian’s mother asked, “A)re you kidding me? We’ve lived
hertel 15 years. We’ve never had anything Like this haj,
pen before.” Id., at 2077; see also Id., at 1465.

The parties disagree as to what happened next. Tahiti’s
mother and Cooper testified during Cotton’s criminal trial1
that Cotton grabbed her arm and slammed her against the
garage door with such force that she fell to the ground.
Id., at 2035, 2078—2080. ThIan similarly testified that
Cotton pushed his mother against the garage door, UI., at
2170, in addition, Tolan offered testimony from his mother
and photographic evidence to demonstrate that Ciitt,n
used enough force to leave bruises on her arms and back
that lasted for days. Id.. at 2078—2079, 2083—2091. By
contrast, Cotton testified in his deposition that when he
was escorting the mother to the garage, she flipped her
arni up and told him to get his hands off her. Id., at 104:1.
He also testified that he did not know whether he left
bruises but believed that he had not. Id., at 1044.

The parties aba dispute the manner in which Tolan
responded. Tolan testified in his deposition and during
the criminal trial that upon seeing his mother being
pushed, id, at 1219, he rose to his inees, Id., at 1928.
Edwards and Cotton testified that Tolan rose to his feet.

1’l’he events descrtbett here led to Couon’s criminal mnthctmern inHams County. Teis, for aggravated assault by a public serviint. 713
F, 3d 299, 303 (CAS 2013). He waa acquitted. ibtU. Tlw testunony ot’‘rolan’s notIier during Cotton’s trial is a piirt of the record in this cwiluction, Record 2066 2037.

C)
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Id., at 1051—1052, 1121.
Both parties agree that Tolan then exclaimed, from

roughly 15 to 20 feet away, 713 F. 3d, at 303, “(GJet your
fucking hands off my mom.” Record 1928. The parties
also agree that Cotton then drew his pistol and fired three
shots at Tolan. Tolan and his mother testified that these
shots came with no verbal warning. Id., at 2019, 2080.
One of the bullets entered Thian’s chest, collapsing his
right lung and piercing his livet’. While Tnlnn survIved, he
suffered a life-altering injury that disrupted his budding
professional baseball career and causes him to experience
pain on a daily basis.

B
In May 2009, Cooper, Thian, and Tulan’s parents filed

this suit in the Southern District of Texas, alleging claims
under Rev. Stat. §1979, 42 U. S. C. §1983. Tolan claimed.
among other things, that Cotton had used excessive force
against him in violation of the Fourth Amendment. After
Utacovery, Cotton moved for summary judgment, arguing
that the doctrine of qualified immunity barred the stut.
That doctrine immunizes government officials from dam
ages suits unless their conduct has violated a clearly
established right.

The District Court granted summary judgment to (‘ot
ton. 851 F. Supp. 2d 141 (SD Thx. 2012). It rcaonecl that
Cotton’s use of force was not unreasonable and therefore
did not violate the Fourth Amendment. Id., at 477—178.
The Fifth Circuit affirmed, but on a different basis, 713
F. 3d 299. It declined to decide whether Cotton’s actions

The complaint also alleod that the officers’ actions violated the
qua1 Protection Clause t the extent they were motivated by Thian’s
and Coopr’ race, 854 F, Supp. 2d 414. 465 (SD ‘Pox. 2012). Tn aUdi
tion. the complaint alleged that Cotton used excessive force against
Tolaii’s mother. Id., at 468. Those claims, which were dismissed. (ci., at
465. ‘170, are not before this Crt,
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violated the Fourth Amendment. instead, it held that
even if Cotton’s conduct did violate the Fourth Amend
tnent, Cotton was entitled to qualified immunity because
he dtd not violate a clearly established right. Id., at 306.

In reaching this conclusion, the Fifth Circuit began by
noting that at the time Cotton shot Tolan, “it was
clearly established that an officer bad the right to use
deadly force if that officer harbored an objective and rea
sonabk belief that a suspect presented an ‘immedrntc
threat to [his) safety.’” hi., at 306 (quoting Dec lIe v.
Marccnt$+eI, 567 F. 3d 156, 16% (CA5 2009fl The Court
of Appeals reasoned that Tolan failed to overcome the
qualified-immunity bar because “an ohjectively.reasonable
officer in Sergeant Cotton’s position could have ... be
lieved” that Tolan “presented an ‘immediate threat to the
safety of the officers.” 713 F. 3d, at 3O7. In support of
this conclusion, the court relied on the fbllowing facts: the
front porch had been “thmly4it”; Tolan’s mother had ‘re
tus[ed] orders to remain quiet and calm”; and Tolan’s
words had amounted to a “verba[l) threa[tj.” Thid i\:lost
critically, the court also relied on the purported fact that
Tolan was “moving to intervene in” Cotton’s handling of
his mother, Id,, at 30, and that Cotton therefore could
reasonably have feared for his life, Id., at 07, Accord
ingly, the court held, cotton did not violate clearly estab
lished law in shooting Tolan,

The Fifth Circuit denied rehearing en hanc. 53 Fed.
App. 371 (2013). Three judges voted to grant rehearing.
Judge Dennis filed a dissent, contending that the panel
opinion “fait[ed) to address evidence that, when viewed in

1Thlan argues that the Fifth Circuit incortectly analyzed the reasonableness of Sergeant Cotton’s beliefs under the second prong of thequalified-unmanity analysis rather than the liver. See Pet. for Cert. 12.20. Because we nile in Tolan’s favor on the narrow ground that theFifth Circuit erred in its application of the summary judgment stand•ard, we espress no new au to ‘Potn’s additional argument.

C
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the light most favorable to the plaintiff, creates genuine
issues of material fact as to whether an objective officer in
Cotton’s position could have reasonably and objectively
believed that TolanJ posed an immediate, significant
threat of substantial injury to him.” id., at 377.

I;
A

in resolving questions nt qualified immunity at sum
mary judgment, courts engage in a two-pronged inquiry.
The first asks whether the facts, “[tjaken in the light mast
favorable to the party asserting the injury, ,. . show the
officer’s conduct violated a federal] right[,” Saucier v.
Katz, 533 U. S. 194, 201 (2001). When a plaintiff alleges
excessive force during an investigation or arrest, the
federal right at issue is the Fourth Amendment right
against unreasonable seizures. Graham v. Coiinor, 490
U. S. 38, 394: (1989), The inquiry into whether this right
was violated requires a balancing of “the nature and
quality of the intrusion on the individual’s Fourth
Amendment interests against Ute importance of the gov
ernmental interests alleged to jnsti’ the intrusion,”
Tennessee v. Garner, 471 U. S. 1, 8 (1935); see Graham,
supra, at I9G.

The second prong of the qualied-immuaity ana1vsi
asks whether the right in question was “clearly estab
hshed” at the time of the volation. Hope v. P&2er, 53G
U. S. 730. 739 (2002), Governmental actors are ‘shilded
from liability for civil damages if their actions did not
violate ‘clearly established statutory or constitutional
rights of which a reasonable person would have known.”
Ibid. “[T]he salient question ... is whether the state of
the law” at the time of an incident provided “fair warning”
to the defendants “that their alleged Iconduct] was uncon
stitutionaL” Id., at 741.

Courts have discretion to decide the order in which to
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engage these two prongs, Pcarswt v. Callahan, 55 U. S.
23, 236 (2009). But under either prong, courts may not
resolve genuine disputes of fact in favor of the party seek
lag summary judgment. See Brasseart v. ifati,gen, 51.3
U. S. 19 I, 195, n. 2 (2001) (per curium); Sancier, supra, at
201; Hope, supru, at 733, ii. 1.. This is not a rule specific to
qualified immunity; it is simply an application of the moru
general rule that a ‘judge’s function” at summary judg.
meat is not “to weigh the evidence and determine the
truth of the matter but to determine whether there is a
genuine issue for trial.” A,uiroii, 177 U. S.. at 2 19.
Summary judgment is appropriate only if “the movant
shows that there is no genuine issue as to any material
fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of
law.” Fed. Rule CIv. Proc. 56(a). cii making that determi
nation, a court must view the evidence “in the light most
favorable to the opposing party.” Adirkes v. S. H. Kress &
(‘a., 39$ U.S. 144, 157 (1970); see also Anderson, snpru. at
255.

Our qualified-immunity cases illustrate the importance
of drawing inferences in favor of the nonnwvanit, even
when, as here, a court decides only the clean -established
prong of the standard, In cases alleging unreasormbk’
searches or seizures, we have instructed that courts
should define the “clearly established” right at issue en
the basis of the “specific context of the case.” Saucier,
supra, at 201; see also An.derswi v. Creighton, 483 U. S.
635, 630—041 (1987). Accordingly, courts must take care
nut to define a case’s “context” in a manner that imports
genuinely disputed factual propositions. See Brosseau.
supra, at 195, 198 (inquiring as to whether conduct violated
clearly established law “in light of the specific context
of the case” and construing “facts . . . in a light most
favorable ta” the nonmovant).

/
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B
In holding that. Cotton’s actions did not vielaW clearly

established law, the Fifth Circuit failed to view the cvi
dence at summary judgment in the light most favorable to
Tolan with respect to the central facts of this case. By
failing to credit evidence that contradicted some of its kuy
factual conclusions, the court improperly “weigh[ed] the
tvidence” and resolved disputed issues in favor of the
moving party, Anderson, 477 U. S., at 249

First, the court relied on its view that at the time of the
shooting, the Tolans’ front porch was dtmly-hL” 713
F. 3d, at 307. The court appears to have drawn this as
sessment from Cotton’s statements in a deposition that
when he fired at Tolan, the porch was “‘fairly dark,” and
ht by a gas lamp that was “decorative.” Id., at 30%. h
his own deposition, however, Tolan’s father was asked
whether the gas lamp was in fact “more decorative than
illuminating,” Record 15S2. He said that it was not. Ibid.
Moreover, Tolan stated in his deposition that two flood
lights shone on the driveway during the incident. Id.,
at 2496. and Cotton acknowledged that there were two
motion-activated lights in front of the house Id., at 1034.
And Tolan confirmed that at the time of the shooting, he
was “not in darkness.” Ith, at 2498—2499.

Second, the Fifth Circuit stated that Totan’s mother
“refustedi orders to remain quiet and calm,” thereby ‘corn
poundtiag)” Cotton’s beLief that Tolan “presented an im
mediate threat to the safety of the offlcers.’ 713 F. 3d, at
307 (internaL quotation marks omitted). But here. ton, the
court did not credit threctlv contradictory evidence. Al
though the parties agree chat ‘[‘alan’s mother repeatedly
informed officers that Tolan was her son, that she lived in
the home in front of which he had parked, and that the
vehicle he had been driving belonged to her and her hus
band, there is a dispute as to how calmly she provided this
information. Cotton stated during his deposition that
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Tolan’s mother was “very agitated” when she spoke to the
officers. Record 1032—1033, By contrast, Tolans mother
testifled at Cotton’s criminal trial that she was neither
“aggravated” nor “agitatecL” Id., at 2075, 2077.

Third, the Court concluded that Totan was “shouting,”
713 F. 3d, at 306, 308, and “verbally threatening” the
officer, Id., at 307, in the nioments before the shooting
‘[‘he court noted, and the parties agree, that while Cotton
was grabbing the arm of his mother, Tolan told Cotton,
“[G]et your fucking hands off my mom.” Record 1928. But
Tolan testified that he “was not screaming.” Id,, at 2544.
And a jury could reasonably infer that his words, in con
text, did not amount to a statement of intent to inflict
harm. Cf. United Slates v White, 258 F. 3d 374, 83 ((‘AS
2001) (“A threat imports ‘[nj communicated intent to
inflict physical or other harm’” (quoting Black’s Law
Dictionary 1480 (6th ed. 1990))): rWorris v. Nec, 672 F. 3d
1185, 1196 (CAb 2tTh2) (inferring that the words ‘Why
was you talking to Mama that way” did not constitute an
“overt thrca[tl”). Tolan’s mother testified in Cotton’s
criminal trial that he slammed her against a garage door
with enough force to cause brusing that lasted for days.
Record 2078—2079. A jury could well have concluded that
a reasonable officer would have heard Tolan’s words not as
a threat, but as a son’s plea not to continue any assnult of
his mother.

Fourth, the Fifth Circuit inferred that at the time of the
shooting, Tolan was “moving to intervene in Sergeant
Cotton’s” interaction with his mother. 7t3 F. 3d, at
305; see atso ith, at 30$ characterizing Tolans behavior
as “abruptly attempting to approach Sergeant Cotton,”
thereby “inflam[ing] an already tense situation”). The
court appears to have credited Edward& account that at
the time of the shooting, Tolan was on both feet “[un a
crouch” or a “charging position” Looking as if he was going
to move forward. Record 1121—1122. Tolan testified at
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trial, however, that he was on his knees when Cotton shot
him. id., at 1928, a fact corroborated by his mother, Id., at
2081. Tokrn also testified in his deposition that he “wasn’t
going anywhere,” id., at 2502, and emphasized that he did
not “jump up,” Id., at 2514.

Constdcred together, these facts lead to the inescapable
conclusion that the court below credited the evidence of
the party seeking summary judgment and failed properly
to acknowledge key evidence offered by the party opposing
that motion. And while “this Court is not equipped to
correct every perceived error coming from the lower federal
courts,” Boag v, MacDougatl 451 U. S. 364, 360 (1982)
(O’Connor, J., concurring), we intervene here because the
opinion below reflects a clear misapprehension of sum
mary judgment standards in light of out’ precedents. Cf.
Brosseau, 543 U. S., at 197—198 (summariLy reversing
decision in a Fourth Amendment excessive force case “to
correct a clear misapprehension of the qualified immunity
standard’); see also Florida Dept. of Health and Reha bill
tctit-e Serts. v, Florida Nursing Home .4ssn., 150 U. S.
117, 150 (1981) per curiatu) (summarily revcrsmg an
opinion that could not ‘be reconciled with the principles
set out” in this Court’s sovereign immunIy jurisprudence).

The witnesses on both sides come to this case with their
own perceptions, recollections, and even potential biases.
ft is in part for that reason that genuine disputes are
generally resolved by juries in our adversarial system. By
weighing the evidence and reaching factual inferences
contrary to Tolan’s competent evidence, the court below
neglected to adhere to the fundamental principle that at
the summar judgment stage, reasonable inferences
should be drawn in favor of the nonmoving party.

Applying that principle here, the court should have
acknowledged and credited Tahiti’s evidence with regard
to the lighting, his mothers demeanor, whether he shouted
words that were an overt threat, and his positioning
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during the shooting. This is not to say, of course, that
these are the only facts that the Fifth Circuit should con
sider, or that no other facts might contribute to the i-ca
sonableness of the officer’s actions as a matter of law, Nor
do we express a view as to whether Cotton’s actions em
lated clearly established law. We instead vacate the Fifth
Circuit’s judgment so that the court can determine whether,
when Tolan’s evidence is properly credited and factual
inerenees are reasonably drawn in his ftwor, (‘otton’s
actions violated clearly estabLished law.

* * *

The petition for certiorari and the NAACP Legal De
fense and Educational Fund’s motIon to file an nmicus
curiae brief are granted. The judgment of the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit is vacated,
and the ease is remanded for further proceedings con
sistent with this opinion.

it is so order’d.
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Summary Judgment Problem

Paul is a salesman He claims that he reached a deal with New York Yachts, a New York
company, to he its Texas representative and that it would pay him a 3% commission on
all boats he sold in Texas. He brought suit in federal court against New York Yachts
claiming that it owed him S100,000 in unpaid commissions. In support of his claim, Paul
has produced a letter in which New York Yachts offered to pay him the 5% commission

Nw York ‘iachts moves for sununarv judgment, attaching an affidavit from its sales
manager that Paul never responded to the Ictier offer and that New York Yachts never
knew or approved of Paul selling its yachts.

Assume that the applicable contract law requires proof of an offer and acceptance in
order fur there to be a binding cnntrat, Also further that to hold New York Yachts
liable under a quasi•conLract theory [here niust be proof that it had knowledge that Paul
was working, on its behalf but failed lo put a stop to it.

I las New York achts atified tc burden of production (or making a summary
judguient motion under 1elntc? If so what i Pauls burden in recponse to New York
Yach’s motion?

(J
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